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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Second Quarter of 2014 is notable for change and transition. Two major events occurred, 

which when combined with a third that will occur later this calendar year, compel a 

comprehensive and concentrated reexamination of compliance program strategy and operations 

(the process). The objective of the reexamination, which the IMT views as a Reset, is to identify 

and implement actions to reinforce successes to date and to correct shortfalls to better enable the 

VIPD to achieve full and fmal Substantial Compliance with CD requirements and to conduct and 

institutionalize constitutional policing. 

The Events. In the Second Quarter of 2014, the District Court of the Virgin Islands ordered 

amendments to the Consent Decree that materially refocuses priorities and timetables. The 

implications for the Virgin Islands Police Department compliance operations are consequential. 

Less consequential, but of extreme importance nonetheless, authority and responsibility for 

Independent Monitoring passed from Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson, LLP to Charles 

A Gruber Consulting Inc. The impending consideration is the election-inspired transition in 

Virgin Islands government and its certain but currently ambiguous impact on police department 

leadership and command. Any number of scenarios may eventuate that will influence the 

efficiency, progress and sustainability of CD compliance. Best-case scenario for the CD 

enterprise is minimal, controlled interruption and dislocation. A deliberately planned and 

smoothly executed change strategy is called for, beginning as immediately as is possible. 

Compliance Status. Having just completed five years of work to satisfy mutually agreed upon 

action to correct the patterns and practices that led to the Consent Decree originally, the VI and 

the VIPD have achieved Substantial Compliance with 19 of 51 provisions (paragraphs) of the 

Consent Decree, 37%. Greatest success has occurred in meeting the Citizen Complaint Process 

Group, 10 of 17 paragraphs, 59%. Compliance with the Management & Supervision Group 

(Risk Management) standards at 42%, 5 of 12 paragraphs. The VI and VIPD are struggling with 

Use of Force compliance, only 3 of 11, 27%. Only one of the nine (9) Training paragraphs is in 

Substantial Compliance. 

1 
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The District Court of the Virgin Islands is not satisfied with progress to date. It has issued two 

principal Orders that ca ll for prioritization of compliance goals and stringent timetables -

"Quarterly Goals." 

Paragraphs currently in Substantial Compliance are: 

31 39 40 42 43 45 46 
47 48 49 50 52 53 57 
62 64 66 70 80 

During the Second Quarter, the VIPD gained Substantial Compliance with three paragraphs, 46, 

49 and 80. This matched First Quarter performance, three paragraphs: 43 , 45 and 48. 

The Compliance Continuum. To gain compliance, a sequence of thresholds must be met with 

regard to policy, training, and practice (sustained execution). For Use of Force, policy 

compliance has been achieved successfully for all eleven (11) paragraphs. Training has been 

successfully achieved for each applicable paragraph. The work remains to be done to satisfy 

Practice Compliance requirements, and thereafter to sustain achievements. 

The Citizen Complaint compliance performance record mirrors that of the Use of Force Group in 

pattern. All 17 policy requirements have been met. All applicable training compliance 

paragraphs have been met. Practice Compliance is the challenge. 

The Group 1 and 2 pattern repeats for Group 3, Management & Supervision. The policy phase 

has been achieved for every applicable paragraph as has training. The two (2) Policy 

requirements have been met for the Training Group. One-third, (3 of 9) training paragraphs 

remain to be achieved. The Practice/Execution Phase remains for eight (8) mandates. 

Aggregating the Continuum data to produce a collective overview, it is reasonable to conclude 

that the Policy Phase has been accomplished in full. Updates must be completed as conditions 

warrant and monitoring will continue. Full compliance in the Training Phase is reachable. 

Practice (sustainability), arguably the most challenging phase, will dominate compliance activity 

for the next several years. 

- 2-
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Compliance Keys. The Court-ordered Quarterly Goals approach can only serve to bring needed 

direction to Consent Decree compliance programming. It prioritizes compliance objectives, sets 

timetables, and enables the VIPD to invest its energies for maximum return. The ability of the 

VIPD to satisfy the Court will benefit measurably from a series of capacity building actions, 

several of them recommended by the IMT repeatedly. Several of the actions have been 

discussed with the VIPD. Their intent and/or commitment to move forward has been expressed. 

D Establish the Force Review Board 
D Establish the Shooting Investigation Team 
D Establish the Audits & Inspection Unit 
D Demand Greater Managerial and Supervisory Accountability with regard to all 

Consent Decree obligations 

The foregoing four recommendations have self-evident direct linkage to Consent Decree 

compliance. Still direct, but more complicated in transformation requirements are the following: 

D Ensure promotional preparation, readiness and a productive testing scheme. 
D Ensure and sustain an integrated academy, field and in-service training regimen 

that foster the values and understanding of constitutional policing. 
D Engage community members in compliance activities. A citizen survey and 

VIPD website postings are easy ways to inform the public about compliance 
activities and progress. 

Technology Transition & Business Development Process. During Quarter Two, the IMT 

invested heavily in development of business process technology as well as in improving tools for 

monitoring, primarily for case review and analysis. A Data Management System received the 

most attention. Case Review & Analysis Templates were refined and redesigned. We have 

developed a Records Management System to support access to CD reports and documents. A 

web-based Calendar and a prototype website have been developed, the latter to support pending 

and much needed community engagement initiatives. We prepared for a summit to be held 

during the Third Quarter to clarify any differences that exist in assessing substantial compliance 

and to ensure that all parties are in agreement, to the maximum extent possible, with the current 

-3-
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status of each CD paragraph and 8\lb-paragraph. Last, the IMT has begun work to introduce a 

series of metrics to measure outcomes (Constitutional Policing) and policies and CD processes 

designed to foster Constitutional Policing. 

-4-
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the Second Quarter Report of2014 from the Independent Monitoring Team (IMT) for the 

quarter that ended June 30, 2014. During the quarter the IMT, along with the CRT from the 

United States Department of Justice, attended the Consent Decree progress review by District 

Judge Curtis V. Gomez, participated in three Monthly Meetings - by conference call and on-site, 

examined Use of Force and Citizen Complaint policies and procedures for review, and conducted 

a week-long on-site (June 9-13). We conducted technical assistance and provided guidance, 

direction and exemplars to Work Group leaders and in some cases group point persons. The IMT 

monitored VIPD training programs on site and completed documents to the satisfaction of 

Property and Procurement related to contract provisions of this Consent decree. 

The Second Quarter marked a shift in the monitoring business model. Authority and 

responsibility for independent monitoring passed from Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson, 

LLP to Charles A. Gruber Consulting, Inc., the authors of this report. Drawing on experience of 

the last five years of Consent Decree activity and the accumulated knowledge of successes, 

failures, VIPD assets and cultural and operational barriers, and unexploited opportunities, it is 

evident that the Independent monitoring function and the VIPD compliance effort can benefit 

from revision of current program methods and practices and the aggressive introduction of more 

contemporary information technology. VIPD organization and staffing for CD compliance is a 

subject that demands immediate attention. The pages that follow will outline how the 

monitoring program is already being advanced. In all of these regards, Quarter Two has been a 

Transition Quarter. 

II. RESETTING COMPLIANCE STRATEGY AND PROGRAMMING 

Two major events occurred during this quarter which, when combined with a third event that will 

unfold during the remaining quarters of this year, compel a call for a concentrated re

examination of compliance program strategy and operations (process). The goal is to identify and 

implement actions that the VIPD can introduce that promise to reinforce successes to date, 

correct shortfalls, and introduce innovations that will carry them through to final substantial 

-5-
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compliance with the consent decree. The parties to the Consent Decree have before them what 

may be the best one-time window to energize a Virgin Islands Police Department compliance 

effort that demands a range of improvements that are crucial to future compliance success. 

The Events. In the Second Quarter of 2014, the District Court of the Virgin Islands ordered 

amendments that materially refocus Consent Decree priorities and timetables. The implications 

for the Virgin Islands Police Department compliance business methods are consequential Less 

consequentia~ but of extreme importance nonetheless going forward, authority and responsibility 

for Independent Monitoring passed from Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson, LLP to 

Charles A. Gruber Consulting Inc .. The impending consideration is the election-inspired 

transition in Virgin Islands government and its impact on police department leadership and 

command. A new governor will be elected in November 2014. Transition will occur in January 

2015. Top leadership positions in the VIPD are gubernatorial appointments. The current 

commissioner has declared his intent to retire. Past elections have resulted in numerous 

leadership and supervisory changes in the command structure of the VIPD. Any number of 

scenarios could eventuate that will influence the efficiency, pace, progress and sustainability of 

CD compliance. Best-case scenario for the CD enterprise is minimal, controlled interruption and 

dislocation. A deliberately planned and smoothly executed change strategy is called for. 

The Amended Order. On May 27, 2014, the District Court of the Virgin Islands issued an 

Amended Order that calls for reprioritization of Consent Decree compliance goals, an action 

which seems to us to introduce requirements to refocus Virgin Islands Police Department 

compliance program organization, staffing and operations. Most important, it clarifies and sets 

the stage for better focused compliance achievement. It is, in our view, a well-conceived and 

department-friendly action. 

The two principal Orders of the Court that pertain to the Action Plan & Quarterly compliance 
requirements are: 

D The Action Plan is Stricken From the Consent Decree. The Action Plan has 
been guiding the operations of the Virgin Islands Police Department leadership 
and the Work Groups that have hands-on everyday responsibilities for 

-6-
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engineering the organizational and behavioral change called for by the Consent 
Decree. 

Whether and how suspension of the Plan impacts Work Group direction and 
functioning is not totally clear at this point. The IMT intends to concentrate some 
attention to this issue. It is worthy of direct discussion, which will occur in 
Quarter Three. 

D Quarterly Goals. The Virgin Islands Police Department February 25, 2014 
agreement to submit quarterly goals to the Court and to accomplish any (all) goals 
accepted by the Court by the end of each respective quarter is adopted. 

The Court's reasoning for the Orders is illuminating as a retrospective and a judgment on the 
Consent Decree compliance effort since inception and on its state as ofthis quarter. From the 
Order: 

D The Consent Decree in this matter was first entered into on March, 2009. It has 
been amended five times, by the Court's count. Each amendment was in response 
to a motion by one or both parties as a result of the Virgin Islands being unable to 
comply with the deadlines for substantial compliance with some or all sections of 
the Consent Decree that called for improvement. (Page 2). 

D Each time, the Virgin Islands and the United States indicated to the Court that 
changes in leadership in the Virgin Islands Police Department had resulted in 
renewed commitment to the consent decree . . . . However, as the Court explained 
at the February 25, 2014 hearing, words and promises are not enough (Page 3) ... 

D If history is any indication, the leadership's expressed desire to achieve 
compliance- not only for compliance's sake, but in order to improve the Virgin 
Islands Police Department so that it could effectively serve the community it is 
supposed to protect - will simply not, after six years and five amendments, be 
enough. (Page 3). 

It is not possible to misinterpret the mood of the Court and the urgency introduced for 

measurable progress toward substantial compliance. A tipping point has been reached! 

The impact and benefits of the Order appear to be visible and positive already. The IMT 

observed a surge of activity in the Virgin Islands Police Department compliance work, at least in 

June. Still, and in recognition of CO-allocated resource (staff) pressure, to reinforce forward 

movement and fulfill its legal obligations to the Court, the Virgin Islands Police Department is 

advised to remix the focus of compliance efforts. It must prioritize work to concentrate on the 

goals submitted to and approved by the Court. At the same time, it cannot permit progress and 

work toward remaining goals, those for which substantial compliance has already been achieved 

-7-
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and those not yet in substantial compliance, to atrophy or languish. To allow overall progress to 

date to regress will not be acceptable. Continued, even intensified diligence by all parties is 

required to ensure this condition does not eventuate. 

Independent Monitor Transition. From 2009 through to the end of Quarter One, 2014, 

independent monitoring authority and responsibility was held by the firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, 

Shriver & Jacobson, LLP. At the outset of Quarter Two, 2014, authority and responsibility 

passed to Charles A. Gruber Consulting Inc. Fried, Frank exhibited ultimate cooperation and 

professionalism in support of the transition. We are grateful and thank them for all of their 

efforts. Having served as the Police Practices Experts cadre for Fried, Frank, the CAG team is 

well positioned to carry compliance monitoring forward. It is our declared intent to reinforce 

and build upon the entire Consent Decree experience to date, minimizing disruptions for all 

parties to the Consent Decree, while promising innovation based on lessons learned since 2009 

and the new urgency introduced by the aforementioned Court Orders. 

For the IMT, the Second Quarter blended continuing monitoring work, staffing augmentation to 

replace Fried, Frank resources, and considerable infrastructure capacity building. The transition 

resulted in role changes. Use of Force PPE, Charles Gruber, is now obligated to serve as the 

leader of the team and the Monitor. As executive responsibilities increase, time available for 

hands-on work, such as case review, diminishes. This reality must be, and is being controlled 

for. Resources and functions formerly invested and conducted by Fried, Frank are now replaced, 

in part, by the addition of Jerry Needle, Palmer Wilson, and Leon Casey, Sr., to the team. These 

professionals bring senior level experience in law enforcement evaluation, infrastructure, 

operations and organizational culture analysis and change management. Production and 

administrative capacity is off to a fast start. Section VI, Technology Transition & Development, 

documents progress in capacity building during Quarter Two. We expect that core transition 

requirements will be in place in the next two quarters (Third and Fourth, 2014). The strategy and 

business model will evolve and adapt continually. 

Virgin Islands Police Department Leadership Transition. Change in Virgin Islands Police 

Department leadership is expected by the end of 2014. Being contingent on the election later in 

-8-
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this year and the ensuing executive search and selection process, an interim may occupy the 

Commissioner post for a time. Whether the candidate chosen for permanent appointment comes 

from inside the Virgin Islands Police Department or from the outside has its own set of 

implications for agency direction and operations, including the composition of a Consent Decree 

compliance team which is currently led by top-tier commanders (Chiefs, Deputy Chiefs, and 

Captains). The cadre of expertise will still be present in the department. It needs to be employed 

and cultivated further. 

Leadership transition is likely to disrupt the compliance process (as has been seen in this Consent 

Decree and others around the country). The Independent Monitor has begun discussions with the 

current Commissioner and his leadership team to plan for transition, to minimize disruption and 

ensure ongoing commitment to compliance efforts. Discussions are not far along. Schedules to 

further discussions are currently being worked out. 

m COMPLIANCE STATUS 

Tables 1 and 2 display the status of VIPD compliance with Consent Decree requirements as of 

August 15, 2014 (somewhat beyond the close of Quarter Two). Table 1 presents a snapshot of 

overall compliance achievement (51 paragraphs). Table 2 conveys status on the policy, training, 

and practice continuum (phases). 

Overall Status. The VI and VIPD have achieved Substantial Compliance with 19 of 51 

provisions, 37% (Table 1). Greatest success has occurred in meeting the Citizen Complaint 

Process Group, 10 of 17 paragraphs, 59%. Compliance with the Management & Supervision 

Group (Risk Management) stands at 42%, 5 of 12 paragraphs. The VI and VIPD is truly 

struggling with Use ofForce compliance, only 3 of11, 27%. The IMT views the Use ofForce 

Group as, perhaps, the most difficult to achieve. Only one (1) of the nine (9) Training 

paragraphs are in Substantial Compliance. 

-9-
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TABLEt 

Current Consent Decree Complaince 
All Para hs As Of 08 15 14 
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TABLE2 
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Group 2 Citizen Complaints 
CD Compliance levels by Phase 
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ed 

Group 4 Training 
CD Compliance levels by Phase 
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The Compliance Continuum. Table 2, CD Compliance Levels by Phase, adds considerable 

dimension and clarification to compliance status. For the Use of Force Group, policy 

compliance has been achieved successfully in every instance - for each of the eleven (11) 

paragraphs. Training has been successfully achieved for each applicable paragraph. The work 

remains to be done to satisfy Practice Compliance requirements, and thereafter to sustain 

achievements. 

The Citizen Complaint compliance performance record mirrors that of the Use of Force Group in 

pattern. All 17 policy requirements have been met. All applicable training compliance 

paragraphs have been met. Practice Compliance is a more major challenge. The Group 1 and 2 

pattern repeats for Group 3, Management & Supervision. The policy phase has been achieved 

for every applicable paragraph as has the training phase. Practice Compliance lies ahead. Each 

of the two (2) required policy requirements have been met for the Training Group. One-third (3 

of 9) of the training paragraphs remain to be achieved. The Practice Compliance Phase remains 

for eight (8) mandates. 

Collectively, the Policy Phase has been accomplished in full. Updates must be completed as 

conditions warrant and monitoring will continue. Full compliance in the Training Phase is 

reachable. This must be a priority for the Training Group. Practice/Execution (sustainability), 

arguably the most challenging phase, will dominate compliance activity for the next several 

years. 

Consideration for fairness and disclosure dictates that we note the presence of some confusion 

and disagreement between the VIPD and IMf regarding compliance status with regard to several 

paragraphs. A Third Quarter summit is scheduled to examine status, requirements, and to 

eliminate misunderstandings. 

Goals Compliance Requirements & Achievements. By agreeent with the Court, the VIPD is 

expected to be in Substantial Compliance with all or part of 33 CD paragraphs by August 15, 

2014. The IMT records indicate that the VIPD is in Substantial Compliance with ten (10) of 

these. Counting nine (9) paragraphs achieved previously, the VIP is currently in Substantial 

-13-
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Compliance with 19 (as of August 15, 2014). These are Paragraphs: 31, 39, 40, 42, 43, 45, 46, 

47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 57, 62, 64, 66, 70 and 80. 

Second Quarter Record. Owing the First Quarter of 2014, the VI and VIPD achieved 

Substantial Compliance with three Paragraphs, 43, 45, and 48. Despite their best efforts, the 

VIPD, during the reporting period, only came into Substantial Compliance with paragraphs 46, 

49 and 80. Paragraph 80, unfortunately, is not a paragraph contained in the Court's order of 

07/03/14. 

IMT Comments & Recommendations. In keeping with past practice, the IMT has examined 

the VIPD Status Report for the First Quarter (#19). Item-by-item Comments and 

Recommendations are documented in Appendix A. Global observations are in order here. 

The efforts of the Force Working Group are commendable. They are attacking some of the most 

frequently occurring themes in their review of force incidents that have caused and continue to 

cause the department to miss opportunities to find compliance. Supervisors not making it to the 

scenes of force incidents are one example. Working on templates and other resources to focus 

both officers and supervisors on their recurring duties consistent with the VIPD's force policies 

and the Consent Decree is another. Development of the Force Review Board and its related 

investigation policy will address a myriad of issues the department has been struggling with and 

have been identified in both IMT audits and VIPD audits. We expect that the VIPD leadership 

will put a priority on completing and implementing this policy in the 3rd Quarter of2014. Delay 

will only continue to exacerbate issues for the department and its personnel as well as the 

citizens who deserve this level of professional policing. We are encouraged that, for the second 

time, the UOF Working Group concurs with IMT fmdings that force reporting and investigation 

are not occurring consistently, timely, nor adequately as required. While we have again provided 

the VIPD with exemplars for both Use of Force Review Board policies and procedures and 

Firearms and Serious Use of Force Investigation Team policy and procedures, the VIPD has yet 

to submit those policies to the commissioner for their implementation. The VIPD reports that the 

Working Group is writing and developing these policies and procedures and bi-weekly reports 

indicate that they are being worked on. Neither has been completed. We are encouraged that the 

-14-
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VIPD now sees that implementation of these policies and procedures will help identify system, 

training and process failures that are keeping them from achieving compliance with a majority of 

CD force paragraphs. We anticipate positive results from implementation. No change in status 

occurred in Quarter Two with regard to any of the UOF CD compliance requirements. 

The Citizen Complaint Process Working Group continues to move forward toward substantial 

compliance. The most significant challenge in the Citizen Complaint Process area continues to 

be the timely completion of investigations. This occurs territory-wide and ranges from 

insignificant complaints to the most serious allegations. While there have been limited efforts to 

address this issue, more attention and action must occur to ensure that supervisors and managers 

are paying attention to the issue. Supervisors and managers must be held accountable for their 

actions and inactions. This concern threads throughout the CD Citizen Complaint paragraphs. 

The IMT is generally in agreement with the VIPD's current assessment of their status in the area 

of Management and Supervision. The appointment of a new chair and point person at the end of 

the second quarter is significant. The IMT has already seen some concentrated attention and 

action. The IMT is very hopeful that this will continue. 

During the Second Quarter, IAPro access, territory-wide, was provided to the lAB, lAB Director 

and Assistant Director, a positive. There are concerns related to training documentation. The 

IMT anticipates that with full implementation of PowerDMS, these concerns will be addressed. 

The IMT wil~ in future quarters, continue to review those areas deemed in compliance. The 

IMT will continue to work with the VIPD to ensure continued compliance. 

The VIPD has been generating and disseminating reports from their RMS. Critical information 

has been shared with supervisors and managers that directly impacts EIP. However, the response 

to such information from supervisors and managers has been inconsistent and, sometimes non

existent. Once again, the IMT emphasizes the importance of holding supervisors and managers 

accountable for their actions/inactions. (During the July 2014 monthly meeting the VIPD 

acknowledged similar shortcomings.) 

-15-
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There is substantial work to be done in this area. As stated above, the IMT has seen good 

attention since the appointment of the new chair and point persons. The IMT looks forward to 

assessing what is accomplished during the next few quarters. 

For Training, the IMT is pleased with the acquisition and implementation ofPowerDMS. We've 

asked for updates on the progress of populating the data categories. The return memos have not, 

however, delineated the number of files, by category that have been entered into the system. 

They have been general, repetitive statements about the broad c1asses of information being 

entered but not specific numbers and descriptions of records. We believe that, by now, we 

would be receiving reports of training events that were produced in PowerDMS and we are not. 

This is the first accounting that we've received concerning remedial training. Prior to this, we 

have received reports that have included "make-up" training and remedial training and we were 

unable to differentiate between the two. Following a discussion about this, the Commissioner 

directed the Interim Training Director to develop a field in PowerDMS, separate and apart from 

"make-up" training. To date, as we point out above, we have not yet seen reports of this type 

produced directly from PowerDMS. 

The process of data entry could be clearer to us if we could see a plan with anticipated 

completion dates. This would enable us to get a grasp on when we might see PowerDMS reports 

and the types of reports that we might be seeing. While we appreciate this update, it doesn't 

describe, in enough detail, where we are in the process or where we can anticipate being in the 

coming days and months. 

The IMT cannot stress too strongly that the ad hoc group assembled on May 20, 2014 to evaluate 

use of force training be made a standing committee that meets monthly to review, analyze and 

evaluate the way in which training is taking hold in the field. There is much to be gained from 

having this kind ofhigh level review of the entire training process not just its delivery. 

We now believe that the VIPD has met the requirements of Paragraph 80. 
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Compliance Analvtics. It is the IMT's intent to position all parties to better understand the 

status of compliance and non-compliance and especially to be better able to clarify and convey 

where barriers exist, in order to address and attack them. Accordingly, future activity will 

concentrate and document compliance activity at the sub-paragraph level. We have constructed 

a diagnostic tool to examine each and every paragraph and its component sub-paragraphs. 

Appendix B displays the tool. The IMT intends to use it to structure the work at the 

aforementioned summit. 

IV. COMPLIANCE KEYS 

The Court-ordered Quarterly Goals approach can only serve to bring needed direction to the 

Consent Decree compliance programming. It prioritizes compliance objectives, sets timetables, 

and enables the VIPD to invest its energies for maximum return. In keeping with the 

transition/reset theme introduced in this report, the IMT wishes to single out a set of actions that 

we believe the VIPD should emphasize to improve the speed, efficiency and effectiveness of 

compliance achievement. 

Our choices are guided by "manageability." The list is limited. Implementation should not be 

complicated. The VIPD may or may not have the staff resources. This question remains to be 

answered. (See Section V). Many of the actions have been discussed with the VIPD and in most 

cases intent and/or commitment has been expressed. 

D Establish the Force Review Board 
D Establish the Shooting Investigation Team 
D Establish the Audits & Inspection Unit 
D Demand Managerial and Supervisory Accountability with regard to all Consent 

Decree obligations 

The foregoing four recommendations have self-evident direct linkage to Consent Decree 

compliance. Still direct, but more complicated in transformation requirements are the following: 

D Ensure promotional preparation, readiness, and a productive testing scheme. 
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D Ensure and sustain an integrated academy, field and in-service training regimen 
that foster the values and understanding of constitutional policing. 

D Engage community members in compliance activities. A citizen survey and 
VIPD website postings are easy ways to inform and to report progress. 

V. MOUNTING A STRONGER COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

The VIPD asserts that its capacity to advance compliance with CD provisions is impaired by 

staff shortages. Supervisors, pressed by competing and priority workload, sometimes fmd CD 

case review obligations challenging. Creating the Audit and Inspection Unit, stocking a Force 

Review Board and Shooting Investigation Team is difficult. Data analysts to support the Risk 

Management Group must await positive action on the 2015 budget. Working Group leaders 

acknowledge shortfalls in the amount of time that can be devoted to audits. The cumulative 

impact of just this set of conditions is impairing the progress of the IM function as well- an echo 

effect. 

The VIPD may be correct that it lacks the resources to intensify CD compliance operations. The 

IMT is not yet positioned to definitively judge the merits of VIPD decisions - more properly 

indecisions, with regard to the foregoing CO-focused staffing issues as well as others. We do not 

have sufficient data-supported familiarity with the totality of the VIPD's policing environment, 

organization, workload, and staffing. Comprehensive examination of these aspects of the VIPD 

has never been a monitoring focus. At this transitional juncture, however, it is necessary. We 

can help the VIPD by building a policy and practice database and searching for resource 

recovery opportunities by conducting CO-specific mini-management studies. Surely, we can 

clarify the staffing issues. We should note that our multi-year attempts to obtain personnel 

rosters have been frustrating. 

The Policing Environment. The contextuaVdiagnostic database required to more fully 

understand the VIPD, the community it serves, agency operations and CO-staffing capacity, 

would have two types of information. The frrst aggregates factors and trends that condition the 

policing environment: 
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D Population/Demographics 
D Economic Factors 
D Social Indicators 
D Crime, Violence, and Disorder 
D Service Requirements 
D Order Maintenance Requirements 
D Workload 
D Resources - Staffing and Financial 
D Performance/Outcome Indicators 

These data, with their dimensions, also have implications for department and officer 

performance, including conduct, misconduct, and constitutional policing capacity. 

Policies & Practices. This second category focuses on how the police mission is conducted

leadership, management, operations. 

D Mission, goals, objectives 
D Accountability 
D Policing Philosophy 
D Community Engagement 
D Organizational Culture 
D Ethics, Integrity and Citizen Complaints 
D Organization 
D Staffmg 
D Leadership 
D Management and Supervision 
D Management and Labor Rights and Relationships 
D Management controls and internal affairs 
D Management support services 
D Marketing and public information 
D Crime prevention and fear reduction 
D Personnel and risk management 
D Education and training 
D Patrol, traffic, investigations 
D Data and information assembly and analysis 
D Information and operations techno logy 
D Communications 
D Interagency relationships 
D Recruitment, Selection, Retention 
D Training 
D State-of-the-art programming 
D Effectiveness and productivity 
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A VIPD Consent Decree-Tailored Database. Creating a portfolio of diagnostics (a database) 

that addressed all of the considerations itemized above is the ideal. To do so would require 

completing a comprehensive organization and management study. Neither the IMT 

commitments, priorities, nor resources allow pursuit ofthe ideal at this time. What is practical

and necessary, is to begin to accumulate data that would enable us to answer critical priority 

Consent Decree-specific questions. Examples: 

D Are there times when frrst responder deployments to calls and situations is limited 
to the point that officers fear for their safety and/or pressed to control a situation, 
increasing the likelihood of improper or too-early resort to force? (Answer comes 
from calls-for-service analysis). 

D Are there constraints on supervisors' capacity to respond in a timely way to field 
situations? (Also a CPS-directed analysis). 

D Are recruitment, selection, field training, promotional and performance evaluation 
practices designed and carved out to maximize constitutional policing? 

D Does the VIPD culture encourage/allow officers to believe in the principles of 
procedural justice? (The primary precept of which is that if officers view their 
internal environment to be fair and just, they are more likely to model the 
behavior on-the-street/with citizens. The reciprocal is evident.) 

D Are officers supplied with adequate information to prepare them to manage 
citizen constitutionally and with regard to public and officer safety? (A 
dispatch/IT techno logy review.) 

The IMT has scheduled on-site data-collection required to begin to build the database needed to 

address the questions itemized above and to begin to construct the larger database outlined. For 

its part, the VIPD will have to supply data it currently possesses, in a very timely way, 

gather/produce data that is not readily available, and assign a well-placed point person to work 

with us directly. The result will be clear answers to CO-specific issues, staffmg and operational. 
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VI. TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION & DEVELOPMENT 

During Quarter Two, the IMT invested heavily in development of business process (monitoring) 

technology as well as tools for monitoring, primarily for case review and analysis. A Data 

Management System received the most attention. Case Review & Analysis Templates were 

refmed and redesigned. These are subject to further refinement. We have developed a Records 

Management System to support access to CD reports and documents. A web-based Calendar 

and a prototype website have been developed, the latter to support pending and much needed 

community engagement initiatives. All of these developments are discussed in detail in 

Appendix C, Technology Transition. 

IMT work to introduce outcome (and process) measurement began in Quarter two as well. 

Appendix D, The Constitutional Policing Index, outlines results to date. The metrics we hope to 

develop and apply will not only capture the state of compliance, progress and police behaviors, 

but will serve as diagnostic tools to achieve and sustain constitutional policing. 
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I. USE OF FORCE 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. During this reporting quarter, an equipment audit was completed in both 
Districts. The audit comprised equipment inspections executed during the first quarter 2014. Audit 
objectives (5) included the following as a matter of example: Determine if the VIPD has met the 
compliance standard for paragraph 39, specifically, whether sworn personnel do not possess or use 
unauthorized firearms and Determine if the VIPD has met the compliance standard for paragraph 39, 
specifically, whether sworn personnel do not possess or use unauthorized ammunition. The completed 
audit report was submitted to select individuals within the chain of command including the Police 
Commissioner and Assistant Police Commissioner for review and comment. As of the completion of this 
report, a copy of this audit report is not yet forwarded to IMT and USDOJ as VIPD's internal review is not 
yet completed. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

This type of audit/inspection is standard practice within most police agencies. Generally completed by the 
first line supervisor prior to the officers tour of duty. Incorporating this practice and oversight is 
recommended The audit should really address whether the supervisors and managers are requiring that 
the inspections be done or not. We look forward to reviewing the results of this audit and expect that the 
VIPD will provide the results soon as this audit has been done. 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. The use of force work group in a previous audit conducted determined 
that it was necessary for Supervisors to travel to the scene of all use of force incidents including level 
four incidents. As a result, a Commissioner's directive #002-2014 (Supervisor's Response to Use of Force 
Events) was developed, approved by the Commissioner and disseminated in both Districts. A copy of this 
directive was also submitted to IMT May 28, 2014. Additionally, this directive mandated that any 
available on-duty Supervisor shall be dispatched to the scene of an incident of use of force if no 
supervisor is available in the Zone where the use of force incident occurred. 

However, it was subsequently disclosed that the specific section of the directive requiring appearance of 
Supervisors to level four uses of force incidents contravened current force related policy. Consequently, 
the suggestion of rescinding the directive and reissuing same excluding the section requiring the 
appearance of Supervisors to level four incidents of use of force was entertained briefly. A revised 
directive however, has not been generated as of the completion of this report and will be followed up in 
future quarterly status reports. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

There should be more explanation of what occurred. Audits determined that officers were failing to notify 
their supervisors of force events promptly. The result is that both important information about witnesses 
and potential evidence litiS not available to the leaders of the department. The question remains if the 
commissioner's directive is beingfollowed or not? This answer is confusing. We should ascertain and 
answer in our report. 
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VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. Also, the VIPD and more specifically the use of force work group continues 
its efforts to develop templates for Supervisors that will be utilized for use of force investigations and 
Response to Resistance Reports. These templates will be instrumental in establishing across the board 
consistency in the quality and format of force investigations and also in the completion of RRR's. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS &RECOMMENDATIONS 

The question remains: What was actually accomplished on the production of these resources? Are the 
templates close to completion? Is there a target date? The IMT would like to see prototypes ASAP. 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. Additionally, work continues as it relates to the review of policy 
3.2(reporting, review and investigation of use of force), draft policy for the proposed Force Review 

Board and use of force policy 3.1 which was submitted to the Policy Committee for review. Anticipated 
challenges as it relates to the proposed force review board includes but not limited to identifying 
appropriate personnel as members of this review board, considering the challenges the department is 

already facing pursuant to inadequate levels of command or supervisory personnel. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Promotional exams were conducted during this quarter; however, the number of successful completions 
fell below desired levels. More will be reported in subsequent reports as to the next step(s) going 
forward. 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. The use of force work group completed t heir audit of the first quarter of 

2014. This report likewise will be shared with IMT and USDOJ. Going forward the use of force work 
group tweaked their section of the consent decree establishing a matrix that identified sections of the 
use of force section of the decree further broken down in subsections, so as to be able to target and 
address each mandate contained in each paragraph. A copy of this tweaked matrix was submitted to 
IMT June 30, 2014 along with a biweekly report. The following use of force paragraphs 32-36, including 

subsections were submitted to the Court for possible compliance by August 15, 2014. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The IMT has also reworked the CD into subsections f or use going forward. We will review the 
VIPD/work group "tweaking" for consistency. 

The efforts of the Force Working Group have been commendable. They are attacking some of the most frequently 
occurring themes in their review of force incidents that have caused the department to miss opportunities to find 
compliance. Supervisors not making it to the scenes of force incidents being just one example. Working on 
templates and other resources to focus both officers and supervisors on their recurring duties consistent with 
VI PO's force policies and the Consent Decree is another. Finally, the development of the Force Review Board and 
its related investigation policy will address a myriad of issues the department has been struggling with. We hope 
that the VIPD leadership team will put a priority on completing these policies and implementing them in the 3rd Q 
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of 2014. Any delay will only continue to exacerbate issues for both the department and its personnel as well as the 
citizens who deserve this level of professional policing. 

Paragraph 31- The VIPD will review and revise its use of force policies as necessary to: 

a) define terms clearly; 

b) define force as that term is defined in this Agreement; 

c) incorporate a use of force model that teaches disengagement, area containment, 
surveillance, waiting out a subject, summoning reinforcements or calling in specialized 
units as appropriate responses to a situation; 

d) advise that, whenever possible, individuals should be allowed to submit to arrest before 
force is used; 

e) reinforce that the use of excessive force will subject officers to discipline, possible criminal 
prosecution, and/or civil liability; 

f) ensure that sufficient less lethal alternatives are available to all patrol officers; and 

g) explicitly prohibit the use of choke holds and similar carotid holds except where deadly 
force is authorized. 

Once the DOJ has reviewed and approved these policies, the VIPD shall immediately implement any 
revisions. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting period, the VIPD and speci fically the use of force work group 
continued to review the Officer Involved shooting policy in conjunction with the Reporting review and 
investigation of use of force policy 3.2. As previously reported the use of force work group will 
incorporate the Officer Involved Shooting Policy with policy 3.2. Also, a draft force review board policy 
is also being reviewed and policy 3.1 already reviewed by the use of force work group, VIAG and VIPD's 
legal Counsel is currently with the Policy Committee for review. All of the policies identified above will 
be shared with USDOJ and IMT prior to department dissemination. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Each of these policies should be stand-alone. The investigation of an officer involved shooting should be 
a stand-alone policy. The Force Review Board should be a s tand-alone policy. Remedial care for a 
police officer after a shooting incident should be a stand-alone policy. Most police agencies see each of 
these plus others separate policies relevant to the area of deadly force as significant and worthy of 
individual attention. 

(AMENDED) Paragraph 32: The VIPD will require all uses of force to be documented in writing. The use 
of force report form will indicate each and every type of force that was used, and require the evaluation 
of each use of force. Use of force reports will include a supervisor's narrative description of the events 
preceding the use of force, written by a supervisor or by the designated investigative unit. Use of force 
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reports also will include the officer(s) narrative description of events and the officer(s) statement. 
Except in cases of use of force involving the lowest level of force as defined in VIPD policy as approved 
by DOJ, the officer's statement shall be audio or videotaped. 

VIPD REPORT: As previously reported, the VIPD in an effort to assist Supervisors in complying with 
paragraph 32, developed and posted posters at designated locations within all Zones in both Districts. 
These posters provided information on reporting requirements and time limits and outlined elements of 
each of the four levels of force. These posters were also forwarded to IMT more than two quarters prior. 
Continuing with this effort to assist Supervisors and Officers in use of force reporting requirements, and 
overall assist the VIPD in achieving substantial compliance, the use of force work group is currently 
developing templates inclusive of use of force investigation and Response to Resistance Reports (RRR). 
They are expected to serve as a guide for Supervisors as they conduct their investigations and also 
lends to consistency in format and quality of investigations. These templates as they are being 
developed will be shared with IMT for their anticipated input. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The VIPD has made significant progress in making sure the reports and reviews of force incidents get 
reported and reviewed. The glitch is contemporaneous response of a supervisor to the scene of the use of 
force (which the VIP D issued a Commission's directive) and consistent application of the policies 
throughout the territory. Templates alluded to in the VIPD report are not yet completed by the working 
group. They are, however, a good learning and reminder tool which should assist the department. We 
are encouraged by their willingness to engage this process, but mindfUl that developing the documents is 
but one small step in a process of learning and implementation of a whole process. Develop templates 
and checklists for both supervisors and officers to follow in completing and investigating all reportable 
uses of force as required by VIPD policy. 

(AMENDED) Paragraph 33: Officers shall notify their supervisors following any use of force upon the 
receipt of an allegation of excessive force. Except in uses of force involving the lowest level of force as 
defined in VIPD policy as approved by DOJ, Supervisors will respond to the scene, examine the subject 
for injury, interview the subject for complaints of pain, and ensure that the subject receives needed 
medical attention. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting quarter, the use of force work group determined through previous 
audits completed that a directive is required to mandate the appearance of an on-duty Supervisor to the 
scene of all use of force incidents regardless if it occurred outside of their area of assignment. This will 
ensure at a minimum Supervisory preliminary on scene assessment of all use of force incidents 
regardless of force level and will further ensure that required steps as per the consent decree are being 
followed. However, subsequent to the approval and dissemination of this directive, it was disclosed that 
a section of this directive conflicted with current force related policy which, requires Supervisors to 
travel to all use of force incidents with the exception of level 4. Brief ensuing discussions entertained the 
suggestion of amending the directive to only mandate the appearance of an on duty Supervisor from 
outside his or her assigned area to the scene of a use of force incident, if no Supervisor is available in the 
area or Zone where the use of force incident occurred. A copy of the original directive# 002-2014 
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(effective date May 30, 2014) was submitted to IMT May 28, 2014. However, as of this report, a revised 
directive has not yet been generated and disseminated. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The VIPD has not been consisted in ensuring that contemporaneous to a force use that the supervisors 
respond in a timely way to the scene of a use of force, that they have examined the subject for injuries, 
that they have interviewed the person for complaints of pain or injury and finally to ensure that subject(s) 
receive timely medical attention. The monitors are fully aware that some of these requirements are done 
(and properly reported) in some cases while, in others they are not. The inconsistency of application of 
these requirements is not just an isolated issue. It is territory wide. It is district wide and even disparate 
by shifts and supervisors. Develop templates and checklists for both supervisors and officers to follow in 
completing and investigating all reportable uses of force as required by VIPD policy. 

(AMENDED) Paragraph 34: Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, will review, 
evaluate, and document each use of force, and will complete the narrative description section of the use 
of force report. The narrative description will include a precise description of the facts and 
circumstances that either justify or fail to justify the officer's conduct. As part of this review, the 
supervisor or designated investigating officer/unit will evaluate the basis for the use of force, and 
determine whether the officer's actions were within VI PO policy. An officer who used force during the 
incident, whose conduct led to an injury, or who authorized conduct leading to the use of force or 
allegation of excessive force, or who was present during the incident will not be eligible to review or 
investigate the incident. 

VI PO REPORT: The VI PO since the initiation of quarterly audits by work group of their respective areas 
has conducted three quarterly audits thus far. The third audit conducted of the first quarter of 2014 
concluded June 30, 2014 of this reporting period. The audit report for this audit will be shared with 
USDOJ and IMT after VI PO's internal review of the report is completed. As deficiencies are identified in 
these audits, a plan of action based upon submitted recommendations will be developed and 
implemented with prior approval from the Police Commissioner where deemed necessary and 
appropriate. These quarterly audits are expected to disclose the extent to which there is compliance or 
non-compliance with the mandates as outlined in paragraph 34 of the consent decree; to which the 
VI PO will respond with the implementation of corrective measures in a timely manner. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The supervisors and department chain of command have been designated as the investigating body of 
force incidents by VIPD policy. They are to review, evaluate and document each use of force. The VIPD 
leadership team has had a mixed response to completing these requirements. Based on VIPD 'sown 
audits, not all supervisors address all the elements required, not all managers evaluate and document 
inconsistencies in reporting on in the investigation itself. Territory wide the application has been mixed. 
To its credit the VIPD has recognized this and is in the process of adopting several programs and 
methods to address the identified weaknesses or issues outlined in our reviews and later corifinned by 
their audits. It is not lost on us that this could be expected to occur. The whole system and their 
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associated processes are new to everyone including the leadership team. 

Write, train all relevant personnel and implement a Force Review Board policy. Write, train all relevant 
personnel and implement a Critical Incident Investigation Team for the VI Territory. Complete the 
Supervisor's template and checklist for the investigation and review of officers' use of force. Train and 
implement for all relevant members of the staff. Complete, train all relevant personnel and implement a 
template for how to properly document, write and complete all the necessary documents for an officer's 
use of force. 

NOTE: The PPE Comments and Recommendations for Paragraph 34 apply equally to Paragraphs 35, 
36, 37, and 38. 

Paragraph 39: VIPD shall complete development of a Use of Firearms policy that complies with 
applicable law and current professional standards. The policy shall prohibit officers from possessing or 
using unauthorized firearms or ammunition and shall inform officers that any such use may subject 
them to disciplinary action. The policy shall establish a single, uniform reporting system for all firearms 
discharges. The policy shall prohibit officers from obtaining service ammunition from any source except 
through official VIPD channels, and shall specify the number of rounds VIPD authorizes its officers to 
carry. The policy will continue to require that all discharges of firearms by officers on or off-duty, 
including unintentional discharges, be reported and investigated. 

VIPD REPORT: An equipment audit was conducted in both Districts during the first quarter of 2014 to 
assess if the VIPD has attained compliance with paragraph 39 & 41, and to specifically assess the 
following: whether sworn personnel do possess or use unauthorized firearm; determine whether sworn 
personnel possess or use unauthorized ammunition; determine whether the service ammunition 
obtained by Officers is obtained through official VIPD channels; determine whether in cases where an 
Officer is found to be in possession of unauthorized firearms or ammunition, there is evidence that an 
investigation was conducted and appropriate corrective action was taken, which includes bringing the 
Officer's conduct into compliance with the VIPD firearms policy and Whether Officers carry an 
intermediate force device at all times while on-duty. This equipment audit was forwarded to the Police 
Commissioner and others for review. Subsequent to the completion of this review process the report 
will be shared with IMT and USDOJ. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

This type of audit/inspection is standard practice within most police agencies. Generally completed by 
the first line supervisor prior to the officers ' tour of duty. Incorporating this practice and oversight is 
recommended The audit should really address whether supervisors and managers are requiring that the 
inspections be done. We look forward to reviewing the results of this audit and expect that the VIPD will 
provide the results soon. 

Develop a line tool to implement throughout the territory where supervisors are required to inspect all 
personnel and the associated work areas of the VIPD for compliance with this requirement and other 
safety regulations associated with policing. 
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Paragraph 40: The VIPD shall revise its policies regarding off-duty officers taking police action to: 

a) provide that off-duty officers shall notify on-duty VIPD or local law enforcement officers before 
taking police action, absent exigent circumstances, so that they may respond with appropriate 
personnel and resources to handle the problem; 

b) provide that, if it appears the officer has consumed alcohol or is otherwise impaired, the officer 
shall submit to field sobriety, Breathalyzer, and/or blood tests. 

VIPD REPORT: The VIPD continues to provide training on an ongoing basis to include roll call and annual 
in-service trainings, which is again scheduled for August 2014, and will be reported further in 
subsequent quarterly reports. Annual in-service and roll call trainings includes in -class review of 
department policies, including the Off-duty Official Action policy developed in direct response to 
paragraph 40 and the administering of a competency exam to assess both retention, application and 
comprehension of information presented. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The policy has been written and issued. The paragraph has been taught to the relevant personnel. 
However, it has not been implemented. Where opportunities to demonstrate compliance have occurred 
the VIPD has not provided documentation to show whether or not the relevant subsections of this 
paragraph were acted upon or even considered. Given that officers taking police action while off duty is 
a rare event, when it does occur the VIPD needs to have in place a procedure to ensure that appropriate 
steps are taken to document its response. 

We recommend that the commission issue a directive that outlines steps to be taken when an officer takes 
official police action while off duty. It should include all the relevant tasks of this paragraph plus if 
appropriate where personnel are not on scene with the authority to implement the tasks of this paragraph. 
The on-scene supervisor is directed to call out personnel to handle the event. 

Paragraph 41: The VIPD shall continue to provide an intermediate force device, which is between 
chemical spray and firearms on the force continuum, that can be carried by officers at all times while on
duty. The VIPD shall continue its policy regarding the intermediate force device, incorporate the 
intermediate force device into the force continuum and train all officers in its use on an annual basis. 

VIPD REPORT: An equipment audit was conducted in both Districts during the first quarter of 2014 to 
assess if the VIPD has attained compliance with paragraph 39 &41 and specific to paragraph 41, 
determine whether Officers carry an intermediate force device at all times while on-duty. This 
equipment audit will be shared with USDOJ and IMT after the VIPD competes it internal review of the 
report. Also, as it relates to training, the VIPD continues to provide training on an ongoing basis to 
include roll call and annual in-service training, which is again scheduled for August 2014, and will be 
reported further in subsequent quarterly reports. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

This type of audit/inspection is standard practice within most police agencies. Generally completed by 
the first line supervisor prior to the officers ' tour of duty. Incorporating this practice and oversight is 
recommended. The audit should really be addressing if the supervisors and managers are not requiring 
that the inspections be done. We look forward to reviewing the results of this audit and expect that the 
VIPD will provide the results soon. 

Develop a line inspection tool to implement throughout the territory where supervisors are required to 
inspect all personnel and the associated work areas of the VIPD for compliance with this requirement 
and other safety regulations associated with policing. 

II. CITIZEN COMPLAINT PROCESS 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. During this reporting quarter, VIPD's public service announcement 

consistent with consent decree mandates continue through various means, including radio, television 
and printed materials. The VIPD continues to receive complaints through the designated means and at 

the consent decree authorized locations in both Districts. Although the Action Plan was rescinded by the 

Court, the VIPD continues to require the completion and submission of inspection reports for the 

availability of information materials at all required locations in both Districts. This was evident during 

this reporting quarter as inspection reports were submitted along with biweekly reports for the citizen 

complaint process work group. 

In response to timeliness issues pertaining to the completion of complaint investigations, the Police 

Commissioner issued a directive in each District that required "identified Supervisors" to complete all 

assigned investigations that are outstanding for 2013. All cases submitted as a result of this directive will 

be reviewed to ensure that the quality of the investigations was not compromised in an effort to meet 

deadline for case submission. Cases not meeting quality standards will be returned for correction. A 

similar directive is anticipated for outstanding 2014 cases and will be reported in future quarterly 
reports. 

The VIPD during this reporting quarter was able to accomplish the task of affording access to IAPRO 

from either District for the Director and Assistant Directors of lAB. This was verified by the IMT during a 

site visit to both Districts the week of June 9-13, 2014. Both Directors could now view and access IAPRO 

cases from either District. A collaborative effort between MIS and lAB made this possible. 

Additionally, the citizen complaint process work group completed their audit of the first quarter of 2014, 

June 30, 2014. All audit reports completed by the respective work groups will be submitted to the 
Chairperson of the Audit work group for review, compilation and submission to the Police Commissioner 

for final review. Upon the completion of this internal review process the final audit report will be shared 
with IMT and USDOJ. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The most significant challenge in the Citizen Complaint Process area continues to be the timely 
completion of investigations This occurs territory wide and ranges from the most insignificant complaints 
to the most serious allegations While there have been some limited efforts to address this issue, obviously 
more attention and action must occur to insure that supervisors and managers are paying attention to the 
issue,· they must be held accountable for their actions/inactions This concern threads through most 
paragraphs regarding citizen complaint process. As recently as the July CD monthly meeting. the VIPD 
acknowledged timeliness continues to be an issue, but is improving. 

The lMT has heard repeated promises to hold supervisors accountable for not completing work 
required/related to the CD. Historically. application of such promises has been uneven. We recommend 
(again) that supervisors, territory wide, be held accountable for their actions and inactions. including 
discipline. 

COMPLIANCE SUMMARY- CONSENT DECREE PARAGRAPHS 

Paragraph 44: Complaints may be filed in writing or verbally, in person or by mail, telephone (or TOO}, 
facsimile or electronic mail. The duty officer at the front desk of each district station will be authorized 
to take complaints, including third-party complaints, which persons may file at any district station. 
Complaint intake officers may describe facts that bear upon a complainant's demeanor and physical 
condition but May not express opinions regarding his/her mental competency or veracity. Each 
complaint will be resolved in writing. Upon receipt, each complaint will be assigned a unique identifier, 
which will be provided to the complainant. Each complaint will be tracked according to the basis for the 
complaint (e.g., excessive force, discourtesy, improper search, etc.). 

VIPD REPORT: The VI PO continue this reporting period towards compliance with paragraph 44 by 
ensuring that complaints could be filed in the various means as indicated. Also, the duty officer is 
authorized by implemented policy to take complaints including third party complaints filed at any Zone. 
Each complaint is resolved in writing and forwarded to complainant as notification of the final 
disposition of their complaint. Evidence of this practice has been provided to IMT and IMT also has 
access to IAPRO to view case files. Additionally, lAB submits to IMT a monthly case listing, which affords 
the opportunity to select and review any cases they wish to review. A review of a case file discloses all 
accompanying documentation associated with that case file to include notification to complainant of 
final case disposition. Additionally, each complaint continues to be assigned a complaint number which 
is also provided to the complainant and each complaint is tracked. 

The IMT has indicated that timeliness of complaint investigation is an issue and the VI PO during this 
reporting period as a first step to address this issued a commissioner's directive. A copy of this directive 
for each District was submitted to IMT. This directive provided specific deadline for the submission of all 
outstanding 2013 complaint investigations and a similar directive will be forth coming for outstanding 
2014 complaint investigations. All the completed investigations received as a result of the directive will 
be scrutinized through the appropriate channels and any not meeting established standards will be 
returned to be corrected and resubmitted. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The most significant challenge in the Citizen Complaint Process area continues to be the timely 
completion of investigations This occurs territory wide and ranges from the most insignificant complaints 
to the most serious allegations While there have been some limited efforts to address this issue, obviously 
more attention and action must occur to insure that supervisors and managers are paying attention to the 
issue,· they must be held accountable for their actions/inactions This concern threads through most 
paragraphs regarding citizen complaint process* - will not continue to repeat this concern thru all 
paragraphs. 

The IMT has heard repeated promises to hold supervisors accountable for not completing work 
required/related to the CD. Historically, application of such promises has been uneven. We recommend 
(again) that supervisors. territory wide, be held accountable for their actions and inactions, including 
discipline. * 

Historically, documentation regarding training on the components listed in this paragraph have been 
incomplete or not to be found Ongoing training related to this paragraph must be documented in 
PowerDMS,· VIPD needs to provide IMT off-site access. 

Paragraph 46: Complaints will be evaluated based on a preponderance of the evidence standard, for 
which the Territory will develop and implement appropriate training. 

VIPD REPORT: As stated previously, training is a repetitive cycle that principally occurs during roll call 
and annual in-service trainings. The Next scheduled in-service annual training is scheduled for August 
2014, in both Districts and will include training on the preponderance of evidence standards. Also, as the 
use of Power OMS increases and is fully established, the delivery of training including the administering 
of competency exams will be more expedient and effective in targeting employees for training. 

PPE RESPONSE: CQMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the second quarter of2014, VIPD did provide documentation demonstrating that supervisors who 
did not attend the preponderance of evidence training and/or failed the post training examinations were 
provided remedial training. The IMT will continue to monitor the application of the standard to 
investigations; VIPD should do the same through their audit process. The IMT considers that the VIPD 
reached substantial compliance in the Second Quarter. 

Paragraph 47: The VI PO will explicitly prohibit from investigating an incident any officer who used force 
during the incident, whose conduct led to the injury to a person, or who authorized the conduct that led 
to these reportable incidents. 

VIPD REPORT: Through the completion of quarterly audits, the VI PO is ensuring that substantial 
compliance with paragraph 47 as well as other consent decree mandates is maintained. The third 
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quarterly audit was conducted of the first quarter of 2014 and was completed June 30, 2014. This report 
will be shared with USDOJ and IMTafterVIPD's internal review process is completed. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS& RECOMMENDATIONS 

The VIPD provided information regarding Second Quarter during the Third Quarter. The IMT will verify 
VIPD findings during the Third Quarter. The IMT will continue to monitor level of compliance; VIPD 
should do the same through their audit process. 

Paragraph 49: The VIPD will institute a centralized numbering and tracking system for all complaints, 
and each complaint will receive a tracking number as quickly as possible. The IAU will be designated as 
the primary and centralized agency to determine whether the investigation will be assigned to zone (one 
of the seven zones located throughout the Virgin Islands), retained by the IAU, or referred for possible 
criminal investigation. If the IAU refers a complaint to a zone, copies of all documents, findings, and 
recommendations should be immediately forwarded to the IAU for tracking and monitoring. For 
complaints alleging the excessive use of force or violation of a person's constitutional rights, the Police 
Commissioner should be notified no Jess than twenty-four hours after receipt of a complaint. 

VIPD REPORT: The VIPD continues during this reporting quarter to implement the requirements of 
paragraph 49 to include in particular ensuring the numbering and tracking of all complaints received. 
Also, through lAB providing notification to the Police Commissioner on an ongoing basis and within 
twenty four hours or less for specific violations such as allegations of excessive force and or violations of 
constitutional rights, as required by the consent decree. 

As tangible evidence of compliance, the VI PO has provided IMT with complaints with assigned complaint 
numbers, copy of investigative check sheet utilized by lAB to indicate date and time of notification to the 
Police Commissioner for cases of excessive force or allegations of constitutional rights violations and this 
practice of documentation continues. Also, during recently instituted quarterly audits completed by 
work groups of their respective areas of the consent decree and shared with IMT, the citizen complaint 
process group reviewed complaint cases in both Districts. This affirmed among other things that each 
complaint was assigned a complaint number. The VIPD also continues to provide IMT on a monthly 
basis, an electronic copy of all case listings for each preceding month, as was evident during this 
reporting quarter for the months of April May and June 2014. Additionally, the VIPD has provided IMT 
with onsite access to IAPRO to view all cases and the MIS Bureau is further working to provide IMT 
access to IAPRO offsite or from their Residential location in the United States. 

The lAB as established through department policy continues to be the primary and centralized Bureau 
responsible for determining whether an investigation will be assigned to a Zone or retained by lAB. The 
lAB further generates reports through IAPRO that identifies all cases received, the area of assignment 
for investigative purposes, and whether the case has been assigned to the Command or Zones or 
retained by lAB. These reports as stated prior continue to be shared with IMTon a monthly basis and or 
as requested. 
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Additionally, during this reporting quarter, the VIPD is pleased to report that the Director as well as the 
Assistant Director of lAB are now both able to access cases in IAPRO from either District as a result of 
collaborative efforts between MIS and lAB. The MIS Bureau provided the lAB with updated laptops in 
each District and MIS further made the necessary "IT configuration" which facilitated access to cases in 
IAPRO from either District. As a matter of fact during IMT's site visit to the Territory during the week of 
June 9-13, 2014, lAB demonstrated this accessibility to IMT in each District. 

On the basis of the preceding accomplishments with respect to paragraph 49, the VIPD submits that it 
has substantially complied with the requirements of paragraph 49 as outlined in the consent decree. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the second quarter of2014,JAPro access, territory wide, was provided to the JAB Director and 
Assistants. VIPD is in substantial compliance at this time. VIPD should continue to monitor through 
their audit process; IMT to continue to monitor. VIPD must work to provide IMT off site access to IAPro. 

Paragraph SO: The VIPD will adopt a single policy concerning the investigation of misconduct 
complaints, regardless of whether the investigation is conducted by the IAU or a zone. 

VIPD REPORT: VIPD's efforts to maintain substantial compliance with paragraph 50, includes the 
coordination and implementation of training on the complaint policies on an ongoing basis. In addition 
to annual in service trainings, roll call trainings are also being conducted to supplement and reinforce 
annual in-service trainings. The complaint policies previously approved by the department are included 
in these trainings. Annual in service training is again scheduled for August 2014, and will be reported in 
more details in subsequent status reports. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Substantial Compliance: VIPD should continue to do actions described above. Historically, 
documentation of training on the components listed in this paragraph have been incomplete or not to be 
found. Historical and ongoing training related to this paragraph must be documented in PowerDMS. 
VIPD needs to provide IMT off-site access. 

Paragraph 51: The VIPD will establish policies and procedures and train all of its investigators on the 
factors to consider when evaluating complainant or witness credibility; examination and interrogation of 
accused officers and other witnesses; identifying misconduct even if it is not specifically named in the 
complaint; and using the preponderance of the evidence standard as the appropriate burden of proof. 
VIPD investigators will ensure that all officers on the scene of an incident provide a statement regarding 
the incident. The policy will require that all interviews be mechanically recorded using an audio or video 
tape. 
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VIPD REPORT: The VIPD's Training Bureau is currently coordinating annual in-service training that is 
scheduled to start July 2014 in both Districts. This training is anticipated to include policies such as the 
Citizen Complaint process policies 7.1, 7.3 and also training on the preponderance of evidence standard. 
Quarterly audits continue to occur on an ongoing basis and thus far since the initiation of quarterly 
audits by work groups of their respective areas of the consent decree, they have completed their third 
quarterly audit June 30, 2014. This audit was completed of the first quarter of 2014 and will be shared 
with IMTand USDOJ, after an internal review of the audit reports by the VI PD. 

Also, as reported previously hand held recorders were procured and disseminated to Commanders in 
both Districts for the purpose of recording statements during the course of investigations conducted. 
The completion of audits on a quarterly basis will continue to be instrumental in aiding the VIPD in 
gauging compliance or noncompliance with paragraph 51 as well as other areas of the consent decree. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Historically documentation regarding training on the components listed in this paragraph have been 
incomplete or not found. Historically and ongoing, training related to this paragraph must be 
documented in Power DMS. VIPD needs to provide IMI' offsite access. 

Paragraph 54: In each investigation, the VIPD will consider all relevant evidence including 
circumstantial, direct and physical evidence, as appropriate, and make credibility determinations, if 
feasible. There will be no automatic preference for an officer's statement over a non-officer's 
statement, nor will the VIPD completely disregard a witness' statement merely because the witness has 
some connection to the complainant. The VIPD will make efforts to resolve material inconsistencies 
between witness statements. 

VIPD REPORT: As previously reported the VIPD has developed and implemented policies 7.1 and 7.3 in 
relation to paragraph 54, as well as other paragraphs akin to the citizen complaint process, as delineated 
in the consent decree. Training continues to be provided on an ongoing basis through roll call and in
service trainings. 

During this reporting period and specifically beginning the latter part of May 2014, the Training Bureau 
initiated a systematic process where Commanders and Supervisors are receive training on an ongoing 
basis on how to conduct roll call trainings using prepared roll call training materials from the Training 
Bureau. They (Supervisors) then conduct roll call trainings for their subordinates based upon the roll call 
training that they received from the Training Bureau. Documentation relative to these roll call trainings 
were submitted to IMT during this reporting period. 

Additionally, annual in-service trainings are pending for August 2014, in both Districts. The continuation 
of quarterly audits will aid the VIPD in identifying areas of compliance and noncompliance as it relates to 
paragraph 54, and also in developing and implementing corrective measures aimed at acquiring 
substantial compliance. These quarterly reports will continue to be shared with IMT and USDOJ. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The VIPD provided information regarding substantial compliance during the Third Quarter. We will 
assess on the next site visit This note also applies to Paragraphs 55 and 56. 

Paragraph 58: Unit Commanders will evaluate each investigation of an incident under their command 
to identify underlying problems or training needs. Any such problems will be relayed in the form of a 
recommendation to the appropriate VIPD entity. 

VIPD REPORT: During the previous (First quarterly for 2014} the following was reported "The Training 
Bureau during this reporting quarter in a memorandum to the Police Chief of the St. Thomas/St. John 
District, dated February 15, 2014 requested a listing of individuals identified for remedial training, 
including personnel who have been disciplined and have triggered alerts within the department's EIP 
system. More will be reported in future quarterly reports concerning this listing and remedial trainings 
implemented". As a follow-up for this quarterly report, remedial trainings were conducted March 25, 
2014 on the preponderance of evidence standard for six (6} Supervisors in the St. Thomas/St .John 
District and an electronic copy of the training summary report for this training to include attendance 
roster was submitted to IMT April 22, 2014. Additionally, remedial training requested by the lAB for six 
individuals in the St. Thomas/St. John District for violation of rules and procedures that did not warrant 
disciplinary actions, also implemented March 25, 2014. An electronic copy of the training summary 
report to include attendance roster were also submitted April14, 2014 to IMT. 

Additionally, the continuation of quarterly audits will aid the VIPD in identifying areas of compliance and 
noncompliance as it relates to paragraph 58. These audits are also expected to aid in developing and 
implementing corrective measures aimed at acquiring substantial compliance. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The IMT agrees with the VIPD assessment. 

Ill. MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. An electronic copy of the quarterly patterns and trends data representing 
the first quarter of 2014 for the St. Croix District was submitted to IMT April 9, 2014. This is a 
comprehensive report delineating incidents reported for the reporting quarter including complaints, 
administrative investigations, discretionary arrest, use of force, vehicle accidents and alerts triggered. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

While the VIPD has been generating and disseminating reports from their RMS. Specifically, there has 
been critical information shared with supervisors and managers that directly impacts EIP. However, the 
response from supervisors and managers to such infonnation has been inconsistent and, sometimes non-
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existent. Once again, the IMT emphasizes the importance of holding supervisors and managers 
accountable for their actionslinactiom. (As of the July 2014 monthly meeting, the VIPD acknowledged 
similar shortcomings.) 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. The VIPD in an effort to provide training on an ongoing basis has identified 
and consulted with Marden borough & Associates as a potential vendor to conduct training including 
areas such as conflict resolution and crisis management. Thus far, a proposal has been received from the 
vendor and is being reviewed and will be reported in further detail in subsequent status reports. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The IMI' will continue to monitor applicability of training to CD concerns. 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. During this reporting quarter the VIPD in an effort to address the need for 
Data Analysts for both Districts, included in their 2015 Budget request to the USVIlegislature, a request 
for a Data Analyst for each District. However, there is no guarantee that this request will be granted, the 
VIPD however is hopeful that it will. While on the subject of Data Analyst, the lAB completed the entry 
of all civil suits received to date in both Districts. However, some of the civil suit cases are missing 
information pertinent to complete each case entry. The lAB has completed a listing of the cases that are 
missing information for submission to the VIAG. If the missing information is available and could be 
provided by the VIAG it will be entered. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The "iffy" nature of this approval to resource acquisition is cause for concern. Even if the Legislature 
approves the budget request, data analysts would not be in place for a period of time. We urge the VIPD 
to continue to look for alternatives within existing resources and staffing shaping the patterns and 
practices it is conceived to address. 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. As it relates to the VIPD's audit policy, full implementation is stymied 
attributable to challenges such as inadequate command level personnel and financial limitations to 
name a few. The VIPD however, is considering alternatively editing specific language in the policy to 
allow a frame work of operation more conducive and practical based upon current availability of 
resources. More will be reported in future quarterly reports reflective of this effort. None the less, the 
VIPD continued this reporting quarter to follow through with the completion of audits on a quarterly 
basis by work groups of their respective areas of responsibility with respect to the consent decree. The 
third quarterly audit conducted of the first quarter of 2014 was completed June 30, 2014 and the audit 
report for this audit will be shared with IMT and USDOJ after review by the VI PD. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATWNS 

Shaping the audit process to available resources may be a necessity. If so, the Work Group has to be 
cognizant of focusing on critical priorities. A more robust resource commitment to allow for full effort is 
a better option, compliance with existing VIPD policy to stand up the Inspection Unit would be the best 
option. 

VI PO EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. The Director of lAB informally has been designated as the Point person for 
the Management and Supervision work group. Also, the Assistant Police Commissioner was designated 
as the Chairperson. Since recently being designated as the point person for this group, three draft 
directives were developed and submitted to the Assistant Commissioner June 30, 2014, concerning the 
following: (1) revision to the Vehicle Pursuit policy; (2) specific time lines for submission of EIP data from 
Human Resources Bureau, Payroll Section and Training Bureau and (3) the submission of all K-9 
Deployment data and K-9 bites, holds, apprehensions or other use of force involving VIPD K-9 on a 
monthly basis to lAB, Planning and Research Bureau and the Office of the Chief. More will be reported 
in future quarterly status reports with respect to these proposed draft directives submitted for approval 
and implementation. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The appointment of a new chair and point person to this group is significant. It portends positive 
achievements. 

Paragraph 59: The VIPD will develop and implement a risk management system to include a new 
computerized relational database or paper system for maintaining, integrating, and retrieving 
information necessary for supervision and management of the VI PD. Priority will be given to the VIPD 
obtaining any established program and system. The VIPD will regularly use this data to promote civil 
rights and best police practices; to manage risk and liability; and to evaluate the performance of VIPD 
officers across all ranks, units and shifts. 

VIPD REPORT: The lAB continues to generate and disseminate reports as required by paragraph 59 of 
the consent decree on a weekly, monthly and quarterly basis through the use of IAPRO. Quarterly 
patterns and trends data are submitted to the VIPD's chain of command to include IMT, as was the case 
on April9, 2014. Also, EIP allegation alerts are also submitted to the chain of command and IMT as was 
the case April 22, 2014. However, it is important to note that VIPD's RMS is not limited to IAPRO, 
although IAPRO is a principal data source. 

Also, in an effort to assist the chain of command in being more competent with the use of IAPRO, the 
lAB is currently coordinating with IAPRO representatives to conduct free webinar training. More will be 
reported concerning this effort in future quarterly status reports. 
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Quarterly audits continue to be completed as a self-assessment to aid the VIPD in identifying areas of 
compliance, obstacles to achieving compliance and also in identifying corrective measures. The third 
quarterly audit was conducted of the first quarter of 2014 and was completed June 30, 2014 and will be 
shared with IMT and USDOJ. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS& RECOMMENDATIONS 

IMT acknowledges that JAB is generating and disseminating reports as required by this paragraph. 
However, the management and supervisory response to such information has been inconsistent and, 
sometimes, non-existent VIPD, at monthly CD meeting in July, acknowledged similar shortcomings. 

Paragraph 60: The new risk management system will collect and record the following information: 

a) all uses of force; 

b) canine bite ratios; 

c) the number of canisters of chemical spray used by officers; 

d) all injuries to prisoners; 

e) all instances in which force is used and a subject is charged with "resisting arrest," "assault on a 
police officer," "disorderly conduct," or "obstruction of official business;" 

f) all critical firearm discharges, both on-duty and off-duty; 

g) all complaints (and their dispositions); 

h) all criminal proceedings initiated, as well as all civil or administrative claims filed with, and all 
civil lawsuits served upon, the Territory and its officers, or agents, resulting from VIPD 
operations or the actions of VIPD personnel; 

i) all vehicle pursuits; 

j) all incidents involving the pointing of a firearm (if any such reporting is required); and 

k) all disciplinary action taken against officers. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting quarter the VIPD continues to collect and enter into IAPRO 
information as represented in paragraph 60 subsections a, b, d, e, f, g, h, I, j, and k. Subsections (b) and 
(c) are not currently being captured in IAPRO. In fact, as it relates to subsection (b) or canine bite ratios, 
this is computed using the number of deployments to canine bites and an excel spreadsheet is utilized 
to accommodate the data. Additionally, with respect to information on the number of canisters of 
Chemical Spray used by Officers, since the Training Bureau issues the Canister of OC Spray the records 
pertaining to issuance is maintained with said Bureau and shared with JAB for analysis purposes. 

Additionally, with respect to subsection (h) all of the civil cases to date have been entered into IAPRO for 
both Districts. However, some of the cases entered are still missing certain fields of information and the 
JAB is completing a list identifying the cases in each district that is missing information. This list will be 
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forwarded to VIAG. The VI PO however, is still working to employ permanent data analyst and have 
included a budgetary request in their 2015 budget for a data Analyst for each District. 

Quarterly audits continue to be completed as a self-assessment to aid the VI PO in identifying areas of 
compliance, obstacles to achieving compliance and also in identifying corrective measures. The third 
quarterly audit was conducted of the first quarter of 2014 and was completed June 30, 2014 and will be 
shared with IMT and USDOJ. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The IMI' agrees with VIPD information. Additionally, at monthly CD meeting in July, VIPD mentioned a 
new canine directive issued in cu"ent quarter (third quarter) to help address this paragraph VIPD must 
continue to work towards compliance by following up on issues regarding canine, oc spray, prisoners 
injured outside of use of force and the civil cases. 

IMT to assess on next on-site visit for substantial compliance. 

Paragraph 61: The new risk management system will include, for the incidents included in the database, 
appropriate identifying information for each involved officer (e.g., name, badge number, shift and 
supervisor) and civilian (e.g., race, ethnicity or national origin, if available). 

VIPD REPORT: VI PO's RMS/EIP system includes information as identified in paragraph 61 and as it 
relates specifically to civilian's race, ethnicity or national origin, these information are also entered if 
available or provided. Additionally, a recommendation was made from a previous audit conducted by 
the Management and Supervision group for the modification of the citizen complaint form to include a 
field for race, ethnicity or national origin However, that change is not effected on the complaint form. 

PPE RESPONSE: CQMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

VIPD acknowledges that audit recommendation to address this has not been completed. VIPD should 
adjust complaint form to assist VIPD in reaching compliance. IMT to assess on next on-site visit for 
substantial compliance. 

Paragraph 63: The VI PO will, within 120 days, prepare for the review and approval of DOJ, and 
thereafter implement, a protocol for using the risk management system. The VI PO will submit for the 
review and approval of DOJ all proposed modifications to the protocol prior to implementing such 
modifications. 

VIPD REPORT: As part of VI PO's compliance efforts with paragraph 63, training will continue to take 
place on the EIP policy during roll call and in service trainings. In-service trainings are again scheduled 
for July 2014 in both Districts. Also, a critical part of this effort is the execution of audits on a quarterly 
basis of all aspects of the consent decree to include paragraph 63. The third quarterly audit was 
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conducted of the first quarter of 2014. This audit was completed June 30, 2014 and will be shared with 
IMT and USDOJ. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

VIPD has not, at this time, provided documentation that their own protocol is beingfol/owed. VIPD 
should continue to monitor through the audit process,· IMT to continue to monitor. 

Paragraph 64: The protocol for using the risk management system will include the following provisions 
and elements: 

a) The protocol is comprised of the following components: data storage, data retrieval, reporting, 
data analysis, pattern identification, supervisory assessment, supervisory intervention, 
documentation and audit. 

b) The protocol will require the automated system to analyze the data according to the following 
criteria: i) number of incidents for each data category by individual officer and by all officers in a 
unit; ii) average level of activity for each data category by individual officer and by all officers in 
a unit; and iii) identification of patterns of activity for each data category by individual officer 
and by all officers in a unit. 

c) The protocol will require the system to generate reports on a monthly basis describing the data 
and data analysis and identifying individual and unit patterns. 

d) The protocol will require that VIPD deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors will review, on a 
regular basis but not less than quarterly, system reports, and will evaluate individual officer, 
supervisor, and unit activity. 

e) The protocol will require that VIPD deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors initiate 
intervention for individual officers, supervisors and for units based on appropriate activity and 
pattern assessment of the information contained in the risk management system. 

f) The protocol will require that intervention options include discussion by deputy chiefs, 
managers, supervisors, and officers; counseling; training; and supervised, monitored, and 
documented action plans and strategies designed to modify activity. All interventions will be 
documented in writing and entered into the automated system (appropriate intervention 
options will be employed based on the evaluation described in subsection (e) above). 

g) The protocol will specify that actions taken as a result of information from the risk management 
system be based on all relevant and appropriate information, including the nature of the 
officers assignment, crime trends and crime problems, and not solely on the number or 
percentages of incidents in any category of information recorded in the risk management 
system. 

h) The protocol will require that VI PO deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors will promptly 
review the risk management system records of all officers recently transferred to their sections 
and units. 
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i) The protocol will require that VI PO deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors be evaluated on 
their ability to use the risk management system to enhance effectiveness and reduce risk. 

j) The protocol will require that the system be managed and administered by the Internal Affairs 
Unit of the VI PD. The IAU of the VI PO will conduct quarterly audits of the system to ensure 
action is taken according to the process described above. 

k) The protocol will require regular reviews, at no less than quarterly intervals, by appropriate 
managers of all relevant risk management system information to evaluate officer performance 
territory-wide, and to evaluate and make appropriate comparisons regarding the performance 
of all VI PO units in order to identify any significant patterns or series of incidents. 

VIPD REPORT: In service training is pending for August 2014, in both Districts and will include training 
on policies to include the EIP policy. The VIPD is also coordinating and researching additional EIP training 
and will report in further details in future quarterly status reports. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Earlier, VIPD was given substantial compliance for having a protocol approved by DOJ. Since then, 
additional training has been identified as necessary. VIPD reports that training is cun-ently scheduled 
for the third quarter. 

The implementation of this paragraph had been moved to paragraphs 100-101. The following applies: 
IMT acknowledges that JAB is generating and disseminating reports as required by this paragraph. 
However, the management and supervisory response to such information has been inconsistent and 
sometimes, non-existent VIPD, at monthly CD meeting in July, acknowledged similar shortcomings. 

Regarding implementation, the VIPD should ensure that cun-ent policies covering how management and 
supervisors are to respond to these reports is followed. Once again, managers and supervisors need to 
be held accountable for their actions and inactions. 

Paragraph 65: The VIPD will maintain all personally identifiable information about an officer included in 
the risk management system during the officer's employment with the VI PO for at least five years. 
Information necessary for aggregate statistical analysis will be maintained indefinitely in the risk 
management system. On an ongoing basis, the VI PO will enter information into the risk management 
system in a timely, accurate, and complete manner, and maintain the data in a secure and confidential 
manner. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting quarter, the VIPD and more specifically the lAB continues to 
ensure among other things that information is being entered Into IAPRO timely, accurately, and in a 
complete manner. This information is also maintained in a secure and confidential manner. The lAB also 
periodically runs quality assurance tests/reports on information maintained in IAPRO. The VIPD also will 
maintain information consistent with the time requirement as stipulated in paragraph 65; however, 
IAPRO's full implementation was in 2010. 
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Quarterly audits continue to be completed as a self-assessment to aid the VIPD in identifying areas of 
compliance, obstacles to achieving compliance and also in identifying corrective measures. The third 
quarterly audit was conducted of the first quarter of 2014 and was completed June 30, 2014 and will be 
shared with IMT and USDOJ. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

IMT to assess on next site visit for substantial compliance. 

Paragraph 69: The VIPD will develop a protocol for conducting audits. The protocol will be used by each 
officer or supervisor charged with conducting audits. The protocol will establish a regular and fixed 
schedule to ensure that such audits occur with sufficient frequency, and cover all VIPD zones. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting quarter a meeting was convened on Monday April 7, 2014 with 
both Districts via video and telephone conference to review, discuss and critique the audit report 
completed by the work groups of their respective areas for the fourth quarter of 2014. This meeting was 
chaired by the Police Commissioner. Each work group reviewed their audit report and fielded questions 
relative to their audit and audit recommendations. A third audit was completed June 30, 2014 of this 
reporting period covering the first quarter of 2014 and will be shared with IMT and USDOJ after the 
completion of the internal VIPD review process. 

Additionally, with respect to the department approved audit policy, considering the issue of personnel 
shortage particularly in specific command ranks, full implementation of this policy is not yet 
accomplished. The policy requires the creation of an Audit Unit which in itself presents some challenges, 
principally manpower and financial to name a few. Consequently, the department has considered at 
least one viable option of editing specific language in the policy. More will be reported in future status 
reports as it relates to full implementation of the audit policy, however, audits continue on a quarterly 
basis by work group of their respective areas of the consent decree, as reported previously. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

VIPD cun-ently in violation of own audit policy. Audits, particularly in this area, have been very 
deficient. VIPD should work towards establishment of the audit unit (as required by their own policy) 
and, meanwhile, continue to improve audit process. IMT to assess on next on-site visit for substantial 
compliance. 

Paragraph 70: The VIPD will develop a disciplinary matrix to take into account an officer's violations of 
different rules, rather than just repeated violations of the same rule. The VI PO will further revise this 
matrix to increase the penalties for uses of excessive force, improper searches and seizures, 
discrimination, or dishonesty, to reflect the seriousness of those infractions. The revised disciplinary 
matrix will provide the VIPD with the discretion to impose any appropriate punishment when the VIPD 
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believes the officer's misconduct exhibits a lack of fitness for duty. This revised matrix will be subject to 
the review and approval of DOJ. 

VIPD REPORT: The VIPD continue to implement the disciplinary matrix consistent with the 
requirements of paragraph 70. During this reporting quarter, ten disciplinary hearings including three 

grievances were held in the St. Thomas/St. John District in which the disciplinary matrix was applied. 

However, as of the close of this reporting quarter the number of hearings in the St. Croix District was not 

received and will be reported in future status reports. Also, a listing generated at lAB representing 
administrative hearings for the first and second quarter 2014 with sustained disposition was submitted 
to IMT June 30,2014. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Earlier VIPD given compliance for having matrix approved by DOJ; implementation moved to 100-1 OJ. 
VIPD is reporting that all hearings reviewed are consistent with matrix last quarter. VIPD is to provide 
infonnation for review at next site visit. IMT to assess at that time. 

Paragraph 71: The VIPD will extend its statute of limitations for instituting disciplinary action from SO 
days to 90 days. VIPD policy will identify clear time periods by which the various steps of a complaint 

adjudication process should be completed, from complaint receipt to the imposition of discipline, if any. 

Absent exigent circumstances, extensions will not be granted without the Police Commissioner's written 

approval and notice to the complainant. In the limited circumstances when an extension is necessary, 

appropriate tolling provisions will be outlined in the policy. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting quarter, the Police Commissioner issued a directive dated May 16, 

2014, with an attachment that delineated outstanding 2013 cases for investigation and also identified 
the individual responsible for each case listed. Each individual listed were directed to complete the 

outstanding investigations by Friday May 23, 2014. An electronic copy of this memo was also submitted 

to IMT May 28, 2014. An update will be provided in subsequent quarterly reports as far as number of 

investigations completed and also including those cases if any returned as a result of deficiencies. 

Relative to efforts to extend the statute of limitation from SO to 90 days, as of the completion of this 

report representative of the second quarter of 2014, negotiations has not been initiated with either the 

PBA or LESU. Consequently, there is no progress to be reported at this time. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATWNS 

A significant challenge for the VIPD continues to be the timely completion of investigations. This occurs 
territory-wide and ranges from the most insignificant complaints to the most serious allegations. While 
there have been some limited efforts to address this issue, obviously more attention and action must occur 
to ensure that supervisors and managers are paying attention to the issue. They must be held 
accountable for their actions/inactions. As recently as the July CD monthly meeting, the VIPD 
acknowledged timeliness continues to be an issue. but is improving. 
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The IMT has head repeated promises to hold supervisors accountable for not completing work 
required/related to the CD. Historically, application ofsuchpromises has been uneven. We recommend 
(again) that supervisors, territory-wide, be held accountable for their actiom and inactions, including 
discipline. 

Paragraph 72: Absent exceptional circumstances, the VIPD will not take only non-disciplinary corrective 
action in cases in which the disciplinary matrix indicates the imposition of discipline. The VIPD will not 
fail to consider whether non-disciplinary corrective action is required in a case because discipline has 
been imposed on the officer. 

VIPD REPORT: Since the approval of the disciplinary matrix and policy, the VIPD has continued to 
implement same with respect to the imposition of discipline. During this reporting period there were ten 
(10) disciplinary hearings and three (3) grievances held in the Office of the Chief in the in the St. 
Thomas/St. John District. In all of the hearings held the disciplinary matrix was adhered to. 
Documentation pursuant to these hearings is available for IMT's review during their monitoring site visit. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

VIPD is reporting that all hearings reviewed are consistent with the matrix last quarter. VIPD should 
provide information for review at next site visit. IMT to assess at that time. 

IV. TRAINING 

VIPD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. Memo dated April14, 2014 from the Acting Director of the Training 
Bureau concerning Power OMS and instructions for logging into Power OMS was disseminated to all 
Sworn and Civilian personnel in the St. Thomas, St. John and St. Croix Districts. Power OMS as the 
software to accommodate the department's training data base will be utilized for a diverse spectrum of 
training related functions to include the electronic dissemination of policies to Sworn and Civilian 
personnel thus eliminating immense volumes of paper reproduction. Also, online competency testing, 
roll call and policy refresher trainings during annual in-service trainings. A copy of this memorandum 
was submitted to IMT and USDOJ via email April15, 2014. 

The Training Bureau at the request of lAB, conducted remedial training for five of six Officers cited for 
violations of the rules and procedural manual that did not rise to the level for disciplinary actions. The 
sixth Officer was on emergency leave at the time the remedial training was conducted on March 25, 
2014 and will have to be rescheduled. This remedial training was conducted by one of the Training 
Cadres and specifically covered the following: Professional Conduct, Law Enforcement Code of Ethics 
and Communication Skills for Law Enforcement. This was a two hour training session conducted at the 
Training Academy in the St. Thomas/St. John District. A copy of the remedial training summary report 
completed by the Cadre that conducted the training to include sign in sheet and a memorandum dated 
April 3, 2014 identifying the six Officers for remedial training was submitted to OIM April14, 2014. 
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Additionally, as reported during the first quarterly report of 2014, Commander's call training was 
conducted in the St. Thomas/St. John District on January 16, 2014 on the Preponderance of evidence 
Standard by the Deputy Chief Of the St. Thomas/St. John District and a follow-up remedial training was 
conducted March 25, 2014 for the Supervisors that failed to achieve a passing score. An electronic copy 
of the remedial training summary report to include signature sheet dated March 25, 2014 was 
submitted to OIM April 22, 2014. 

During an on-site visit to the St. Thomas/St. John District, the second week of May 2014, by two Police 
Practice experts of the IMT (Independent Monitor Team) MIS (Management Information Systems) 
conducted at IMT's request, a Power OMS power point presentation at the Training Academy. In 
attendance in addition to the IMT Police Practice experts were the following; Compliance Coordinator, 
VI PO's consent decree legal representative at the VIAG level, Acting Training Director and Deputy Chief 
St. Thomas/St. John District. At the conclusion of the presentation IMT noted that the VIPD is much 
further along with Power OMS than they had thought, which is very welcoming for the VI PO to hear. 
However, the VIPD is mindful that additional work still needs to be completed to fully benefit from the 
capabilities of Power OMS. 

IMTalso noted during that same presentation that PDN assigned to each sworn personnel were not 
uploaded into Power OMS. This however was remedied during this reporting quarter as the Planning 
and Research Bureau at the request of the Compliance Coordinator forwarded an updated listing of 
assigned PDN's for upload into Power OMS. The VIPD procured the software Power OMS not only in 
response to consent decree mandate to established a training data base, but more significantly to 
computerize its entire training operation, such that all training data is readily accessible. Towards this 
end, the VI PO's Training Bureau in collaboration with its' MIS Bureau has received training in the 
operation of Power OMS, uploaded Sworn/Civilian personnel information, policies, exams, trainings, 
lesson plans and historical data. 

The uploading of historical data as expected is an ongoing process, however, the primary priority is to 
upload certifying courses that have expiration dates, so as to be able to track and maintain current and 
up to date Instructor Certifications. Also, as information will be disseminated via Power OMS using 
department email address assigned to each employee, Sworn as well as Civilian, the Training Bureau as 
stated earlier in this report issued correspondence dated April14, 2014 to both Districts. This 
correspondence advised the chain of command and all personnel to ensure that their department email 
is operational by April 21, 2014. More will be reported in future reports concerning this effort. 

At the request of IMT, a list of policies, lesson plans and trainings conducted to include competency 
online testing via Power OMS was submitted to IMT May 30, 2014. As reported prior, to date the VIPD 
has completed online testing using Power OMS and is preparing to expand online testing to include all or 
as many trainings as feasible for both Sworn and Civilian employees. 

As the VIPD continue to expand on Power OMS usage, IMTwill continue to be apprised ofVIPD's 
application of Power OMS towards the establishment of a comprehensive training data base. In addition 
to being used as a training data base other intended functions include for example, distribution of new 
policies, general orders, directives, notification of impending certification expiration, remedial trainings 
and scheduled trainings. As the department becomes more competent and familiar with the operation 
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of Power OMS, the uses of this software will more than likely be expanded even more. The Training 
bureau is also simultaneously considering the creation and implementation of an SOP applicable to the 
operation of Power OMS that will delineate procedurally, guidelines applicable to the proper usage and 
operation of Power OMS and will be reported in further details in subsequent reports. 

Additionally, during this reporting period Commissioner's Directive#003-2014 "Instructor selection 
process" was disseminated within the department in both Districts in direct response to consent decree 
mandate as outlined in paragraph 74 subsection (c). A copy of this directive was also submitted to the 
IMT. This directive specifies the qualification and criteria for Sworn and non-sworn VI PO personnel 
Instructors, as well as Instructors from agencies outside of the VI PD. 

The Training Bureau in its continuing effort to comply with the mandates of the consent decree 
conducted a Use of force training and policy review meeting Tuesday May 20, 2014 in both Districts via 
video conference. In attendance at this meeting were members of the Training work group, Chief of 
Police St. Thomas/St. John District, representative of VIAG, VI PO's Legal Counsel and the point person of 
the Use of force work group. The purpose of this meeting was to review use of force training and 
policies in specific reference to consent decree mandate as delineated in paragraph 73 & 78. The 
following policies and corresponding trainings were discussed; Spike Strip 3.10, Vehicle Pursuit 3.9, Off
Duty Official Action 3.8, O.C Spray 3. 7, Electric Control Weapon 3.6, Impact Weapon 3.5, Firearms 3.4, 
Reporting Investigation & Review of use of Force 3.2, Use of Force 3.1, Canine 3.11, Tactical Operations 
3.12, and Arrest 12.1. An electronic copy of internal memo dated May 19, 2014 announcing this meeting 
was submitted to the Independent Monitor Team {IMT) on said date, May 19, 2014. Also, a summary 
report of this meeting dated May 21, 2014 was submitted to IMT May 22, 2014. A follow-up meeting 
was tentatively scheduled for November 2014. 

Trainings conducted during this reporting quarter in both Districts include the following: Prescription 
Drug Crimes one day April1, 2014, fifteen Officers (15) were selected to attend; Practical Kinesics 
Interview & Interrogation April21-25, 2014 twenty three {23) Officers were selected to attend; Crisis 
Intervention May 13-14 & May 15-16,2014, Active Shooter June 9-13, 2014; Customer service May 9, 
2014; Mastering leadership performance for executives June 16&17, 2014; Federal Hate Crime Law; 
USVI Hate Crime Legislation And Roll call. 

Firearm training was conducted during the first quarter 2014 in the St. Thomas/St. John District as part 
of in service trainings as previously reported and will also be conducted August 2014, in the St. Croix 
District during in-service trainings. This training was scheduled to occur sooner in the St. Croix District, 
but was delayed due to ongoing issues relative to contracting with a private entity for use of their 
firearms training range. 

Also, the Police Recruit class that graduated in the St. Thomas/St. John District during the first quarter of 
2014 received training on April26, 2014, by the Training Bureau on consent decree mandated policies 
specifically, the following; Acceptance of citizen complaints, Blue team protocol, Data Input Plan, Early 
Intervention and Off-duty Official Action Plan. IMT was advised of this training through a memo dated 
May 14, 2014. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The IMI' is pleased with the acquisition and implementation of PowerDMS. We've asked for updates on 
the progress of populating the data categories. The return memos have not, however, delineated the 
number of files, by category that have been entered into the system. They have been general, repetitive 
statements about the general classes of information being entered but not specific numbers and 
descriptions of records. We believe that, by now. we would be receiving reports of training events that 
were produced in PowerDMS and we are not. 

This is the first accounting that we've received concerning remedial training. Prior to this, we have 
received reports that have included "make-up" training and remedial training and we were unable to 
differentiate between the two. Following a discussion about this, the Commissioner directed the Interim 
Training Director to develop afield in PowerDMS, separate and apart from "make-up" training. To 
date, as we point out above, we have not yet seen reports of this type produced directly from PowerDMS. 

The process of data entry could be clearer to us if we could see a plan with anticipated completion dates. 
This would enable us to get a grasp on when we might see PowerDMS reports and the types of reports 
that we might be seeing. While we appreciate this update, it doesn't describe, in enough detail, where we 
are in the process nor where we can anticipate to be in the coming days and months. 

Accordingly, we anticipate that the VIPD will produce and make available all records of all future 
training from Power DMS. 

COMPLIANCE SUMMARY- CONSENT DECREE PARAGRAPHS 

Paragraph 73: The VI PO will continue to coordinate and review all use of force policy and training to 
ensure quality, consistency, and compliance with applicable law and VI PO policy. The VI PO will conduct 
regular subsequent reviews, at least semi-annually. 

VI PO REPORT: Efforts toward attaining compliance with paragraph 73 during this reporting period 
included the convening of a meeting on Tuesday May 20,2014 in the Commissioner's conference rooms 
in both Districts for the purpose of reviewing all use of force courses and policies. This review among 
other things aimed to identify any areas where improvement is warranted, determine if any Use of 
Force material required updating and to solicit suggestions on how training could be improved. The 
following policies and corresponding trainings were reviewed: 3.10 Spike strip; 3.9 Vehicle Pursuit; 3.8 
Off duty Official Action; 3.7 OC Spray; 3.6 Electronic Control Weapon; Impact Weapon; Firearm; 3.2 
Reporting, Investigation & Review of use of Force ; 3.1 Use of Force; 3.11 Canine; 3.12 Tactical 
Operations and 12.1 Arrest. An electronic copy of a summary report for this meeting was submitted to 
IM May 22, 2014. Also submitted to IMT May 20,2014 pursuant to this meeting was an electronic copy 
of memorandum dated May 19,2014 anticipated participants. The next meeting is tentatively scheduled 
for November 2014. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATWNS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: Review use of force training semi-annually
Not Satisfied; Ensure the quality, consistency and compliance with applicable law and VIP D policy
Satisfied; Review use of force training semi-annually -Not Satisfied 

For some time the Training Bureau has been participating in the semi-annual review of use of force 
policy in corgunction with the Use of Force Working Group and the VIAG 's Office. That review has been 
proceeding for much, if not all, of the past two years. The review of lesson plans by VIAG or VIPD legal 
staff has been sufficient to ensure that those lesson plans to ensure "quality, consistency, and compliance 
with applicable law and VIPD policy. " 

For the life of the Consent Decree, however, VIPD has never put a process in place to review use of force 
training. Training has relied upon the semiannual review of use of force policy to satisfy the requirements 
of this paragraph. We have indicated on a number of occasions that the review of force policy did not 
satisfy the requirement to review training semi-annually. 

On May 20, 2014, the Interim Training Director convened a meeting of command staff and training staff 
members to conduct the review referenced in this paragraph. We commend VIPD for taking this step 
forward and assembling the appropriate people who should be involved in this kind of evaluation 
process. We find that the "committee" also discussed several other training topics that are critically 
important to the substantial compliance of a number of Consent Decree paragraphs and efforts. While 
this was an important step in the right direction, we believe that a more rigorous standard for evaluating 
use of force training must be established. 

We did not see the development of a set of criteria upon which judgments and evaluation would be 
established. We did not see a review and evaluation of use of force data, by type, utilized in an analytical 
way to interpret how training has affected operational performance in the field nor how training might 
need to be adjusted to meet operational needs. This kind of data is available in IAPRO and should form 
the basis of an enlightened discussion of the connections between use of force training and its application 
by officers in the field. 

While we believe that this committee is the right group of administrators to have present and 
participating in this kind of evaluation, we think that there should be more structure to its purpose and 
duties. We also believe that the criteria for evaluating use of force training should match the criteria 
employed in the required audit protocol. 

Ensure the quality, consistency and compliance with applicable law and VIPD policy which has been 
satisfied 

The IMT recommends that this Committee meet before Nov. 201 which is the tentative date for its next 
meeting. There is significant work for this committee. It really needs to create a protocol for this meeting 
and focus attention to a methodology for conducting analysis of the training function. Their first meeting 
was an ad hoc unstructured discussion without looking at critical indicators that reflect the effectiveness 
of training in the field. 

We need to see a review of use of force information, by type, produced in IAPRO. We also need to see an 
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analysis and review of RRR 's that focusses on problems, experiences and new goals for officers and 
reviewers. 

Additionally, the categories of review established by this working group should form the basis of the 
Training Audit Reports. Moreover, the Working Group should determine how well training on policy 
affects policy implementation. compliance and administration in the field. This too should be an integral 
part of any Training Audit protocol. 

Paragraph 74: The Director of Training, either directly or through his/her designee(s), consistent with 
applicable law and VIPD policy will: 

a) ensure the quality of all use of force training; 

b) develop and implement use of force training curricula; 

c) select and train VIPD officer trainers; 

d) develop, implement, approve, and oversee all in-service training; 

e) in conjunction with the Chiefs, develop, implement, approve, and oversee a patrol division roll 
call protocol designed to effectively inform officers of relevant changes in policies and 
procedures; 

f) establish procedures for evaluating all training curricula and procedures; and 

g) conduct regular needs assessments to ensure that use of force training is responsive to the 
knowledge, skills, and abilities of the officers being trained. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting quarter the Training Bureau conducted roll call trainings for 
Commanders and Supervisors in both Districts. The plan being implemented requires the Training 
Bureau to train Commanders and Supervisors on the fourth Thursday of each month and the 
Commanders and Supervisors will in turn provide the training received to their subordinates. The first 
block of roll call training for Commanders and Supervisors was conducted by the Training Bureau 
Thursday May 29, 2014 and included topics such as the following: Conduct roll call training, demonstrate 
how to conduct roll call training and issued materials to conduct roll call trainings. Documentation 
associated with this training was submitted to IMT June 17, 2014 and specifically were the following: 
memo dated May 27, 2014 re: Commanders and Supervisors meeting Thursday May 29, 2014; memo 
dated May 30, 2014 re: roll call guidelines and training schedule; mini power point; five question roll call 
training test re: policy 3.2; five question test re: Arrest policy 12.1 and Commanders and Supervisors 
attendance roster for both Districts. 

Based upon a memorandum dated June 23, 2014 another session of roll call training was scheduled to 
take place on Thursday June 26, 2014 and topics for this roll call training included the following: conduct 
roll call training; demonstrate how to conduct roll call training; issue materials to conduct roll call 
training and Retrieve prior roll call training documents. As of the completion of this report, no 
documentation was provided the compliance coordinator for this roll call training and will be forwarded 
to IMT as soon as they are received. 
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Additionally, in response to subsection (c) of paragraph 74, directive #003-2014 "Revised Instructor 
Selection Process" was developed for the expressed purpose of delineating the criteria for selection of 
Law enforcement Instructors. This directive was reviewed and approved by the Police Commissioner and 
IMT's input was also received. The effective date of this directive is May 16, 2014 and it was also 
disseminated in both Districts. A copy was provided to IMT May 21, 2014. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

• Ensure the quality of use of force training- Not Satisfied 
Develop and implement use of force training curricula - Satisfied 
Select and train VIPD officer trainers- Not Satisfied 

• Develop and oversee in-service training -Satisfied 
• Develop and oversee roll call training with the Chiefs of Police -Not Satisfied 

Establish a procedure for evaluating all training- Not Satisfied 
• Conduct regular needs assessment-Not Satisfied 
• Ensure the quality of use of force training- Not Satisfied 

This is the same as the requirements for Paragraph 73. 
• Develop and implement use of force training cu"icu/a- Satisfied 
• Select and train VIPD officer trainers- Not Satisfied 

While VIPD has published a directive outlining this process, other work remains. The directive refers to 
"re-certification " We've not seen a definition in a directive or S. O.P. We fully understand that certain 
tactical trainer certifications come with their own certification or renewal criteria. We have asked for, 
but have yet to receive, a certification period and re-certification process for general instructors. These 
are trainers who have successfully completed a basic instructor class. We cannot move forward with this 
task until these questions are answered. We still have a level of discorrifort about the application of the 
directive since we've not heard a credible argument for delaying the full implementation of the 
Commissioner's Directive. 

• Develop and oversee in-service training -Satisfied 
• Develop and oversee roll call training with the Chiefs of Police -Not Satisfied 

While we are pleased to see that a product of the May 20, 2014 Working Group meeting is collaboration 
between the Training Director and the Police Chiefs to better coordinate roll call and Commander's Call 
training, we have not yet had an opportunity to see outcomes. We are aware of the plans to conduct 
commander and supervisor instruction on procedures for roll call training. We look forward to seeing the 
actual training and the corresponding record keeping. 

• Establish a procedure for evaluating all training- Not Satisfied (See Paragraph 7 3.) 
Conduct regular needs assessment -Not Satisfied 

We 've not yet seen a comprehensive needs assessment that surveys the entire organization in a systematic 
way to gather information that would be fed back into the training planning agenda. 
The IMI' recommends that the VIPD develop a "master plan" for roll call training and how it will 
intersect with PowerDMS. It should prepare a report on officer trainer certification, re-certification and 
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how many "waivers" are given. Also: develop needs assessment tool (questionnaire, focus groups, 
feedback from command staff/instructions); establish in-service training schedule for the year; and revise 
lesson plans identified as being deficient. 

Paragraph 75: The VIPD will continue to provide training consistent with VIPD policy, law, and proper 

police practices, and will ensure that only mandated objectives and approved lesson plans are taught by 

instructors. The VIPD will make best efforts to train each work shift as a Team in their use of force 

training. 

VIPD REPORT: During this reporting period the Training Bureau continued to coordinate and deliver 

training for both Districts. In cases where the training was delivered by a vendor outside the Territory, a 

course outline was submitted in advance of the start of the training and this outline was reviewed by the 

Training Bureau and copy also submitted to IMT. An example of this is the "Mastering Leadership 

Performance strategies for executives" and the pending (July 2-9, 2014) "Managing Police Misconduct 

for Police Supervisors" trainings. The Mastering Leadership Performance Strategies for executives 

training was conducted by MTAG and PATC (Public Agency Training Council) is scheduled to conduct 

"Managing Police Misconduct for Police Supervisors" July 2014. The outline and agenda for this training 

was submitted to IMT June 23, 2014. A Training summary report reflective of the "Mastering Leadership 

Performance strategies for executives" training is not yet received from the Training Bureau as of the 

completion of this report. A copy of this training summary report was requested by the Compliance 

Coordinator and will be submitted to IMT when received. 

Lesson plans continue to be submitted to the VIAG for review prior to the implementation of the 

training. Combination reviews by the Training Bureau and the VIAG ensures that training is consistent 

with VIPD policy, Law, proper police practices and also ensures that only mandates objectives and 

approved lesson plans are implemented by Instructors, as required by paragraph 75 of the consent 

decree. Trainings conducted during this reporting period includes but is not limited to the following: 

Crisis Intervention; Customer Service; Federal Hate Crime Law and USVI Hate Crime Legislation; 

Managing Police Misconduct for Police Supervisors; Prescription Drug Crimes; Practical Kinesic Interview 

and Interrogation; Active Shooter; Mastering Leadership Performance Strategies for Executives and 

Trainings conducted by the Training Bureau for Commanders and supervisors in both Districts on "how 

to properly conduct Roll call trainings". 

As it relates to training each work shift as a team, this is little more complex to accomplish but the VIPD 

is exploring various strategies for accomplishing this task without creating too much of a negative 

impact on patrol operations. Progress with respect to this task will be reported in future quarterly status 

reports. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

• Provide training consistent with VIP D policy and law- Satisfied 
Ensure that only approved lesson plans are taught - Satisfied 
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• Make effort to train work shift as a team -Not Satisfied 
• Provide training consistent with VIP D policy and law- Satisfied 
• Ensure that only approved lesson plans are taught -Satisfied 

Despite the fact that VIPD has all of its Consent Decree related lesson plam approved by the VIAG, we 
have noted deficiencies with several lesson plam. These lesson plans do not conform to standards that ~ 
generally see in place in the agencies that we are familiar with. We would urge VIPD to undertake a 
comprehensive review and, where necessary, update and/or revise those lesson plans that do not conform 
with the standards that we have previously identified. 

• Make effort to train work shift as a team -Not Satisfied 

As we have stated previously, most training in all departments is delivered to groups of employees who 
typically don't all work the same shifts or assigned to the same area. It is generally not easy to pull a 
whole squad or platoon off shift to attend training at the Academy. The only time that the whole shift team 
is likely to be all together is at roll call. Team training, if accomplished at all, must usually be conducted 
during roll call sessions. VIPD has echoed these sentiments and has proposed that they will look at 
enlarging the roll call agenda to include activities that would satisfy this requirement. 

We have indicated in several other places in this report that the "Working Group" meeting of May 20, 
2014 was critically important to the compliance of several Consent Decree paragraphs. One of these 
areas is the coordination of roll call training between the Training Director and the Police Chiefs. We 
again suggest that this group meet again and often to assist with the expamion of roll call training to 
include a component that would begin to address this Consent Decree requirement. This initiative will 
require imagination and ingenuity. The more command officers involved in the process, the more likely 
we are to develop a comprehensive approach and hopefully, sound and workable solutions. 

Paragraph 76: The VI PO shall continue to keep adequate records of lesson plans and other training 
materials, such that the most current training documents are maintained in a central, commonly 
accessible file, and are clearly dated. 

VIPD REPORT: The VI PO maintains records of lesson plans and other training materials and these are 
both accessible and clearly dated however, IMT has indicated that the records are not adequate, no 
documentation on instructor certification or evaluation of instructors. The VI PO appreciates IMT's input 
and will reevaluate to address the areas considered deficient. The VI PO has taken a giant step in the 
purchase and implementation of the Power OMS software that is expected to resolve any remaining 
data base or record management issues. To date, the VI PO has uploaded the following but not limited to 
lesson plans, policies, exams, historical training data, administered test and uploaded sworn and civilian 
personnel information to Power OMS, provides notification of impending expiration of certification, 
upcoming trainings and remedial trainings. 

Also, at the request of IMT during this reporting quarter, a listing was provided electronically on May 30, 
2014 of all the policies, Trainings and test that have been uploaded to Power DMS to date. 
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PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

• Keep adequate records of lesson plans and other training materials -Not Satisfied 
Keep training documents in a central file - Satisfied 
Keep adequate records of lesson plans and other training materials -Not Satisfied 

While these tasks have remained incomplete for the life of this Consent Decree, major improvements are 
currently being implemented. VIPD has purchased a software system specifically designed for 
maintaining training records. This system is very powetfol and is state of the art. While it will take some 
time to enter data and records, this paragraph is clearly on its way to completion. 

• Keep training documents in a central file -Satisfied 

We recommend that the Training Bureau begin compiling their training records in PowerDMS. Each new 
training class should be entered into the computer system and reports to command staff and IMT should 
be generated in PowerDMS. 

Paragraph 77: The VI PO shall continue to maintain training records regarding every VI PO officer that 
reliably indicate the training each officer has received. The training records shall, at a minimum, include 
the course description and duration, curriculum, and instructor for each officer. 

VI PO REPORT: The VI PO currently continue to maintain training records consistent with the 
requirements of paragraph 77. Additionally, as reported prior the department has invested in new 
software namely Power OMS, a cloud base software to accommodate its training data base. Thus far, 
since acquiring and implementing this software the VI PO has provided periodic updates to IMT via 
electronic memoranda sent during this reporting quarter specifically April15, 2014 and May 19, 2014. 
Also, an onsite Power OMS presentation was conducted at the Training Academy in the St. Thomas/St. 
John District by one of VI PO's MIS personnel and was attended by a member of the IM team. The 
application of Power OMS will be to varying extent including but not limited to delivering certain training 
materials online, to conduct roll call trainings, online testing and the distribution of new policies, general 
orders and written directives. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

• Maintain training records for every officer that document: Training received; Course description 
and duration,· Curriculum,· Instructor- Not Satisfied 

• Maintaining training records for every office that document: Training received; course 
description and duration; Curriculum; and Instructor- Not Satisfied 
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We have held since the initiation of this engagement that this particular paragraph was designed to 
implement a record keeping system that was equivalent to that typically found in police agencies around 
the country. This particular paragraph was designed specifically because the investigators in the course 
of their work did not find a record keeping system that captured basic elements typically found in police 
training records. While VIPD has maintained that it has all of the data elements required by this 
paragraph, we have not found that they exist in a system that allows for recall of each data element for 
each employee nor are they in a contiguous file system so that the data elements can be retrieved 
together. 

There are any number of reasons for the assembly and maintenance of records ordained by this 
paragraph but chief among them is be able to prove that an employee actually attended successfully 
completed a training course; that the curriculum for the course was "certified" and current; and that the 
instructor(s) who taught the course were properly credentialed at the time that they taught the class. 

This is most important in those classes which are tied to the risk management effort of the agency or the 
"high liability" areas associated with the exercise police powers. 

As police practitioners, we have seen standard police training record keeping in a variety of police 
agencies of all sizes. The current methodology employed by VIPD does not approach this standard. 

The adoption of PowerDMS as the VIPD Training Bureau record system should vastly improve the effort. 

As the adoption and implantation of PowerDMS takes place, we recommend its maximum usage. While it 
may be easier to resort to memos to record training events, we encourage the exclusive use of PowerDMS 
as the repository for all training records and the linking of lesson plans, tests, instructors and attendance 
as a standard practice. 

We are more than happy to assist VIPD with the development of PowerDMS. We are familiar with the 
system and its features. 

Paragraph 78: The Training Director, in consultation with the Attorney General's Office, will review all 
use of force training and use of force policies on a regular basis to ensure compliance with applicable 
laws and VI PO policy. 

VIPD REPORT: The VI PO continue to ensure compliance with applicable laws and VI PO Policies 
consistent with paragraph 78 by continuing to submit to the VIAG all use of force and other force related 
policies for review prior to the initiation of training. Additionally, the VI PO and specifically the Training 
Bureau during this reporting period as mentioned earlier in paragraph 73 of this report, convened a 
meeting to review use of force policies and Trainings and legal representative from the VIAG was also a 
participant of said meeting. A follow up meeting is scheduled for November 2014. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 
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• Review use of force training and policy regularly- Not Satisfied 
• Review use of force training and policy regularly- Not Satisfied 

The PPE Comments and Recommendations for Paragraph 73 applies equally to this Paragraph. 

Paragraph 79: The VIPD will continue to provide all recruits, officers, supervisors, and managers with 
annual training on use of force. Such training will include and address the following topics: 

a) the VIPD's use of force model, as described in this Agreement; 

b) proper use of force decision-making; 

c) the VIPD's use of force reporting requirements; 

d) the Fourth Amendment and other constitutional requirements; 

e) examples of scenarios faced by VIPD officers that illustrate proper use of force decision-making; 

f) interactive exercises that emphasize proper use of force decision-making; 

g) de-escalation techniques that encourage officers to make arrests without using force, and 
instruction that disengagement, area containment, surveillance, waiting out a subject, 
summoning reinforcements, calling in specialized units, or delaying arrest may be the 
appropriate response to a situation even when the use of force would be legally justified; 

h) threat assessment; 

i) appropriate training on conflict management. 

VI PO REPORT: Consistent with the ongoing delivery of annual in-service trainings, the next in-service 
trainings are scheduled for July 2014 in both Districts. This training is expected to include various 
subsections in paragraph 79 and in addition to the recommended increase usage of the simulator as 
recommended by IMT, the VIPD anticipates achieving substantial compliance with paragraph 79 in its' 
entirety in the near future. Also, during this reporting period training was conducted in Crisis 
Intervention May 13-14 and 15-16, 2014 in the St. Thomas/St. John District and May 19-20, 2014 and 
May 21-22, 2014 in the St. Croix District. There were internal VIPD discussions as to whether or not the 
crisis intervention training referenced above satisfies subsection (i) of paragraph 79, to which the 
compliance coordinator recommended that course information relative to said training be forwarded 
to IMT to enlist their input in said determination. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: Provide all recruits, officers, supervisors, 
and managers with annual training on use of force. Such training will include and address the following 
topics: 

a. the VIP D's use of force model, as described in this Agreement - Satisfied 
b. proper use of force decision-making- Not Satisfied 
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c. the VIP D's use of force reporting requirements -Satisfied 
d. the Fourth Amendment and other constitutional requirements - Satisfied 
e. examples of scenarios faced by VIPD officers that illustrate proper use of force decision-making

Not Satisfied 
f interactive exercises that emphasize proper use of force decision-making- Not Satisfied 
g. de-escalation techniques that encourage officers to make arrests without using force, and 

instruction that disengagement. area containment, surveillance, waiting out a subject. 
summoning reinforcements, calling in specialized units, or delaying arrest may be the 
appropriate response to a situation even when the use of force would be legally justified- Not 
Satisfied 

h threat assessment- Not Satisfied 
i. appropriate training on conflict management- Not Satisfied 

Provide all recruits, officers, supervisors, and managers with annual training on use of force. 

While a number of the tasks relating to use of force training in this paragraph have been satisfied, we are 
very concerned that parts of this area were omitted during the most recent recruit class. When this fact 
was discovered by the monitors, the class had to be puOedfrom their Field Training to return to the 
Academy to receive these blocks of instruction. 

The fact that such an important block of instruction was not conducted during recruit training is 
significant, on its own; we are extremely troubled that this omission mzs hardly noticed by command 
staff. We've not seen any inquiry, investigation or explanation by the senior members ofVIPD about how 
this could happen and the implementation of measures to ensure that it could re-occur. 

Such training will include and address the following topics: 

a. the VIP D's use of force model, as described in this Agreement - Satisfied 
b. proper use of force decision-making- Not Satisfied 

We have indicated previously that during the last round of in-service training, VIPD initiated the use of a 
force simulator. This was an important upgrade to the entire training operation. We have also reported 
that during this fust round of simulator training, participants always found themselves in a shooting 
solution. 

To be effictive, simulations do not always conclude with firearms usage. The complete range of options 
should include voice commands and the use of less lethal weapons. The true measure of a participant's 
judgment is being able to read, evaluate and respond to the threat level that they face and, if possible, 
they de-escalate the situation without resorting to force. 

There is a challenge ahead of VIPD to get all of its officers on a simulator enough times to satisfactorily 
evaluate their ability to exercise and display the judgment necessary to appropriately address the force 
situations that they are likely to face. 

c. the VIP D's use of force reporting requirements -Satisfied 
d the Fourth Amendment and other constitutional requirements - Satisfied 
e. examples of scenarios faced by VIPD officers that illustrate proper use of force decision-making

Not Satisfied See "b." above. 
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f interactive exercises that emphasize proper use of force decision-making- Not Satisfied See 
"b." above. 

g. de-escalation techniques that encourage officers to make arrests without using force, and 
instruction that disengagement, area containment, surveillance, waiting out a subject, 
summoning reinforcements, calling in specialized units, or delaying arrest may be the 
appropriate response to a situation even when the use of force would be legally justified- Not 
Satisfied (See "b. " above.) 

h. threat assessment- Not Satisfied (See "b. "above.) 
i. appropriate training on conflict management- Not Satisfied 

We are very pleased that VIPD has begun conducting Crisis Intervention Training (CIT). To satisfy this 
requirement, VIPD should train a significant proportion of its operations personnel. 

Select employees (Command Staff) are not routinely included in department- wide training; especially 
that designed for supervisors and managers. 

We recommend that VIPD should explore ways in which it might increase and accelerate simulator 
training and evaluation. The department should also add issues relating to de-escalation to roll call 
training. 

Paragraph 80: The VIPD will continue to provide training to all its officers on the VIPD citizen complaint 
process. The VI PO will develop a protocol for all its officers on appropriate conduct and responses in 
handling citizens' complaints and will train officers in the protocol. 

VIPD REPORT: Training on citizen complaint process as well as other department policies occurs on an 
ongoing basis through roll call and annual in-service trainings. The next session of in-service trainings 
are scheduled for July 2014, and will also include the complaint policies 7.1 and 7.3. 

PPE COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

Provide training on citizen complaint process and protocols. -Satisfied 

VIPD should create a set of audit tools that assess continued compliance. The audit tolls should assess 
the effectiveness of citizen complaint training as it is operationally implemented. 

Paragraph 81: The VIPD will provide training on appropriate burdens of proof to all supervisors, as well 
as the factors to consider when evaluating complainant or witness credibility (to ensure that their 
recommendations regarding dispositions are unbiased, uniform, and legally appropriate). The VIPD will 
also continue to provide training to supervisors on leadership and command accountability, including 
techniques designed to promote proper police practices. This training will be provided to all officers 
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promoted to supervisory rank within 90 days of assuming supervisory responsibilities, and will be made 
part of annual in-service training. 

PPE RESPONSE: COMMENTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

• Provide burden of proof training to all supervisors - Satisfied 
• Provide supervisory training on leadership and command accountability- Not Satisfied 

The significant tasks to be completed in this paragraph are: 

• Provide burden of proof training to all supervisors -Satisfied 
• Provide supervisory training on leadership and command accountability- Not Satisfied 

We are aware that most, if not all, of the required training relating to burdens of proof has been 
conducted and continues to be presented during in-service and roll call training. 

We also know that training on leadership and command accountability has been conducted but we remain 
unsure of specific content. While we have seen course outlines for much of this training, we are left 
without complete knowledge about the training. To get a better sense of the delivery and reception of this 
kind of training, we have requested that the training sessions be video recorded. Our requests have gone 
unheeded. 

The Monitors are therefore concerned about two critical issues: 

• The first issue relates to the tie between what is taught in the supervisory and management 
classes and the work that participants perform in the field. We do not see a con-elation between the topics 
relating to supervisory leadership and command accountability and a corresponding improvement in 
these areas in practice. 

• The second concern involves the apparent absence of command officers in these supervisory and 
management classes. This first came to light when we reviewed attendance records of in-service training 
and discovered that no command officer had attended The Training Director indicated that they did not 
need to attend this training because their work brought them into routine review of departmental policies. 
We do not find this explanation satisfactory. 

While command officers may not attend the same training as their subordinates, it is typically the case in 
most departments that command officers receive an overview or briefing that outlines and explains the 
content and substance of the training that their subordinates are receiving. 

We have communicated with the instructors of several of the supervision and management courses who 
have indicated that they typically do not see members of the command staff in class nor do they have 
briefings where they inform command staff of the content of the training and they point out noteworthy 
issues of policy and practice that they normally conduct when they train in other departments. 

The Monitors believe that this situation needs to be addressed and corrected immediately. 
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We again make a request that classroom training be video recorded and forwarded to IMT. 

IMI' recommends that the "Working Group" that met May 20, 2014 examine that manner in which VIPD 
begins to utilize the lessons learned in supervisory and command accountability training infield 
operations. 

IMT recommends that. beginning with the upcoming Tactical Operations Command and Liability Course, 
the members of the Command Staff participate in training or, at a minimum, initiate a practice of meeting 
with contract instructors and those who are teaching supervisory and management classes. 

VIPD REPORT: The Training Bureau coordinated and delivered through MTAG (Marine Tactical 
Application Global) leadership training entitled "Mastering leadership performance strategies for 
executives" in the St. Croix District June 12 & 13 and in the St. Thomas District June 16 & 17, 2014. An 
electronic copy of the course outline and agenda mzs submitted to IMT May 27, 2014. As of the 
completion of this report a Training Report has not been submitted to the Compliance Coordinator and 
will be forwarded to IMT when received. 

Also, during this reporting period training was conducted on April 26, 2014 for Recruit Officers(that 
graduated January 2014) on the following policies: Acceptance ofCitizen Complaints 7.2,· Blue Team 
6.3; Data input Plan 6.1 ; Early Intervention Program 6.2 and Off duty Official Action 3.8. An electronic 
copy of the training summary report for these trainings was submitted to IMT May 15, 2014. 
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Paragraph 

031 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

11/06/2013 

Goal 

The VIPD will review and revise its use of force policies as necessary to: a. define terms clearly; b. define force as that term is defined in this Agreement; 
c. incorporate a use of force model that teaches disengagement, area containment, surveillance, waiting out a subject, summoning reinforcements or calling 
in specialized units as appropriate responses to a situation; d. advise that, whenever possible, individuals should be allowed to submit to arrest before force 
is used; e. reinforce that the use of excessive force will subject officers to discipline, possible criminal prosecution, and/or civil liability; f. ensure that 
sufficient less lethal alternatives are available to all patrol officers; and g. explicitly prohibit the use of choke holds and similar carotid holds except where 
deadly force is authorized. Once the DOJ has reviewed and approved these policies, the VIPD shall immediately implement any revisions. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of officers and supervisors on remaining policies by Jan 31, 2013 3.8 Off-Duty Policy 3.9 Vehicle Pursuit Policy 3.10 Spike Strip 
3.12 Tactical Operations 3.13 Sniper Operations will be completed by January 31, 2013 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system} and periodically test proficiency with the policies. Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, 
periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency-based training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Yearly 
review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of 
1As and arrest reports}. Ensure allocation of sufficient staff to input historical and current data into lAPre. Develop and implement a process for identifying 
personnel who continually fail to report uses of force or otherwise fail to follow the policy and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval for all use of force policies that require DOJ approval. Approved policies are distributed to sworn personnel and applicable civilian 
employees. =>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised use of 
force policy and demonstrated proficiency through a written examination or skill proficiency exercise (the "proficiency test(s)"}; or (b) if sworn personnel have 
not successfully completed the required initial training and passed the proficiency test(s}, the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a 
remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s} and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel have not successfully 
completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. All use of force training comports with the requirements of 31(a)-(g} of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lesson plans 
that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and 
(d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3..Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a Definitions of all force terms are consistent with the Consent Decree, applicable law, and generally 
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accepted police practices. 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: '-· _____ ___. 

...........................•.........................•••......................•.........................................................•............. 
b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

Definition of "force" comports with 21 of the Consent Decree. 

In =>95 of use of force incidents, there is documented evidence that, as appropriate, Officers 
disengaged, contained the area, conducted surveillance, waited out the subject, and/or called in 
specialized units. 

In =>95% of the use of force incidents, there is documented evidence that, when feasible, an 
individual was advised that he/she is allowed to submit to arrest before force is used. 

See 31 

In =>95% of use of force incidents, the use of force review concludes that sufficient less lethal 
alternatives were used where appropriate based on the totality of circumstances, and, in =>95% of 
patrol and other applicable officers carry less lethal alternatives at all times while on-duty. 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

In =>95% of use of force incidents, choke holds and similar carotid holds were not used, except 
where deadly force was authorized, and in =>95% of use of force incidents where the use of force 
review concluded that use of choke holds or similar carotid holds were not authorized, VIPD took 
corrective and/or disciplinary action against the officer who used the choke hold or other carotid hold. 

VI PO satisfies all of the requirements of 31 (a)-(g) as provided in the "Definition of Substantial 
Compliance" column in this Chart. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 

Compliance ' Goal Date: '-· _____ _, 
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Paragraph 

032 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

The VIPD will require all uses of force to be documented in writing. The use of force report form will indicate each and every type of force that was used, and 
require the evaluation of each type of force. Use of force reports will include a narrative description of the events preceding the use of force, written by a 
supervisor or by the designated investigative unit. Use of force reports also will include the officer(s)' narrative description of events and the officer(s)' 
statement. Except in cases of use of force involving the lowest level of force as defined in VIPD policy as approved by DOJ, the officer's statement shall be 
audio- or videotaped. 

Activity History 

Yearly review of policies. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies O.e., a tracking system). By November 30, 
2012, ensure that the Virgin Islands' Attorney General's Office, the Training Working Group, and the Use of Force Working Group review all use of force 
policies. Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency
based training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By June 
30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of 1As and arrest reports to 
ensure RRRs are completed). This requires allocation of sufficient staff to input historical and current data into IAPro. By June 30, 2013, ensure that audits 
audit the timeliness of completion of use of force investigations. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying 
personnel who continually fail to report uses of force or otherwise fail to follow the policy and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>95% of the use of force incidents have been documented in an RRR and investigated by a supervisor. =>95% of the RRRs will include each of the 
requirements identified in 32 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of the use of force incidents, there is evidence that corrective action was taken against the 
sworn personnel whose use of force documentation failed to meet the requirements of the Consent Decree. =>95% of uses of force comply with applicable 
law. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

a 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 

=>95% of Use of Force incidents are documented in reports (RRR) and investigated by a supervisor 
or designated investigating officer. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Not Satisfied 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

Page 7 of109 
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b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>95% of RRRs indciate each and every type of force that was used 

=>95% of RRRs contain an evaluation of each type of force used by a supervisor 

=>95% of RRRs contain a narrative description of the events preceding the use of force written by the 
supervisor or assigned investigator. 

=>95% of the reports will include a statement written by the officer using the force that contains a 
narrative of the events 

=>95% of the reports will include a statement written by the officer using the force. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 08/15/2014 
Goal Date: . 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 08/15/2014 
Goal Date: . 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 

Compliance I 08/15/2014 
Goal Date: . 

....•.••••••••.......................••••...................••••••....................................................•••••.••.....................••• 
g =>95% of the reports will include an audio or videotaped statement, unless the level of force used is 

at the lowest level as described by DOJ approved VI PO policy. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

.................................................................................•..........................••.........................••............. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 Page 8 of109 
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h 

Paragraph 

033 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>95% of the RRRs will include each of the requirements identified in 32 of the Consent Decree. 

Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 
08/15/2014 1 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

Officers shall notify their supervisors following any use of force or upon the receipt of an allegation of excessive force. Except in uses of force involving the 
lowest level of force as defined in VIPD policy as approved by DOJ, supervisors will respond to the scene, examine the subject for injury, interview the 
subject for complaints of pain, and ensure that the subject received needed medical attention. 

Activity History 

By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Conduct complete Use of Force Review on 
quarterly basis commencing on November 30, 2012. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of 
supervisors or outlining how it intends to use existing supervisors to implement the polices and this action plan. The plan will include an implementation date 
subject to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies 
(i.e., review of sample of 1As, arrest reports and RRRs). This requires allocation of sufficient staff to input historical and current data into IAPro By June 30, 
2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses of force and provide and 
document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>95% of the identified use of force incidents, the officer using force notified his/her supervisor immediately as required by VIPD policy. In =>90% of the 
incidents where a supervisor was notified of the use of force by an officer, he/she responded to the scene in a reasonable amount of time. In =>90% of the 
incidents where the supervisor responded to the scene, he/she conducted a complete investigation, including ensuring that the subject received any needed 
medical attention. 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3.Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In =>95% of the identified use of force incidents, the officer using force notified his/her supervisor 

immediately as required by VIPD policy. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Page 9 of109 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

•.................•••••............••.................•••............••••..........••••••.............••.............•.••...............•••........... 
b In =>90% of the incidents where the supervisor responded to the scene, within a reasonable period of 

time, he/she conducted a complete investigation, including ensuring that the subject was examined 
for any injuries. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: ...................................................................................................................................................... 

c In =>90% of the incidents where the supervisor responded to the scene, he/she conducted a 
complete investigation, including ensuring that the subject was interviewed regardign any pain and 
received any needed medical attention. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Not in Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

Page 10 of 109 
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Paragraph 

034 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, will review, evaluate, and document each use of force, and will complete the narrative description 
section of the use of force report. The narrative description will include a precise description of the facts and circumstances that either justify or fail to justify 
the officer's conduct. As part of this review, the supervisor or designated investigating officer/unit will evaluate the basis for the use of force, and determine 
whether the officer's actions were within VIPD policy. An officer who used force during the incident, whose conduct led to an injury, or who authorized 
conduct leading to the use of force or allegation of excessive force, or who was present during the incident, will not be eligible to review or investigate the 
incident. 

Activity History 

By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through 
documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency-based training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 
2013. Yearly review of policies. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will provide 
DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of supervisors or outlining how it intends to use existing supervisors to implement the policies and 
this action plan. The plan will include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement 
audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of 1As, arrest reports and RRRs). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with 
DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying supervisors who neglect their responsibilities to investigate as required by policy and provide and 
document discipline and/or remedial training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>95% of the reportable use of force incidents, the investigating supervisor had no involvement in the incident (i.e., he/she was not involved in the use of 
force incident, his/her conduct did not lead to an injury, and he/she did not authorize or participate in conduct leading to the use of force incident). In =>90% 
of the reportable use of force incidents, the supervisor completed his/her review and evaluation according to VIP D's use of force policies and all other 
requirements of 31 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents, the supervisor completes the supervisor's narrative description 
of the RRR in a manner that comports with the requirements of 34 of the Consent Decree. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Trainlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

............................••••...............•...................••..................••.................•••.....................................•... 
a In =>95% of the reportable use of force incidents, the investigating supervisor had no involvement in 

the incident (i.e., he/she was not involved in the use of force incident, his/her conduct did not lead to 
an injury, and he/she did not authorize or participate in conduct leading to the use of force incident), 
will review, evaluate, and document each use of force .. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Page 11 of 109 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

•.••••........................•••••••........................••.............................••••••..•....................•.••••••••..•••.............. 
b In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents, the supervisor completes the supervisor's narrative 

description of the RRR in a manner that comports with the requirements of 34 of the Consent 
Decree. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
c 

d 

e 

In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents, the supervisor completed his/her review and 
evaluation according to VIP D's use of force policies and all other requirements of 31 of the Consent 
Decree and includeg a precise description of the facts and circumstances that either justify or fail to 
justify the officer/s conduct. 

In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents, the supervisor completed his/her review and 
evaluation according to VIP D's use of force policies and all other requirements of 31 of the Consent 
Decree and will evaluate the basis for the use of force, and determine whether the officers actions 
were within VIPD policy. 

See a, above. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 08/15/2014 
Goal Date: . 

Page 12 of 109 
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Paragraph 

035 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

The parties agree that it is improper interview procedure during use of force investigations to ask officers or other witnesses leading questions that 
improperly suggest legal justifications for the officer's conduct when such questions are contrary to appropriate law enforcement techniques. In each review/ 
investigation, the VIPD will consider all relevant evidence including circumstantial, direct and physical evidence, as appropriate, and make credibility 
determinations, if feasible. The VIPD will make all reasonable efforts to resolve material inconsistencies between witness statements. The VI PO will train all 
of its supervisors and officers assigned to conduct use of force investigations in conducting use of force investigations, including in the factors to consider 
when evaluating credibility. 

Actlvlty History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of use of force 
investigation files). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses 
of force and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>90% of the interviews conducted during use of force reviews, leading questions were avoided. In =>90% of investigations where material 
inconsistencies are present between witness statements, reasonable efforts are made to resolve the inconsistencies. In =>90% of the use of force reviews, 
all relevant evidence, including circumstantial, direct and physical evidence is documented and appropriately considered, and credibility determinations 
made, if feasible. When evaluating witness credibility, appropriate factors are considered and documented. =>95% of supervisors are trained on how to 
conduct, review, and evaluate use of force incidents, including but not limited to, what factors to consider when evaluating witness credibility. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3.Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In =>90% of the interviews conducted during use of force reviews, leading questions were avoided. l Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I ~8/15/2014 
Goal Date: . 

.....•......................................................•...............•••.............•...............••...............•.............•.......... 
b In =>90% of the use of force reviews, all relevant evidence, including circumstantial, direct and 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Page 13 of 109 
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c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

physical evidence is documented and appropriately considered, and credibility determinations made, 
if feasible. 

In =>90% of investigations where material inconsistencies are present between witness statements, 
reasonable efforts are made to resolve the inconsistencies. 
When evaluating witness credibility, appropriate factors are considered and documented. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
d =>95% of supervisors are trained on how to conduct, review, and evaluate use of force incidents, 

including but not limited to, what factors to consider when evaluating witness credibility. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

l Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

Page 14 of 109 
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Paragraph 

036 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, shall conduct an investigation of all uses of force or injury resulting from a use of force by any 
officer under their command. This requirement does not apply to uses of force involving the lowest level of force as defined in VIPD policy as approved by 
DOJ. In an investigation, supervisors or designated investigating officers or units, shall interview all witnesses to a use of force or an injury resulting from a 
use of force. Consistent with the requirements of the collective bargaining agreement or other applicable law, VIPD supervisors or designated investigating 
officers or units shall ensure that all officer witnesses provide a statement regarding the incident. Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, 
shall ensure that all use of force reports for all levels of force identify all officers who were involved in the incident or were on the scene when it occurred. 
Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, shall ensure that all reports for all levels of force indicate whether an injury occurred, whether 
medical care was provided, and whether the subject refused medical treatment. Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, shall ensure that 
all reports include contemporaneous photographs or videotapes taken of all injuries at the earliest practicable opportunity, both before and after any 
treatment, including cleansing of wounds. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies Q.e., review of sample of use of force 
investigation files). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses 
of force and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, all involved officers are identified in the investigating supervisor's reports. In =>90% of reportable use of force 
incidents, all witnesses, to the extent practicable, are identified in the investigating supervisor's reports. In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, the 
investigating supervisor ensured that efforts were made to identify and interview witnesses, and documented these efforts in writing. In =>90% of reportable 
use of force incidents that resulted in injuries, the investigating supervisor documented the extent of the injuries and any medical treatment rendered in a 
manner that comports with 36 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents that resulted in injuries, photographic evidence was 
collected and maintained in a manner that comports with 36 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of all reportable use of force reviews, the investigating 
supervisor provided a finding on whether the use of force was justified under VI PO's use of force policies. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-consistent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a =>90% of the Use of Force reports, the supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, who 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 Page 15 of 109 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

supervised the officer using the force, conducted the investigation of all uses of force or injury 
resulting from the use of force by that officer. This requirement does nto apply to the lowest level use 
of force as defined in DOJ approved VIPD policy. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08/15/2014 

......................•.................•...............•••..............••..............••••...............•.................••.................•••.. 
b 

c 

d 

e 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, all witnesses, to the extent practicable, are identified in 
the investigating supervisor's reports. 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, the investigating supervisor ensured that efforts were 
made to identify and interview witnesses, and documented these efforts in writing. This requirement 
will be in compliance with the Collective Bargining Agreement and any other applciable law. 

In =>90% of Use of Force reports, Supervisors, or designated investigating officers or units, shall 
ensure that all use of force reports for all levels of force identify all officers who were involved in the 
incident or were on the scene when it occurred. 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents that resulted in injuries, the investigating supervisor 
documented the extent of the injuries and any medical treatment rendered in a manner that comports 
with 36 of the Consent Decree. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08/15/2014 

I 

08/15/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08/15/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08/15/2014 

Page 16 of 109 
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Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

All investigations into use of force shall be reviewed by the Officer's Commander and/or Director, or by a Commander and/or Director in the designated 
investigative unit, who shall identify any deficiencies in those reviews, and shall require supervisors, or designated investigative officers or units, to correct 
any and all deficiencies. Supervisors, and designated investigative officers or units, will be held accountable for the quality of their reviews. Appropriate non
disciplinary corrective action and/or disciplinary action will be taken when a supervisor, or designated investigative officer or unit, fails to conduct a timely 
and thorough review, or neglects to recommend appropriate corrective action, or neglects to properly implement appropriate corrective action. As provided 
by VIPD policy and approved by DOJ, designated command staff shall further review the Commander and/or Director's reviews according to the level of 
force involved. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies o.e., review of sample of use of force 
investigation files). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses 
of force and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>90% of the completed use of force case files contained signed documentation from the Chief and/or Deputy Chief indicating that he/she reviewed the 
completed investigation and the date of such review. In =>90% of the completed use of force investigations in which the Chief and/or Deputy Chief found 
deficiencies in the investigations, the deficiencies were documented, corrected, and supplemental investigative reports prepared to document the additional 
investigative efforts. In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, the Chief and/or Deputy Chief provided a written, signed and dated finding on whether the 
use of force was justified under VIPD's DOJ approved use of force policies and all other requirements of 31(a)-(g) of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of 
reportable use of force incidents, supervisors are held accountable for the quality of their reviews, and documented non-disciplinary and/or disciplinary action 
has been taken when a supervisor or manager: fails to conduct a timely and thorough review; neglects to recommend appropriate corrective action; or 
neglects to properly implement appropriate corrective action. In =>95% of the use of force incidents where the Commander's/Director's review and evaluation 
concluded that improper tactics were used, there is evidence that the involved sworn personnel received and successfully completed remedial training, and, 
if appropriate, were disciplined. In =>95% of the use of force incidents deemed unjustified by the Commanders/Director's review and evaluation, the involved 
sworn personnel were disciplined, including separation from service with the VIPD when appropriate, and, if separation from service was not appropriate, 
received remedial training. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2· Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3.Consistont Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
Ran On: 08/23/2014 Page 17 of 109 
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b 

c 

d 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>90% of the completed use of force case files contained signed documentation from the Chief 
and/or Deputy Chief indicating that he/she reviewed the completed investigation and the date of such 
review. 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, supervisors are held accountable for the quality of their 
reviews, and documented non-disciplinary and/or disciplinary action has been taken when a 
supervisor or manager: fails to conduct a timely and thorough review; neglects to recommend 
appropriate corrective action; or neglects to properly implement appropriate corrective action. 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, the Chief and/or Deputy Chief provided a written, 
signed and dated finding on whether the use of force was justified under VIPD's DOJ approved use of 
force policies and all other requirements of 31(a)-(g) of the Consent Decree. 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, supervisors are held accountable for the quality of their 
reviews, and documented non-disciplinary and/or disciplinary action has been taken when a 
supervisor or manager: fails to conduct a timely and thorough review; neglects to recommend 
appropriate corrective action; or neglects to properly implement appropriate corrective action. 

e In =>95% of the use of force incidents where the Commander's/Director's review and evaluation 
concluded that improper tactics were used, there is evidence that the involved sworn personnel 
received and successfully completed remedial training, and, if appropriate, were disciplined. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Page 18 of 109 
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2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

In =>95% of the use of force incidents deemed unjustified by the Commander's/Director's review and 
evaluation, the involved sworn personnel were disciplined, including separation from service with the 
VIPD when appropriate, and, if separation from service was not appropriate, received remedial 
training. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Paragraph 

038 

Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date Goal 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Order Content 

The VIPD will investigate all critical firearm discharges. The VIPD will ensure that the investigation accounts for all shots and locations of all officers who 
discharged their firearms. The VI PO will conduct all ballistic or crime scene analyses, including gunshot residue or bullet trajectory tests, as appropriate. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. 
Execute any contract(s) necessary to train supervisors or others responsible for conducting ballistic or crime scene analyses by January 31, 2013. Conduct 
the training by March 31, 2013. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review 
of sample of use of force investigation files). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who 
continually fail to report uses of force and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>99% of all critical firearm discharges are investigated and documented. =>95% of all investigations or reviews of critical firearm discharges accounted for 
all shots. =>95% of all investigations or reviews of critical firearm discharges accounted for the locations of all officers who discharged their firearms. In 
=>95% of all investigations or reviews of critical firearm discharges, the VIPD conducted ballistic crime scene analyses, including gunshot residue or bullet 
trajectory tests, as appropriate. =>95% of all supervisors (or other personnel) have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service 
training on ballistic and crime scene analyses and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test{s); or (b) if 
supervisors (or other personnel) have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the supervisors (or other 
personnel) have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s); or Where supervisors (or 
other personnel) have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including 
training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
s =>99% of all critical firearm discharges are investigated and documented. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 
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b 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>95% of all investigations or reviews of critical firearm discharges accounted for all shots. 

=>95% of all investigations or reviews of critical firearm discharges accounted for the locations of all 
officers who discharged their firearms. 

In =>95% of all investigations or reviews of critical firearm discharges, the VIPD conducted ballistic 
crime scene analyses, including gunshot residue or bullet trajectory tests, as appropriate. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

I 

............•••..............••.••••............••••••........••••••••••..........••••••...........•••.•••••.............•••••.•.............•••••.... 
=>95% of all supervisors (or other personnel) have either: (a) attended and successfully completed 
the initial in-service training on ballistic and crime scene analyses and demonstrated proficiency 
through a proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or (b) if supervisors (or other 
personnel) have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), 
the supervisors (or other personnel) have entered and successfully completed a remedial program 
designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s); or 
Where supervisors (or other personnel) have not successfully completed training and passed the 
proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and 
disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

...............•••••....................................•••.•...........••...............••••...............•..............••.................•....... 
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Paragraph 

039 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

11/06/2013 

Goal 

VIPD shall complete development of a Use of Firearms policy that complies with applicable law and current professional standards. The policy shall prohibit 
officers from possessing or using unauthorized firearms or ammunition and shall inform officers that any such use may subject them to disciplinary action. 
The policy shall establish a single, uniform reporting system for all firearms discharges. The policy shall prohibit officers from obtaining service ammunition 
from any source except through official VIPD channels, and shall specify the number of rounds VlPD authorizes its officers to carry. The policy will continue 
to require that all discharges of firearms by officers on or off-duty, including unintentional discharges, be reported and investigated. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-servicetraining. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of firearm discharge reporting). By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses of force and provide 
and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval for Use of Firearms policy. Approved policy is distributed to sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. =>99% of sworn 
personnel do not possess or use unauthorized firearms or ammunition. In =>99% of the cases where an officer is found to be in possession of unauthorized 
firearms or ammunition, there is evidence that an investigation was conducted and appropriate corrective action was taken which includes bringing the 
officer's conduct into compliance with the VlPD firearms policy. =>99% of the firearm discharges are documented on a RRR. =99% of the service 
ammunition obtained and used by officers is obtained through official VI PO channels. =>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully 
completed the initial in-service training for the Use of Firearms policy and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel 
have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a 
remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel have not successfully 
completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. =>95% of sworn personnel displayed knowledge and proficiency in the use of firearms, as evidenced by compliance with the policy 
requirements. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstant Application: Status Data: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Applicable Not Applicable 
..................................................................................................................................................... , 

a The VI PO Use of Firearms policy will comply with applicable law and current professional standards, 
will be approved by DOJ, and is distributed to sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>99% of sworn personnel do not possess or use unauthorized firearms or ammunition. In =>99% of 
the cases where an officer is found to be in possession of unauthorized firearms or ammunition, there 
is evidence that an investigation was conducted and appropriate corrective action was taken which 
includes bringing the officer's conduct into compliance with the VIPD firearms policy. 

=>99% of the firearm discharges are documented on a RRR. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 

Compliance ' ' Goal Date: . . ............••••.............•.••.............•.•••.............••••..............••..............•••..............•••................................ 
d =99% of the service ammunition obtained and used by officers is obtained through official VI PO 

channels. 
Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: ...... _____ ____. 

.•.•................•••...............••................••.............•••..............•••...............•.••................••••..............••.... 
e See c, above 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I I 
Goal Date: . . ..............•.••..............•••...............•...............•...............••..............••................•..............•••.............••. 

f =>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service 
training for the Use of Firearms policy and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or 
(b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and passed the 
proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a remedial program 
designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I 
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g 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. 

=>95% of sworn personnel displayed knowledge and proficiency in the use of firearms, as evidenced 
by compliance with the policy requirements.and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 
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Paragraph 

040 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix 8 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

11/06/2013 

Goal 

The VIPD shall revise its policies regarding off-duty officers taking police action to: a. provide that off-duty officers shall notify on-duty VIPD or local law 
enforcement officers before taking police action, absent exigent circumstances, so that they may respond with appropriate personnel and resources to 
handle the problem; b. provide that, if it appears the officer has consumed alcohol or is otherwise impaired, the officer shall submit to field sobriety, 
breathalyzer, and/or blood tests. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. Conduct Use of Force Review on quarterly basis commencing 
November 30, 2012. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. 
By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of use of force 
investigation files). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ develop and implement a process for identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses 
of force and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval of use of force policy on off-duty officers taking police action. Approved policies are distributed to sworn personnel and applicable 
civilian employees. In =>85% of reported incidents involving off-duty officers taking police action, the off-duty officer's conduct comports with policies 
regarding off-duty officers taking police action and 31(a)-(g) of the Consent Decree. =>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully 
completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised policy regarding off-duty officers taking police action and demonstrated proficiency through a 
proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel 
have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, 
including training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. =>85% of off-duty officers notified on-duty sworn personnel or local enforcement 
officers before taking police actions, except in exigent circumstances. In =>90% of the incidents where an off-duty officer taking police action appeared to 
have consumed alcohol, the off-duty officer submitted to field sobriety, breathalyzer, and/or blood tests. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Trainlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Applicable NotA licable 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a In =>85% of reported incidents involving off-duty officers taking police action, the off-duty officer's 
conduct comports with policies regarding off-duty officers taking police action and 31 (a)-(g) of the 
Consent Decree 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

In =>90% of the incidents where an off-duty officer taking police action appeared to have consumed 
alcohol, the off-duty officer submitted to field sobriety, breathalyzer, and/or blood tests. 

Obtained DOJ approval of use of force policy on off-duty officers taking police action. 
Approved policies are distributed to sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

....••.............•••••............•••.............••..............•••...........••••••••.............•••••..................••••.................••• 
d =>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service 

training for each new or revised policy regarding off-duty officers taking police action and 
demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully 
completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered 
and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test 
and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

.............•••••............•••••.........••..............•••••.........••••................•••...........••••...............•••••..........••••.... 
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Paragraph 

041 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

The VIPD shall continue to provide an intermediate force device, which is between chemical spray and firearms on the force continuum, that can be carried 
by officers at all times while on-duty. The VIPD shall continue its policy regarding the intermediate force device, incorporate the intermediate force device into 
the force continuum and train all officers in its use on an annual basis. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system) and periodically test proficiency with the policies. Yearly review of policies. Conduct Inspections of personnel with 
report on quarterly basis commencing November 30, 2012. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying 
with the policies (i.e., review of sample of use of force investigation files). By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop and implement a process for 
identifying personnel who continually fail to report uses of force and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>95% of patrol and other applicable officers carry an intermediate force device at all times while on-duty. =>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) 
attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised policy related to intermediate force devices and demonstrated 
proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), 
the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the 
proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate 
corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. =>95% of sworn personnel display knowledge and proficiency on 
using intermediate force devices, as evidenced by compliance with the policy requirements. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a =>95% of patrol and other applicable officers carry an intermediate force device at all times while 

on-duty. 

=>95% of sworn personnel display knowledge and proficiency on using intermediate force devices, as 
Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 
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b 

c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

evidenced by compliance with the policy requirements .. 

=>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service 
training for each new or revised policy related to intermediate force devices and demonstrated 
proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed 
the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and 
successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and 
passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08115/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08/15/2014 

•.•........................................••......•.•.•••••....................................................................•••••••••••••••...•... 
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Paragraph 

042 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

11/06/2013 

Goal 

The VIPD will develop and implement a program to inform persons that they may file complaints regarding the performance of any officer. This program will 
include distribution of complaint forms, fact sheets, informational posters, and public service announcements that describe the citizen complaint process. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system) and periodically test proficiency with the policies. Yearly review of policies. Biweekly inspections by Zone 
Commanders to ensure that all complaint process materials are available in their Zones. Zone Commanders will provide a written report of their inspections 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>80% of VIPD facilities, vehicles, and governmental properties such as VIPD district stations, libraries, the internet and upon request, to community 
groups and community centers, complaint information brochures and forms are available 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3.Consistent Application: Status Date: 

a 

b 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Applicable 

The VIPD will develop and implement a program to inform persons that they may file complaints 
regarding the performance of officers. 

In =>80% of VIPD facilities, vehicles, and governmental properties such as VIPD district stations, 
libraries, the internet and upon request, to community groups and community centers, complaint 
information brochures and forms are available 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Not Applicable 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: ~..... _____ ___. 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 
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Paragraph 

043 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

05/23/2014 

Goal 

The VIPD will make complaint forms and informational materials available at government properties such as VIPD district stations, substations, mobile 
substations, libraries, the Internet, and, upon request, to community groups and community centers. At each VI PO district station, substation, and mobile 
substation, the VIPD will permanently post a placard describing the complaint process and include the relevant phone numbers. These placards shall be 
displayed in both English and Spanish, and where deemed necessary, in French or French Patois, to account for diversity in the VI population. The VIPD will 
require all officers to carry informational brochures and complaint forms, in English and Spanish, and where deemed necessary, in French or French Patois, 
in their vehicles at all times while on duty. If a citizen objects to an officer's conduct, that officer will inform the citizen of his or her right to make a complaint. 
Officers will not discourage any person from making a complaint. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Biweekly inspections 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>80% of the VIPD facilities, vehicles, and government properties, complaint information brochures and forms are available. =>80% of officers carry the 
informational brochures and complaint forms with them at all times while on-duty. In =>80% of VI PO district stations, substation, and mobile stations, a 
placard is displayed describing the complaint process, including relevant phone numbers. In =>90% of the incidents where a citizen complained about an 
officer's conduct, the officer informed, and did not discourage, the citizen about his/her ability to make a complaint. 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a 

b 

In =>80% of the VI PO facilities, vehicles, and government properties, complaint information brochures 
and forms are available. 

In =>80% of VIPD district stations, substation, and mobile stations, a placard is displayed describing 
the complaint process, including relevant phone numbers. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

.......••.•••••••••..............•••••••••••.•..............•••••••••••................••••••••••••••.......................•••••••................... 
c In =>80% of the previously noted loations, the posted placards will be deisplayed in both English and 

Spanish, and where deemed necessary in French or French Patois, to account for diversity in the VI 
population. 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

.......................•••......................••......................•••.........................•..........................••••••................. 
d 

e 

In =>80% of officers carry the informational brochures and complaint forms with them at all times 
while on-duty. 

In =>80% of the instances, where a citizen objects to an officer's conduct, that officer will inform the 
citizen of his or her right to make a complaint. Officers will not discourage any person from making a 
complaint. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 
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Paragraph 

044 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

Complaints may be filed in writing or verbally, in person or by mail, telephone (or TOO), facsimile or electronic mail. The duty officer at the front desk of each 
district station will be authorized to take complaints, including third-party complaints, which persons may file at any district station. Complaint intake officers 
may describe facts that bear upon a complainant's demeanor and physical condition but May not express opinions regarding his/her mental competency or 
veracity. Each complaint will be resolved in writing. Upon receipt, each complaint will be assigned a unique identifier, which will be provided to the 
complainant. Each complaint will be tracked according to the basis for the complaint (e.g., excessive force, discourtesy, improper search, etc.). 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Yearly review of policies. Monthly review of IAU and zone files By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, 
implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of citizen complaint investigation files). Also ensure that lapses in 
policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, create a periodic 
report that analyzes patterns of violations of VIPD policy. Using the information gathered in the report, evaluate areas for policy modification or appropriate 
remedial action (e.g., training) 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval for a complaint intake policy. Approved policy is distributed to sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. =>95% of sworn 
personnel and applicable civilian employees have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised 
complaint related policy and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have not 
successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test, the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have entered and 
successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where sworn 
personnel and applicable civilian employees have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate 
corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. All complaint intake training 
comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lesson plans that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify training 
objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal 
counsel. =>90% of complaints are documented and resolved in writing. In =>90% of the compliance tests conducted by the OIM, the VIPD officer properly 
responds to the inquiring/complaining person. In =>90% of the compliance tests conducted by the VIPD audit unit, the sworn personnel and applicable 
civilian employee properly responded to the inquiring/complaining party. For =>90% of the complaints lodged and recorded, a file documents the actions 
taken by VIPD in response to the complaint. =>90% of documented complaints are assigned a unique identifier and are retrievable by that identifier, the 
complainants name, if it was provided, or the name of the accused officer, if known. =>90% of completed investigations into complaints comport with the 
provisions of the Consent Decree. =>90% of documented complaints do not include opinions of the intake officer about the mental competency or veracity of 
the complainant 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: I Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
..••..•••........................•••••.............................••................................••••............................................. 

a Policy will include that complaints may be filed in writing or verbally, in person or by mail, telephone 
(or TOO), facsimile or electronic mail 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
b Policy will include authorization that the officer at the front desk of each district station will be 

authorized to take complaints, including third-party complaints, which persons may file at any district 
station 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

.•••••..................••••••••................••••••••.•..............•••••........................••••..........................••••••••••.•.•..... 
c In =>90% of cases, complaint intake officers describe facts that bear upon a complainant's demeanor 

and physical condition but do not express opinions regarding his/her mental competency or veracity. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

.....•••..•...................••••......................•••..................•.••••••.......................•••••.....................•....••.•....... 
d =>90% of documented complaints are assigned a unique identifier and are retrievable by that 

identifier, the complainants name, if it was provided, or the name of the accused officer, if known. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

.............•••..................•.••....................•••••.................•.••••••................••••••••..................••••................ 
e ln=>90% of the complaints, they are tracked tracked according to the basis for the complaint (e.g., 

excessive force, discourtesy, improper search, etc.). 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
Obtained DOJ approval for a complaint intake policy. 
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f 

g 

h 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Approved policy is distributed to sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. 

=>95% of sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have either: (a) attended and 
successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised complaint related policy 
and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel and applicable 
civilian employees have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency 
test, the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have entered and successfully completed 
a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency 
test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have not successfully completed training 
and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including 
training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. 

All complaint intake training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught 
from curricula/lesson plans that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) 
incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate 
that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

......••................••...............••.............••••..............•.••..............•••.................••••..............••••.............•.. 
=>90% of complaints are documented and resolved in writing and completed investigations into 
complaints comport with the provisions of the Consent Decree. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

..............••..........................•••............................•••••..............................•.•..................................••••• 
In =>90% of the compliance tests conducted by the OIM, the VIPD officer properly responds to the 
inquiring/complaining person. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

.....••••••••••.•.......•.......••••••••.•................••••••••••....•••......•••••••••••••.........•........•••••••••.......................•••••• 
k 

m 

In =>90% of the compliance tests conducted by the VIPD audit unit, the sworn personnel and 
applicable civilian employee properly responded to the inquiring/complaining party. 

For =>90% of the complaints lodged and recorded, a file documents the actions taken by VIPD in 
response to the complaint. 

=>90% of documented complaints do not include opinions of the intake officer about the mental 
competency or veracity of the complainant 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 
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Paragraph 

045 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

05/23/2014 

Goal 

Copies of all allegations of misconduct against the VIPD filed with the Zone Commands will be referred to Internal Affairs Unit (''IAU") within five business 
days. - Copies of all allegations of misconduct against the VIPD filed with the Zone Commands will be referred to Internal Affairs Unit (''IAU") within five 
business days. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service training. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are 
trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). By Dec. 31, 2012, implement tracking system to document 5-day requirement. Monthly review of IAU files By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample of citizen complaint 
investigation files). Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>90% of the allegations filed at Zone or unit facilities are forwarded to IAU. =>90% of the allegations filed at the Zone or unit facilities are received at IAU 
within 5 business days. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3.Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

a =>90% of the allegations filed at Zone or unit facilities are forwarded to IAU. 
=>90% of the allegations filed at the Zone or unit facilities are received at IAU within 5 business days. 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: L... _____ ____. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
b =>90% of the allegations filed at the Zone or unit facilities are received at IAU within 5 business days. I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: . 

.........................•.......................•••••...................•••••••...............................•••..........................•••....... 
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Paragraph 

046 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

08/15/2014 

Goal 

Complaints will be evaluated based on a preponderance of the evidence standard, for which the Territory will develop and implement appropriate training. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of officers and supervisors by November 30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on 
policies (i.e., a tracking system) and periodically test supervisors'knowledge of the preponderance of the evidence standard. Refresher training on policies 
ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency-based training on policies into Police 
Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the 
policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or 
re-training. Monthly review of files By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop a process for identifying Supervisors who are not using the 
preponderance of the evidence standard and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully completed training on the preponderance of the evidence standard and demonstrated 
proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), 
the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the 
proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate 
corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. All training on the preponderance of the evidence comports with the 
requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lesson plans that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) 
incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. =>90% of 
completed investigations into complaints/allegations of misconduct include a substantive analysis and assessment of the evidence, and a finding that is 
based upon the preponderance of evidence standard. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3..Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 08/15/2014 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a =>90% of completed investigations into complaints/allegations of misconduct include a substantive 
analysis and assessment of the evidence, and a finding that is based upon the preponderance of 
evidence standard. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

05/23/2014 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

......•••....................•••.......................•••••..................•••••••••........................••••••..•.............................. 
=>95% of sworn personnel have either: (a) attended and successfully completed training on the 
preponderance of the evidence standard and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); 
or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and passed the 
proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a remedial program 
designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VI PO has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. 

All training on the preponderance of the evidence comports with the requirements of the Consent 
Decree, and is taught from curricula/lesson plans that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify 
training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class 
exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 
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Paragraph 

047 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

11/06/2013 

Goal 

The VIPD will explicitly prohibit from investigating an incident any officer who used force during the incident, whose conduct led to the injury to a person, or 
who authorized the conduct that led to these reportable incidents. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency-based 
training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to 
ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, develop a process for 
identifying supervisors who neglect their responsibilities to investigate as required by policy and provide and document discipline and/or remedial training. 
Monthly review of IAU files to ensure compliance 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents, the investigating supervisor had no involvement in the incident (i.e., he /she was not involved in the use of 
force incident, his/her conduct did not lead to an injury, and he/she did not authorize conduct leading to the use of force incident). 

Phase1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Applicable Not Applicable 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents, the investigating supervisor had no involvement in 

the incident (i.e., he /she was not involved in the use of force incident, his/her conduct did not lead to 
an injury, and he/she did not authorize conduct leading to the use of force incident). 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

·······································································································································--············· 
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Paragraph Paragraph Status 

048 Substantial Compliance 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

04/01/2014 

Goal 

The VIPD will investigate every citizen complaint. The VIPD will establish a clear policy and procedure regarding the intake of any complaint, including 
anonymous and confidential complaints, against a VIPD officer. This policy and these procedures will include instructions to an officer for taking a complaint 
and prompt delivery to a supervisor. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency-based 
training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to 
ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by 
system of documented discipline and/or re-training. Monthly review of files at zone level and IAU 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval of a policy and procedure for the intake of complaints. For =>90% of the complaints lodged and recorded, a file documents the 
actions taken by VI PO in response to the complaint. =>95% of all sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have been trained and demonstrated 
the required proficiency on the complaint intake policy and comports with the Consent Decree, including 44 and 48. =>90% of the documented complaints 
are promptly delivered to a supervisor. In =>90% of the compliance tests conducted by the OIM, the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees 
properly responds to the inquiring/complaining person. 

Phase1·Pollcy Status Status Data: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3.Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 04/01/2014 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a 

b 

For =>90% of the complaints lodged and recorded, a file documents the actions taken by VIPD in 
response to the complaint. 

Obtained DOJ approval of a policy and procedure for the intake of complaints. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: L.... _____ ____. 

Substantial Compliance I 
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c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>90% of the documented complaints are promptly delivered to a supervisor. 

Substantlal 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 

Compliance I 05/23/2014 I 
Goal Date: ..... _____ __,_ 

............••••••.........•••••••............••••••••....•....••••••••...........•.••••••••...•...•••••••••..............••••••••................•••• 
d =>95% of all sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have been trained and demonstrated 

the required proficiency on the complaint intake policy and comports with the Consent Decree, 
including 44 and 48. 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

.........••............•.••...........••••..............••...........•••...............•••.............•••................••••..............••••...... 
e In =>90% of the compliance tests conducted by the OIM, the sworn personnel and applicable civilian 

employees properly responds to the inquiring/complaining person. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: '-· _____ ___, 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Paragraph Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date Goal 

049 Substantial Compliance 08/15/2014 
Order Content 

The VIPD will institute a centralized numbering and tracking system for all complaints, and each complaint will receive a tracking number as quickly as 
possible. The IAU will be designated as the primary and centralized agency to determine whether the investigation will be assigned to zone (one of the 
seven zones located throughout the Virgin Islands), retained by the IAU, or referred for possible criminal investigation. If the IAU refers a complaint to a 
zone, copies of all documents, findings, and recommendations should be immediately forwarded to the IAU for tracking and monitoring. For complaints 
alleging the excessive use of force or violation of a person's constitutional rights, the Police Commissioner should be notified no less than twenty-four hours 
after receipt of a complaint. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training. By December 31, 2012, implement a 
tracking system for complaints referred to a zone and a tracking system fomotifying the Police Commissioner of complaints alleging excessive use of force. 
Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies o.e., review of 
sample citizen complaint investigation files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re
training. Quarterly inspections by committee members 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Established a separate IAPro database for the STT/STJ and STX Districts such that: (1) each database will be accessible from each District; (2) IAU agents 
in each District will have access to their respective databases; (3) the Director of IAU, Assistant Director of IAU, and EIP Coordinator will have access to 
both databases; (4) each complaint will receive a unique tracking number, with an STT extension for the St. Thomas/St. John District and an STX extension 
for the St. Croix District, so that no two complaints will have the same number within or between databases: (5) information in each database will be 
organized by District, and can be sorted by officer; and (6) if an officer transfers from one District to another, his/her information will be transferred to the 
new District's database. =>90% of allegations brought to the attention of the VIPD are assigned a unique identifier. In =>90% of the complaints that the IAU 
refers to a Zone, copies of all documents, findings and recommendations are forwarded to the IAU within 48 hours for tracking and monitoring. For =>90% of 
the investigations, evidence exists that IAU adequately tracked and monitored the complaint. =>95% of complaints alleging excessive use of force or a civil 
rights violation are reported to the Police Commissioner within 24 hours of receiving the complaint 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralning/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3.Consistent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 08/15/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a Established a separate IAPro database for the STT/ST J and STX Districts such that: 

(1) each database will be accessible from each District; 
(2) IAU agents in each District will have access to their respective databases; 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

(3) the Director of IAU, Assistant Director of IAU, and EIP Coordinator will have access to both 
databases; 
(4) each complaint will receive a unique tracking number, with an STT extension for the St. 
Thomas/St. John District and an STX extension for the St. Croix District, so that no two complaints 
will have the same number within or between databases; 
(5) information in each database will be organized by District, and can be sorted by officer; and 
(6) if an officer transfers from one District to another, his/her information will be transferred to the new 
District's database. 

=>90% of allegations brought to the attention of the VI PO are assigned a unique identifier. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 

Compliance I 05/23/2014 I 
Goal Date: ..... _____ _._ 

....•••..............••••..........•••...............•••••..........••••••..............••••..............••..................•••••..................• 
c In =>90% of the complaints that the IAU refers to a Zone, copies of all documents, findings and 

recommendations are forwarded to the IAU within 48 hours for tracking and monitoring. 
Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 

Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: '-· _____ ____. 

··················································································································································---· 
d =>95% of complaints alleging excessive use of force or a civil rights violation are reported to the 

Police Commissioner within 24 hours of receiving the complaint 
Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: '-· _____ ____. 

..........................•.............••................•............••................•••............••..................••............•........... 
e For =>90% of the investigations, evidence exists that IAU adequately tracked and monitored the 

complaint. 
Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I ~512312014 Goal Date: .._ ______ ____. 

.............•••.•............•••............•..............•••...........••••..............•.............••..............•••...........••............ 
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Paragraph Paragraph Status 

050 Substantial Compliance 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

12/18/2013 

Goal 

The VIPD will adopt a single policy concerning the investigation of misconduct complaints, regardless of whether the investigation is conducted by the IAU or 
a zone. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012 Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and 
roll call/commanders call training. Incorporate competency-based training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013 Yearly review of policies. By 
November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Quarterly review of files in IAU and zone By June 
30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample citizen complaint investigation 
files). Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. By June 30, 2013, in 
consultation with DOJ, audit timeliness of completion of citizen complaint investigations. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval of a policy concerning the investigation of misconduct complaints. =>95% of sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have 
either. (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised policy concerning the investigation of misconduct 
complaints and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have not successfully 
completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have entered and successfully 
completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel and 
applicable civilian employees have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, 
including training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. =>90% of sworn personnel display knowledge and 
proficiency of investigating misconduct complaints, as evidenced by compliance with the policy requirements. All training on investigating misconduct 
complaints comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lesson plans that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify 
training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed by 
legal counsel. =>90% of completed investigations into complaints of misconduct are in compliance with the provisions of the Consent Decree. 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Applicable 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a Obtained DOJ approval of a policy concerning the investigation of misconduct complaints. Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

c 

d 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>95% of sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have either: (a) attended and 
successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised policy concerning the 
investigation of misconduct complaints and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or 
(b) if sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have not successfully completed the required 
training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees 
have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the 
proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees have not successfully completed training 
and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including 
training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees. 

=>90% of sworn personnel display knowledge and proficiency of investigating misconduct complaints, 
as evidenced by compliance with the policy requirements 

All training on investigating misconduct complaints comports with the requirements of the Consent 
Decree, and is taught from curricula/lesson plans that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify 
training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class 
exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: L.... _____ ____. 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
e =>90% of completed investigations into complaints of misconduct are in compliance with the 

provisions of the Consent Decree. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
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Paragraph 

051 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

J Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD will establish policies and procedures and train all of its investigators on the factors to consider when evaluating complainant or witness credibility; 
examination and interrogation of accused officers and other witnesses; identifying misconduct even if it is not specifically named in the complaint; and using 
the preponderance of the evidence standard as the appropriate burden of proof. VI PO investigators will ensure that all officers on the scene of an incident 
provide a statement regarding the incident. The policy will require that all interviews be mechanically recorded using an audio or video tape. 

Activity History 

By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through 
documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review of policies. Quarterly review of IAU and zone files. All statements will be 
recorded by January 31, 2013. After January 31, 2013, bi-monthly review to ensure statement are being recorded. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with 
DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy 
implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Policies are developed, implemented, and distributed to VIPD investigators. =>95% of all investigators and probationary officers have either. (a) attended 
and successfully completed the initial in-service training concerning the components identified in 51 of the Consent Decree and demonstrated proficiency 
through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if investigators and probationary officers have not successfully completed the required training and passed proficiency 
test(s), investigators and probationary officers have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency 
test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where investigators and probationary officers have not successfully completed training and passed the 
proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the investigators and probationary 
officers. All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lessons plan that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) 
identify training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed 
by legal counsel. =>90% of completed investigations into complaints of misconduct include a documented and substantive analysis and assessment of the 
evidence, and a finding that is based upon the preponderance of evidence standard. In =>90% of the incidents giving rise of allegations of misconduct, all 
officers on the scene provided a statement regarding the incident. =>90% of all interviews related to a complaint of misconduct will be mechanically recorded 
using an audio or video tape. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

........•.•••...................••.•••.•.........................••••••.............................••••.............................................. 
a 

b 

Policies are developed, implemented, and distributed to VIPD investigators. 

In =>95% of the cases that VIPD investigators will ensure that all officers on the scene of an incident 
provide a statement regarding the incident. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
c =>90% of all interviews related to a complaint of misconduct will be mechanically recorded using an 

audio or video tape. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...••••..................•••••.••.................•••......................••••••••.................•.•••••••..............................•.•••...... 
d =>95% of all investigators and probationary officers have either: (a) attended and successfully 

completed the initial in-service training concerning the components identified in 51 of the Consent 
Decree and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if investigators and 
probationary officers have not successfully completed the required training and passed proficiency 
test(s), investigators and probationary officers have entered and successfully completed a remedial 
program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where investigators and probationary officers have not successfully completed training and passed 
the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and 
disciplinary action against the investigators and probationary officers. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

..............•••••.....................•........................••.......................••.......................•••..........................••••.. 
e All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from 

curriculanessons plan that: 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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(a) follow a standard format; 
(b) identify training objectives; 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

(c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and 
(d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
f =>90% of completed investigations into complaints of misconduct include a documented and 

substantive analysis and assessment of the evidence, and a finding that is based upon the 
preponderance of evidence standard. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
g In =>90% of the incidents giving rise of allegations of misconduct, all officers on the scene provided a 

statement regarding the incident. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

•••................••••••...•..............•••.................•.•••....................••••.....................•.••.......................•••....... 
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Paragraph Paragraph Status 

052 Substantial Compliance 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

12/18/2013 

Goal 

The policy will require that the investigative findings include whether: 1) the police action was in compliance with policy, training and legal standards, 
regardless of whether the complainant suffered harm; 2) the incident involved misconduct by any officer; 3) the use of different tactics should or could have 
been employed; 4) the incident indicates a need for additional training, counseling or other non-disciplinary corrective measures; and 5) the incident 
suggests that the VIPD should revise its policies, training, or tactics. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Monthly review of zone and IAU files By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the 
policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or 
re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD policy formalizes a process for review of all uses of force that ensures the consideration of and documentation of all of the findings identified in 52. 
=>90 % of all use of force investigations includes documented findings of all of the considerations required by 52. =>95% of all supervisors have either: (a) 
attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training related to this policy and demonstrated proficiency through proficiency tests; or (b) if 
supervisors have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency tests, supervisors have entered and successfully completed a 
remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where supervisors have not successfully 
completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the supervisors. All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lessons plan that: (a) follow a standard 
format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has 
been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3.Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Ap licable NotA licable 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a The VIPD policy formalizes a process for review of all uses of force that ensures the consideration of 
and documentation of all of the findings identified in 52 and that =>90 % of all use of force 
investigations includes documented findings of all of the considerations required by 52. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 
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b 

c 

=>95% of all supervisors have either: 

Appendix 8 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

(a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training related to this policy and 
demonstrated proficiency through proficiency tests; or 
(b) if supervisors have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency 
tests, supervisors have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure 
passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where supervisors have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the 
VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the 
supervisors. 

All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from 
curricula/lessons plan that: 
(a) follow a standard format; 
(b) identify training objectives; 
(c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and 
(d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

..........•...............•.............••...............•...............•••••...............•.•...............•••................•.••................ 
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Paragraph Paragraph Status 

053 Substantial Compliance 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

12/18/2013 

Goal 

The policy will provide clear guidance to all investigators regarding the procedures for handling criminal misconduct allegations, referring them to the Virgin 
Islands Attorney General's Office or other appropriate agency for possible criminal prosecution, and the entity or individual who should make the 
determination of whether the complaint should be investigated criminally. The policy will be revised to require the completion of an administrative 
investigation, irrespective of the initiation or outcome of criminal proceedings. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Quarterly review commencing on November 30, 2012, of files in IAU and zones to ensure compliance. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with 
DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy 
implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In collaboration with the Virgin Islands Attorney General's Office, the VIPD has issued a policy that provides clear guidance on how to handle allegations of 
criminal misconduct by sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees and includes the elements of 53. =>95% of all supervisors have either: (a) 
attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training related to this policy and demonstrated proficiency through proficiency test(s); or (b) if 
supervisors have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency tests, supervisors have entered and successfully completed a 
remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where supervisors have not successfully 
completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the supervisor. All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lessons plan that: (a) follow a standard 
format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has 
been reviewed by legal counsel. In =>90% of investigations involving criminal investigations that are referred to the Attorney General's Office or other 
appropriate agency, the VIPD has documentation that it has completed, to the extent possible, its own administrative investigation. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 NotA licable 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In collaboration with the Virgin Islands Attorney General's Office, the VIPD has issued a policy that 

provides clear guidance on how to handle allegations of criminal misconduct by sworn personnel and 
applicable civilian employees and includes the elements of 53. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 
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b 

c 

d 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

In =>90% of investigations involving criminal investigations that are referred to the Attorney General's 
Office or other appropriate agency, the VIPD has documentation that it has completed, to the extent 
possible, its own administrative investigation. 

=>95% of all supervisors have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service 
training related to this policy and demonstrated proficiency through proficiency test(s); or (b) if 
supervisors have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency tests, 
supervisors have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure 
passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 

Where supervisors have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the 
VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the 
supervisor. 

All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from 
curricula/lessons plan that: 
(a) follow a standard format; 
(b) identify training objectives; 
(c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and 
(d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

•••................•••••••.....•.....•••••••...........••••............•••••••••...........•••••.•............••••••••......••.....••••••.....•...•••• 
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Paragraph 

054 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

In each investigation, the VIPD will consider all relevant evidence including circumstantial, direct and physical evidence, as appropriate, and make credibility 
determinations, if feasible. There will be no automatic preference for an officer's statement over a non-officer's statement, nor will the VIPD completely 
disregard a witness' statement merely because the witness has some connection to the complainant. The VIPD will make efforts to resolve material 
inconsistencies between witness statements. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Monthly review files at zone and IAU to ensure compliance By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are 
complying with the policies O.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of 
documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>90% of completed investigations, all relevant and appropriate evidence identified in 54 of the Consent Decree has been considered and documented. 
In =>90% of completed investigations, there is documented evidence that a supervisor did not give an automatic preference for an officer's statement over a 
non-officer's statement. In =>90% of completed investigations, there is documented evidence that a supervisor has not disregarded a witness' statement 
because the witness has a connection to the complainant. The VIPD has developed a process for ensuring that supervisors are aware of and have been 
trained on ways to resolve material inconsistencies between witness statements. In =>95% of completed investigations, reasonable efforts are made to 
resolve any inconsistencies. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...............•.............•...........................•................•..............•...............................•............................ 
a In =>90% of completed investigations, all relevant and appropriate evidence identified in 54 of the 

Consent Decree has been considered and documented. 

The VIPD has developed a process for ensuring that supervisors are aware of and have been trained 
Ran On: 08/23/2014 
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Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 
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b 

c 

d 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

on ways to resolve material inconsistencies between witness statements. 

In =>90% of completed investigations, there is documented evidence that a supervisor did not give an 
automatic preference for an officer-s statement over a non-officer-s statement. 

In =>90% of the cases, the fact that a complainant pled guilty or was found guilty of an offense will 
not be considered as evidence of whether a VIPD officer used or did not use a type of force, nor will it 
justify discontinuing the investigation. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

..•..............••.............•.•..............•...........••••..............••.................•.•................•.••.................•••......... 
e In =>90% of completed investigations, there is documented evidence that a supervisor has not 

disregarded a witness' statement because the witness has a connection to the complainant. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

.•••............••••...........••.............•••.........••••...........•••..............••••••............•••..............••...............••••.... 
f In =>95% of completed investigations, reasonable efforts are made to resolve any inconsistencies. I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

.........•••••...........••...........••••••.......••••..........•••••........•••••••............•••••..........••••••.........•••••••...........••••• 
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Paragraph 

055 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

During an investigation, all relevant police activity, including each use of force o.e., not just the type of force complained about) will be investigated. The 
investigation will also evaluate any searches or seizures that occurred during the incident. The VIPD will not close an investigation simply because the 
complaint is withdrawn or the alleged victim is unwilling or unable to provide medical records or proof of injury or the complainant will not provide additional 
statements or written statements; rather, the investigating agency will continue its investigation as necessary to determine whether the original allegation(s) 
can be resolved based on the information, evidence, and investigatory procedures and techniques available. In each investigation, the fact that a 
complainant pled guilty or was found guilty of an offense will not be considered as evidence of whether a VIPD officer used or did not use a type of force, nor 
will it justify discontinuing the investigation. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Monthly review of files along with IAU agents monthly to ensure compliance by commanders or heads By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ 
implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy 
implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>90% of investigations, there is documented evidence that all misconduct revealed by the investigation, whether part of the initial allegation or 
discovered during the investigation, has been reasonably investigated and addressed. In =>90% of completed investigations, the investigative reports 
include documentation that the supervisor has evaluated any searches or seizures that occurred during the incident. In =>90% of completed investigations, 
a supervisor has ensured the continuation of every investigation- even when the complaint is withdrawn, or the alleged victim is unwilling or unable to 
provide medical records or proof of injury, or the complainant will not provide additional statements or written statements- until the VIPD has determined 
whether the original allegation(s) can be resolved based on the information, evidence, and investigatory procedures and techniques available. In =>90% of 
completed investigations, a supervisor has not considered the fact that a complainant pled guilty or was found guilty of an offense as evidence of whether a 
VIPD officer used or did not use a type of force, or as a justification for discontinuing the investigation. In =>90% of completed investigations, the elements 
identified in paragraph 55 of the Consent Decree have been considered, analyzed and documented. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2· Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Consistent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In =>90% of investigations, there is documented evidence that all misconduct revealed by the 

investigation, whether part of the initial allegation or discovered during the investigation, has been 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

reasonably investigated and addressed. 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

In =>90% of completed investigations, the investigative reports include documentation that the 
supervisor has evaluated any searches or seizures that occurred during the incident. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
c 

d 

In =>90% of completed investigations, a supervisor has ensured the continuation of every 
investigation - even when the complaint is withdrawn, or the alleged victim is unwilling or unable to 
provide medical records or proof of injury, or the complainant will not provide additional statements or 
written statements - until the VIPD has determined whether the original allegation(s) can be resolved 
based on the information, evidence, and investigatory procedures and techniques available. 

In =>90% of completed investigations, a supervisor has not considered the fact that a complainant 
pled guilty or was found guilty of an offense as evidence of whether a VI PO officer used or did not use 
a type of force, or as a justification for discontinuing the investigation. 

e In =>90% of completed investigations, the elements identified in paragraph 55 of the Consent Decree 
have been considered, analyzed and documented. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 
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Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 
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Paragraph 

056 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The complainant will be periodically kept informed regarding the status of the investigation. Upon completion of the investigation, the complainant will be 
notified of its outcome, including an appropriate statement regarding whether any non-disciplinary corrective action or disciplinary action was taken. 

Activity History 

Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training By November 30, 2012, monthly 
review of files to determine whether complainants are been notified and implementation of timelines for notification and sample notification letter. 
Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Quarterly inspections of IAU and zone files By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with 
the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline 
and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>90% of investigations have been resolved by making one of the dispositions identified in 57 of the Consent Decree. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In =>90% the complaintant will be periodically kept informed regarding the status of the investigation. I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: . 

···················································································································································-·· 
b In =>90% of the cases, upon completion of the investigation, the complainant will be notified of its 

outcome, including an appropriate statement regarding whether any non-disciplinary corrective action 
or disciplinary action was taken. 
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c 

Paragraph 

057 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>90% of investigations have been resolved by making one of the dispositions identified in 57 of the 
Consent Decree. 

Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date 

Substantial Compliance 02/10/2013 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Goal 

Each allegation in an investigation will be resolved by making one of the following dispositions: "Unfounded," where the investigation determines, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, that no facts to support that the incident complained of actually occurred; "Sustained," where the investigation determines, 
by a preponderance of the evidence, that the person's allegation is supported by sufficient evidence to determine that the incident occurred and the actions 
of the officer were improper; "Not Sustained,•• where the investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence, that there are insufficient facts to 
decide whether the alleged misconduct occurred; and "Exonerated.'' where the investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the 
alleged conduct did occur but did not violate VIPD policies, procedures, or training. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Quarterly inspections of IAU and zone files By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with 
the policies (i.e., review of sample investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline 
and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

>90% of investigations have been resolved by making one of the dispositions identified in 57 of the Consent Decree. 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3.Consistent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 
...................•...........................•••••........................•.....•••.............................••............................••.... 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

>90% of investigations have been resolved by making one of the dispositions identified in 57 of the 
Consent Decree. 

See 57 

See 57 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

I 

I 

......•••..........•••••...........•••••.........•.•••••.............•••...............•••••..............•••••••..............•••••.•...............• 
d See 57 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 
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Paragraph 

058 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

Unit commanders will evaluate each investigation of an incident under their command to identify underlying problems and training needs. Any such problems 
or need will be relayed in the form of a recommendation to the appropriate VIPD entity. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of all investigators by November 30, 2012 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies 
(i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call/commanders call training Yearly review 
of policies. Monthly review of files in IAU and zone files. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with 
the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has developed a policy that provides a process for the review of all completed allegations of misconduct and ensures the consideration of all of 
the elements identified in 52 and 58 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of the completed investigations into allegations of misconduct, there is documentation 
indicating that a supervisor has evaluated underlying problems and training needs, if any. =>90% of any identified problems and/or training needs have been 
relayed to the appropriate VIPD entity. =>90% of the cases where there is a determination that modification to or additional training is required, there is 
documented evidence that VIPD implemented additional training. =>90% of the cases where the VIPD identified policy or equipment deficiencies, there is 
documented evidence that corrective measures were implemented. 

Phase 1.Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2· Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a The VIPD has developed a policy that provides a process for the review of all completed allegations 

of misconduct and ensures the consideration of all of the elements identified in 52 and 58 of the 
Consent Decree 

b In =>90% of the completed investigations into allegations of misconduct, there is documentation 
indicating that a supervisor has evaluated underlying problems and training needs, if any. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

j Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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c 

d 

e 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>90% of any identified problems and/or training needs have been relayed to the appropriate VIPD 
entity. 

=>90% of the cases where there is a determination that modification to or additional training is 
required, there is documented evidence that VI PO implemented additional training. 

=>90% of the cases where the VIPD identified policy or equipment deficiencies, there is documented 
evidence that corrective measures were implemented. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 
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Paragraph 

059 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

The VIPD will develop and implement a risk management system to include a new computerized relational database or paper system for maintaining, 
integrating, and retrieving information necessary for supervision and management of the VIPD. Priority will be given to the VIPD obtaining any established 
program and system. The VIPD will regularly use this data to promote civil rights and best police practices: to manage risk and liability; and to evaluate the 
performance of VIPD officers across all ranks, units and shifts. 

Activity History 

Internal Affairs and MIS have chosen a computerized database, IAPRO, to assist in the supervision and management. Currently Supervisors and 
Commanders, etc. are in the process of completing all the Use of Force reports required for bringing the Department up to date for 2012. At least once per 
month, the Deputy Chief during Commander Call, will address Decree compliance issues, including timely completion of use of force reports commencing 
November 30, 2012 and on an ongoing basis. Working group members will conduct regular reviews, but no less frequently than weekly, commencing 
November 30, 2012 to ensure that all Blue Team programs are installed on all Zone Command computers and are also fully functioning. To ensure 
compliance with the Blue Team protocols, and the PDN process and to increase usage, working group members will be scheduling times to observe roll calls 
and to ensure that these matters are discussed via roll calls. Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be ongoing, and all districts will 
receive a round of training by January 31, 2013. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff 
to input current and historic data or outlining how it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will include an implementation date subject 
to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. This 
ensures periodic quality checks on data entered. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or 
re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

See below 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 
Phase 2-Training/Execution: 

Satisfied 

Status Date: Phase 3-Consistent Application: Status Date: 

10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a The VIPD has developed, codified in policy, and implemented a risk management system to include a 
new computerized relational database or paper system for maintaining, integrating, and retrieving 
information necessary for supervision and management of the VIPD. Priority will be given to the 
VIPD obtaining any established program and system. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Not in Substantial Compliance 
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b 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

The VIPD will, in =>95% of the cases, use this data to promote civil rights and best police practices: 
to manage risk and liability; and to evaluate the performance of VIPD officers across all ranks, units 
and shifts. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: '-· _____ __, 
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Paragraph 

060 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

The new risk management system will collect and record the following information: a. all uses of force; b. canine bite ratios; c. the number of canisters of 
chemical spray used by officers; d. all injuries to prisoners; e. all instances in which force is used and a subject is charged with "resisting arrest," "assault on 
a police officer," "disorderly conduct," or "obstruction of official business;" f. all critical firearm discharges, both on-duty and off-duty; g. all complaints (and 
their dispositions); h. all criminal proceedings initiated, as well as all civil or administrative claims filed with, and all civil lawsuits served upon, the Territory 
and its officers, or agents, resulting from VIPD operations or the actions of VIPD personnel; i. all vehicle pursuits; j. all incidents involving the pointing of a 
firearm (if any such reporting is required); and k. all disciplinary action taken against officers. 

Activity History 

Internal Affairs and MIS have chosen a computerized database, IAPRO, to assist in the supervision and management. Currently Supervisors and 
Commanders, etc. are in the process of completing all the Use of Force reports required for bringing the Department up to date for 2012. Officers will 
continue to enter use of force reports via Blue Team. Working group members will conduct bi-monthly review commencing November 30, 2012 to ensure 
compliance with A through K. Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be ongoing, and all districts will receive a round of training by January 
31, 2013. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff to input current and historic data or 
outlining how it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. This ensures periodic quality checks on data 
entered. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

NA; see individual items below 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2· Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a >95% of uses of force that require the completion of a RRR are entered into RMS with a reasonable 

level of accuracy and completeness. 

b >95% of canine deployments are entered into RMS with a reasonable level of accuracy and 
completeness. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

2. >95% of canine deployments resulting in a bite are entered into RMS with a reasonable level 
of accuracy and completeness. 
3. RMS provides statistical analyses of canine bite ratio or the data necessary to compute such 
ratio. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: ...................................................................................................................................................... 

c =>95% of the canisters of chemical spray issued to officers will be entered into RMS, including the 
date of issuance and date of expirations of the chemical spray, with a reasonable level of accuracy 
and completeness and the VIPD has developed a process to track the amount of OC Spray used by 
Officers. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: .....••••..............••..........................•.........••••.........••.........••..........•..........•••.........•••..........••..........•.... 

d =>95% of all injuries to prisoners will be entered into RMS with a reasonable level of accuracy and 
completeness. I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: ...........•.•.............•...........••.........••.........•••.........••..................••••.......•.•....................•••...................• 

e =>95% of all instances in which force is used and a subject is charged with "resisting arrest," "assault 
on a police officer," "disorderly conduct," or "obstruction of official business," are entered into RMS 
with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: .....••••..............•.............•..........•••.........••.........••.........••.........••........••..........••.........•.........••.........•.. 

f =>99% of all firearm discharges, whether on or off-duty, are entered into RMS with a reasonable level 
of accuracy and completeness. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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g 

h 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

>95% of complaints are entered into RMS with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 
2. >95% of the dispositions of such complaints are entered into RMS with a reasonable level of 
accuracy and completeness. 

=>95% of criminal proceedings initiated, civil or administrative claims filed, and civil lawsuits served 
against the Territory, the VIPD, and its Officers resulting from VIPD operations will be entered in RMS 
with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

=>95% of vehicle pursuits are entered into RMS with a reasonable level of accuracy and 
completeness. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: ................•.•............••••.........•••..........•••....................••...........•..........•..........••.........•.••.........•.......... 

=>99% of all incidents involving the pointing of a firearm at a human being are entered into RMS with 
a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: ..........••..............•••••........•••..........••••........•••........••••.......••••.........•••.........•.........••••.........•..........•.... 

k In =>95% of instances in which the VI PO has taken disciplinary action against officers, this 
information is entered in RMS with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: ..............•••................•••••...............•..............••..............•............•••............••••............•••...............••.. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: ...................................................................................................................................................... 
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Paragraph 

061 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

The new risk management system will include, for the incidents included in the database, appropriate identifying information for each involved officer (e.g., 
name, badge number, shift and supervisor) and civilian (e.g., race, ethnicity or national origin, if available). 

Activity History 

All officers have been assigned a PDN. Working group members will conduct bi-monthly review commencing November 30, 2012 to ensure compliance with 
A through K. Working group members will be scheduling times to observe roll calls and to ensure that these matters are discussed via roll calls and 
commanders calls. Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be ongoing, and all districts will receive a round of training by January 31, 2013. 
By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff to input current and historic data or outlining how 
it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 
2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. This ensures periodic quality checks on data entered. 
Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

VIPD has established a uniform method of identifying sworn personnel and applicable civilian employees to ensure accurate identification and tracking of all 
employee conduct. =>95% of the incidents included in the database, the name and unique identifier for each involved officer has been entered with a 
reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. =>95% of the incidents included in the database, the appropriate identifying information (e.g., name, 
ethnicity or national original), if available, for each involved civilian has been entered with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. =>95% of the 
incidents included in the database, the shift and assignment for each on-duty supervisor has been entered with a reasonable level of accuracy and 
completeness. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralning/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3..Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a VIPD has established a uniform method of identifying sworn personnel to ensure accurate 

identification and tracking of all employee conduct. 
=>95% of the incidents included in the database, the name and unique identifier for each involved 
officer has been entered with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

08/15/2014 
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b 

c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

VIPD has established a uniform method of identifying applicable civilian employees to ensure 
accurate identification and tracking of all employee conduct and in =>95% of the incidents included in 
the database, the appropriate identifying information (e.g., name, ethnicity or national original), if 
available, for each involved civilian has been entered with a reasonable level of accuracy and 
completeness 

=>95% of the incidents included in the database, the shift and assignment for each on-duty 
supervisor has been entered with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

j Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 
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Paragraph 

062 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

12/18/2013 

Goal 

Within 120 days of the implementation of the new risk management system, or later with the agreement of DOJ, the VIPD will prepare, for the review and 
approval of DOJ, a plan for including appropriate fields and values of new and historical data into the risk management system (the "Data Input Plan"). The 
Data Input Plan will identify the data to be included and the means for inputting such data (direct entry or otherwise), the specific fields of information to be 
included, the past time periods for which information is to be included, the deadlines for inputting the data, and the responsibility for the input of the data. The 
Data Input Plan will include historical data that is up-to-date and complete in the risk management system. The VIPD and DOJ will together seek to ensure 
that the protocol receives final review and approval within 30 days after it is presented for approval. 

Activity History 

Data Input Plan and RMS protocol/policy has been resubmitted and is awaiting approval from Department of Justice 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has received DOJ approval for its Data Input Plan. =>90% of the historical data required by the Data Input Plan is up-to-date with a reasonable 
level of accuracy and completeness 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Status Date: Phase 3..Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 NotA licable 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a 

b 

The VIPD and DOJ will together seek to ensure that the protocol receives final review and approval 
within 30 days after it is presented for approval and that VIPD has received DOJ approval for its Data 
Input Plan. 

The Data Input Plan identifies the data to be included and the means for inputting such data (direct 
entry or otherwise), the specific fields of information to be included, the past time periods for which 
information is to be included, the deadlines for inputting the data, and the responsibility for the input of 
the data. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 
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c 

Paragraph 

063 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

=>90% of the historical data required by the Data Input Plan is up-to-date with a reasonable level of 
accuracy and completeness 

Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date 

I Not In Substantial Compliance j 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Goal 

The VIPD will, within 120 days, prepare for the review and approval of DOJ, and thereafter implement, a protocol for using the risk management system. 
The VIPD will submit for the review and approval of DOJ all proposed modifications to the protocol prior to implementing such modifications. 

Activity History 

Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be ongoing, and all districts will receive a round of training by January 31, 2013. By November 30, 
2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff to input current and historic data or outlining how it intends to use 
existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation 
with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. This ensures periodic quality checks on data entered. Also ensure that 
lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. Data Input Plan and RMS protocol/policy has been 
resubmitted and is awaiting approval from Department of Justice 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has received approval from DOJ, and implemented a protocol for using the RMS. The VI PO has audited the RMS and confirmed that it reflects the 
protocol. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Exocutlon: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstont Application: Status Data: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a The VIPD has received approval from DOJ, and implemented a protocol for using the RMS. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

l Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

The VIPD has audited the RMS and confirmed that it reflects the protocol. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 
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064 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

12/18/2013 

Goal 

The protocol for using the risk management system will include the following provisions and elements: a. The protocol is comprised of the following 
components: data storage, data retrieval, reporting, data analysis, pattern identification, supervisory assessment, supervisory intervention, documentation 
and audit. b. The protocol will require the automated system to analyze the data according to the following criteria: 0 number of incidents for each data 
category by individual officer and by all officers in a unit; ii) average level of activity for each data category by individual officer and by all officers in a unit; 
and iii) identification of patterns of activity for each data category by individual officer and by all officers in a unit. c. The protocol will require the system to 
generate reports on a monthly basis describing the data and data analysis and identifying individual and unit patterns. d. The protocol will require that VIPD 
deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors will review, on a regular basis but not less than quarterly, system reports, and will evaluate individual officer, 
supervisor, and unit activity. e. The protocol will require that VIPD deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors initiate intervention for individual officers, 
supervisors and for units based on appropriate activity and pattern assessment of the information contained in the risk management system. f. The protocol 
will require that intervention options include discussion by deputy chiefs, managers, supervisors, and officers; counseling; training; and supervised, 
monitored, and documented action plans and strategies designed to modify activity. All interventions will be documented in writing and entered into the 
automated system (appropriate intervention options will be employed based on the evaluation described in subsection (e) above). g. The protocol will specify 
that actions taken as a result of information from the risk management system be based on all relevant and appropriate information, including the nature of 
the officer's assignment, crime trends and crime problems, and not solely on the number or percentages of incidents in any category of information recorded 
in the risk management system. h. The protocol will require that VIPD deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors. will promptly review the risk management 
system records of all officers recently transferred to their sections and units. i. The protocol will require that VIPD deputy chiefs, managers, and supervisors 
be evaluated on their ability to use the risk management system to enhance effectiveness and reduce risk. j. The protocol will require that the system be 
managed and administered by the Internal Affairs Unit of the VIP D. The IAU of the VI PO will conduct quarterly audits of the system to ensure action is taken 
according to the process described above. k. The protocol will require regular reviews, at no less than quarterly intervals, by appropriate managers of all 
relevant risk management system information to evaluate officer performance territory-wide, and to evaluate and make appropriate comparisons regarding 
the performance of all VIPD units in order to identify any significant patterns or series of incidents. 

Activity History 

Data Input Plan and RMS protocoVpolicy has been resubmitted and is awaiting approval from Department of Justice Working group members will conduct bi
monthly review commencing November 30, 2012 to ensure compliance with A through K. Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be 
ongoing, and all districts will receive a round of training by January 31, 2013. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for 
achieving sufficient numbers of staff to input current and historic data or outlining how it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will 
include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are 
complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

See below 
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Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a The VIPD has received DOJ approval of a protocol with the components identified in 64(a) of the 
Consent Decree. 
2. The VIPD has implemented a protocol for using the RMS that includes the components 
identified in 64(a) of the Consent Decree. 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
b 

c 

The VIPD has received DOJ approval of a protocol that includes an automated system to analyze the 
data according to the criteria identified in 64(b) of the Consent Decree. 
2. The VIPD implemented a protocol that includes an automated system to analyze the data 
according to the criteria identified in 64(b) of the Consent Decree. 

Reports are generated and distributed to appropriate sworn personnel (e.g., Chiefs, Deputy Chiefs, 
and supervisors) on a monthly basis 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

I 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
d =>90% of the reviews conducted by the Deputy Chiefs, managers, and supervisors comport with the 

RMS protocol. 
Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
e Deputy Chiefs, managers and supervisors have initiated intervention in =>90% of instances based on 
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2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

activity and pattern assessment contained in the RMS. 
Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: ..... _____ __. 

................................••.............••.................•.............•••••............••.............................•.••.................• 
f 

g 

h 

Interventions, as exemplified in paragraph 64 of the Consent Decree, comport with the RMS protocol 
=>90% of the time. 

=>90% of interventions are based on all relevant and appropriate information, including the nature of 
the officer's assignment, crime trends and crime problems, and not solely on the number or 
percentages of incidents in any category of information recorded in the risk management system. 

In =>90% of instances when officers are transferred to a new section or unit, Deputy Chiefs, 
managers and supervisors for the relevant section or unit have promptly reviewed the RMS records of 
such officers. 

The VI PO has established a protocol for evaluating whether deputy chiefs, managers and supervisors 
are able to use the RMS system to enhance effectiveness and risk. 
2. This evaluation protocol is followed with a >90% level of accuracy and completeness. 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: ...... _____ ___, 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

······················································································································································ 
The RMS is managed and administered by IAU. 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

IAU conducts audits on a quarterly basis with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

The Police Commissioner's Office, with IAU assistance, has convened, at least quarterly, a meeting 
of senior managers to review all RMS data to evaluate officer performance territory-wide and make 
appropriate comparisons of officers, supervisors, units, and mangers to identify any significant 
patterns or series of incidents. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 
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2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Paragraph Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date Goal 

065 Not In Substantial Compliance 08/15/2014 
Order Content 

The VIPD will maintain all personally identifiable information about an officer included in the risk management system during the officer's employment with 
the VIPD for at least five years. Information necessary for aggregate statistical analysis will be maintained indefinitely in the risk management system. On an 
ongoing basis, the VIPD will enter information into the risk management system in a timely, accurate, and complete manner, and maintain the data in a 
secure and confidential manner. 

Activity History 

Data Input Plan and RMS protocoVpolicy has been resubmitted and is awaiting approval from Department of Justice. Quarterly review commencing 
November 30, 2012 will be conducted to ensure compliance. Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be ongoing, and all districts will 
receive a round of training byJanuary 31, 2013. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff to 
input current and historic data or outlining how it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will include an implementation date subject to 
the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. Also ensure 
that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. By November 30, 2012, VIPD will Provide DOJ 
with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff to input current and historic data or outlining how it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this 
task. The plan will include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools 
to ensure staff are complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re
training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The information required by 65 is entered and appropriately maintained with a reasonable level of accuracy and completeness. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2· Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Consistent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a The VIPD has received approval from DOJ, and implemented a protocol for using the RMS. I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

.......•••••...............••••.........................••........•.............••..........•...........•...........•...........••.........••........• 
b The VIPD has audited the RMS and confirmed that it reflects the protocol. 
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Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

08/15/2014 

........•••..•...............••...............•••••...........••••............•••............••..............•••••..............••...............••••• 
Paragraph 

066 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial Compliance Data Goal 

02/10/2014 

The new risk management system will be purchased off the shelf and customized by VI PD. Alternatively·, the new risk management system may be 
developed and implemented according to the following schedule: a. Within 150 days of the effective date of this Agreement, subject to the review and 
approval of DOJ, the VI PO will issue a Request for Proposal (RFP). b. Within 270 days of the issuance of the RFP, or later with the agreement of DOJ, the 
VI PO will select the contractor to create the risk management system. c. Within 150 days of the effective date of this Agreement, the VI PO will submit the 
protocol for using the risk management system to DOJ for review and approval. The VI PO will share drafts of this document with DOJ and the Monitor (a 
position described in Section VII) to allow DOJ and the Monitor to become familiar with the document as it develops and to provide informal comments on it. 
The VI PO and DOJ will together seek to ensure that the protocol receives final approval within 30 days after it is presented for review and approval. d. 
Within 14 months of selecting the contractor, the VI PO will have ready for testing a beta version of the risk management system consisting of: i) server 
hardware and operating systems installed, configured and integrated with the VIPD's existing automated systems; ii) necessary data base software installed 
and configured; iii) data structures created, including interfaces to source data;. and iv) the use of force information system completed, including historic data. 
DOJ and the Monitor will have the opportunity to participate in testing the beta version using use of force data and test data created specifically for purposes 
of checking the risk management system. e. The risk management system computer program and computer hardware will be operational and fully 
implemented within 20 months of the selection of the risk management system contractor. 

Activity History 

IAPRO database is being utilized and the Blue Team system is continuously progressing toward completion. The installation of the program was completed 
on 3/23/10 at the Internal Affairs Bureau on St. Thomas. Working group members will conduct bi-monthly review commencing November 30, 2012 to ensure 
compliance with a through g. Blue Team technical issues will be resolved, training will be ongoing, and all districts will receive a round of training by January 
31, 2013. By November 30, 2012, VI PO will Provide DOJ with an action plan for achieving sufficient numbers of staff to input current and historic data or 
outlining how it intends to use existing staff to accomplish this task. The plan will include an implementation date subject to the agreement of the parties. By 
June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy 
implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

See below 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Data: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Phase 2-Trainlng/Exacutlon: 

Satisfied 

Status Data: Phase 3-Conslstant Application: Status Data: 

10/13/2013 Satisfied 
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...................................................................................................................................................... 
a 

b 

c 

d 

Completed 

Completed 

Within 150 days of the effective date of this Agreement, subject to the review and approval of DOJ, 
the VIPD will issue a Request for Proposal (RFP). 

Within 270 days of the issuance of the RFP, or later with the agreement of DOJ, the VIPD will select 
the contractor to create the risk management system. 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I I 
Goal Date: . . 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I I 
Goal Date: . _ 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

I 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
e Within 150 days of the effective date of this Agreement, the VI PO will submit the protocol for using 

the risk management system to DOJ for review and approval. The VI PO will share drafts of this 
document with DOJ and the Monitor (a position described in Section VII) to allow DOJ and the 
Monitor to become familiar with the document as it develops and to provide informal comments on it. 
The VIPD and DOJ will together seek to ensure that the protocol receives final approval within 30 
days after it is presented for review and approval. 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
f Within 14 months of selecting the contractor, the VI PO will have ready for testing a beta version of the 
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2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

risk management system consisting of: i) server hardware and operating systems installed, 
configured and integrated with the VIPD's existing automated systems; ii) necessary data base 
software installed and configured; iii) data structures created, including interfaces to source data; and 
iv) the use of force information system completed, including historic data. DOJ and the Monitor will 
have the opportunity to participate in testing the beta version using use of force data and test data 
created specifically for purposes of checking the risk management system. 

The risk management system computer program and computer hardware will be operational and fully 
implemented within 20 months of the selection of the risk management system contractor. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Data: ~..... _____ ___, 
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Paragraph 

067 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

NA 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

08/07/2013 

Goal 

Prior to implementation of the new risk management system, the VIPD will continue to use existing databases and resources to the fullest extent possible, to 
identify patterns of conduct by VIPD officers or groups of officers. 

Activity History 

Before implementation of the new risk management system existing data bases and resources were used. VIPD will maintain documentation of how it 
identified and addressed patterns of officer conduct based on existing databases and resources and provide this documentation on a quarterly basis to the 
Monitor, starting in the 3rd quarter of 2012. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

NA 

Status Date: Status Date: Phase 3.Consistent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a 

b 

The VIPD has, within 120 days, prepare for the review and approval of DOJ, and thereafter 
implement, a protocol for using the risk management system. 

The VIPD will submit for the review and approval of DOJ all proposed modifications to the protocol 
prior to implementing such modifications. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

NA I 

NA I 
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068 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

NA 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

05/07/2010 

Goal 

Following the initial implementation of the risk management system, and as experience and the availability of new technology may warrant, the VI PO may 
propose to add, subtract, or modify data tables and fields, modify the list of documents scanned or electronically attached, and add, subtract, or modify 
standardized reports and queries. The VIPD will submit all such proposals for review and approval by DOJ before implementation. 

Activity History 

To be determined as the need arises. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

VIPD receives approval from DOJ for all modifications to RMS prior to implementation 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Data: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstant Application: Status Date: 
Not Applicable Not Applicable NotA licable 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a Following the initial implementation of the risk management system, and as experience and the 

availability of new technology may warrant, the VIPD may propose to add, subtract, or modify data 
tables and fields, modify the list of documents scanned or electronically attached, and add, subtract, 
or modify standardized reports and queries. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

NA I 

•..............•.....................•••.................•........•••••••...••..•••••••••..••.•...•••••••••••....••.•••••••••.....•.....••••••••.••... 
b The VIPD will submit all such proposals for review and approval by DOJ before implementation. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

NA I 

.......................•••.................••••.•..............•••.............••..............•••••...............•...............••................• 
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069 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not in Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

08/15/2014 

The VIPD will develop a protocol for conducting audits. The protocol will be used by each officer or supervisor charged with conducting audits. The protocol 
will establish a regular and fixed schedule to ensure that such audits occur with sufficient frequency, and cover all VIPD zones. 

Activity History 

Finalize Audit Protocol and submit to DOJ by November 30, 2013. Auditors to attend training re: conducting audits by April30, 2013. Train staff regarding 
Audit Protocol by June 30, 2013. Audit will commence June 30, 2013 By June 30, 2013, VI PO will implement systems to ensure that lapses in policy 
implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has developed an audit protocol that includes a regular and fixed schedule for conducting audits to ensure that they occur sufficiently, frequently 
and cover all VI PO zones. The VIPD creates an audit capacity and identifies staff to carry out the protocol. =>95% of the officers or supervisors charged 
with conducting audits have either: (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training on the audit protocol and demonstrated proficiency 
through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if the officers or supervisors charged with conducting audits have not successfully completed the required training and 
passed the proficiency test(s), the officers or supervisors have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the 
proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where officers or supervisors have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency 
tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the officers or supervisors. All training comports 
with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lessons plan that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) 
incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. In =>90% of 
the instances when an audit is conducted, each officer or supervisor charged with conducting the audit uses the protocol with a reasonable level of 
accuracy, completeness and timeliness. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Trainlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3..Consistent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 10/13/2013 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a The VI PO has developed a protocol for conducting audits. The protocol will be used by each officer or 

supervisor charged with conducting audits. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

...................•...•.•...............••..............•••............••.............•••............••..............•..............•.............•.. 
The protocol establishes a regular and fixed schedule to ensure that such audits occur with sufficient 
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b 
frequency, and cover all VlPD zones 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

08/15/2014 

..••••••.............................•••.••........................••........................••••••.........................••••••.•.................. 
Paragraph 

070 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial Compliance Date Goal 

12/18/2013 

The VlPD will develop a disciplinary matrix to take into account an officer's violations of different rules, rather than just repeated violations of the same rule. 
The VIPD will further revise this matrix to increase the penalties for uses of excessive force, improper searches and seizures, discrimination, or dishonesty, 
to reflect the seriousness of those infractions. The revised disciplinary matrix will provide the VIPD with the discretion to impose any appropriate punishment 
when the VIPD believes the officer's misconduct exhibits a lack of fitness for duty. This revised matrix will be subject to the review and approval of DOJ. 

Activity History 

Revisions to Disciplinary will be forwarded to USDOJ by November 1, 2012. Competency-based training of all staff by Feb. 15, 2013 and ongoing 
documented refresher training through in-services and roll call/commanders call By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure 
staff are complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Obtained DOJ approval of a disciplinary matrix that: (a) accounts for an officer's violations of different rules, rather than just repeated violations of the same 
rule; (b) is revised to increase the penalties for uses of excessive force, improper searches and seizures, discrimination, or dishonesty, to reflect the 
seriousness of those infractions; and, (c) provides the VIPD with the discretion to impose any appropriate punishment when the VIPD believes the officer's 
misconduct exhibits a lack of fitness for duty. Adopted a disciplinary policy that guides the use of the disciplinary matrix. =>900/o of disciplinary penalty 
decisions are consistent with the penalties set forth in the matrix. 

Phase1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Applicable Not Ap licable 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a The VI PO has developed a disciplinary matrix to take into account an officer's violations of different 

rules, rather than just repeated violations of the same rule. 
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The VIPD has further revised this matrix to increase the penalties for uses of excessive force, 
improper searches and seizures, discrimination, or dishonesty, to reflect the seriousness of those 
infractions. 

The revised disciplinary matrix provides the VIPD with the discretion to impose any appropriate 
punishment when the VIPD believes the officer's misconduct exhibits a lack of fitness for duty. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

I 

I 

.................••••••.................•............•••..............••...............••..............•••••...............•••................•.••.... 
d This revised matrix has been reviewed and approved by the DOJ. Substantial Compliance 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

I 

.......••.................••................•................••............................•................•..............................•••........ 
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Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

VIPD policy will identify clear time periods by which the various steps of a complaint adjudication process should be completed, from complaint receipt to the 
imposition of discipline, if any. Absent exigent circumstances, extensions will not be granted without the Police Commissioner's written approval and notice to 
the complainant. In the limited circumstances when an extension is necessary, appropriate tolling provisions will be outlined in the policy. 

Activity History 

Disciplinary Matrix previously approved. However, further revision needed. Revisions will be forwarded to USDOJ by November 1, 2012. Competency-based 
training of all staff by February 15, 2013 and ongoing documented refresher training through in-services and roll call/commanders call. By June 30, 2013, in 
consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies, including (but not limited to) review for inclusion of written Police 
Commissioner extension approval in investigatory files. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline 
and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has developed a policy that establishes clear time periods by which the various steps of a complaint adjudication process should be completed, 
from complaint receipt to the imposition of discipline, if any. =>90% of the time, these established time periods are not violated except for in exigent 
circumstances and with the Police Commissioner's written approval for tolling and notice to the complainant. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................•.............................••.............••...............•............•.................•................•.............•...... 
a The VIPD has developed a policy that establishes clear time periods by which the various steps of a 

complaint adjudication process should be completed, from complaint receipt to the imposition of 
discipline, if any. 

b =>90% of the time, these established time periods are not violated except for in exigent 
circumstances and with the Police Commissioner's written approval for tolling and notice to the 
complainant. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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In the limited circumstances when an extension is necessary, appropriate tolling provisions will be 
outlined in the policy. 

Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Data 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

Goal 

Absent exceptional circumstances, the VIPD will not take only non-disciplinary corrective action in cases in which the disciplinary matrix indicates the 
imposition of discipline. The VIPD will not fail to consider whether non-disciplinary corrective action is required in a case because discipline has been 
imposed on the officer. 

Activity History 

Disciplinary Matrix previously approved. However, further revision needed. Revisions will be forwarded to USDOJ by November 1, 2012 Competency-based 
training of all staff by February 15, 2013 and ongoing documented refresher training through in-services and roll call/commanders call. By June 30, 2013, in 
consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed 
by system of documented discipline and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

In =>90% of the cases where the matrix calls for discipline, discipline is imposed. In =>90% of the cases where discipline is imposed, there is evidence that 
the VIPD has also considered non-disciplinary corrective action. 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a In =>90% of the cases where the matrix calls for discipline, discipline is imposed. I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: ..........•..•.............•.•.............•••................••.............••••••.............•.................•••..............••••••............. 

b In =>90% of the cases where discipline is imposed, there is evidence that the VIPD has also 
considered non-disciplinary corrective action. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: ...................................................................................................................................................... 

Paragraph 

073 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial Compliance Data Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD will continue to coordinate and review all use of force policy and training to ensure quality, consistency, and compliance with applicable law and 
VIPD policy. The VIPD will conduct regular subsequent reviews, at least semi-annually. 

Activity History 

VIPD has hired a training consultant to coordinate and review all use of force policies and lesson plans. All Lesson Plans for the In-Service Training has 
been completed. On an ongoing basis, continue to consult with counsel to ensure compliance with Territorial law. Finalize Audit Protocol and submit to DOJ 
and the Monitors' subject matter experts by November 30, 2012. Auditors to attend outside training re: conducting audits by April30, 2013. Train staff 
regarding Audit Protocol by June 30, 2013. By June 30, 2013, VIPD will implement systems to ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by 
system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The Training Division has coordinated and reviewed all use of force policies and training. This review occurs: (a) prior to the issuance of any new policy and 
scheduling of any new training, and, thereafter, (b) at least semi-annually. The Training Division issues reports to DOJ and OIM regarding its review of use 
of force policies and training programs within a reasonable time after each review, or at a minimum every six (6) months. The Director of Training provides 
written approval for all changes to previously approved use of force training. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Data: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Not Applicable Not Satisfied Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
The Training Division has coordinated and reviewed all use of force policies and training. This review 
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a 

b 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

occurs: (a) prior to the issuance of any new policy and scheduling of any new training, and, thereafter, 
(b) at least semi-annually. 

The Training Division issues reports to DOJ and OIM regarding its review of use of force policies and 
training programs within a reasonable time after each review, or at a minimum every six (6) months. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
c The Director of Training provides written approval for all changes to previously approved use of force 

training. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

..............••••••...................•.....................••................•..••••....................••••....................••.•••.............. 
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Paragraph 

074 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The Director of Training, either directly or through his/her designee(s), consistent with applicable law and VlPD policy will: a. ensure the quality of all use of 
force training; b. develop and implement use of force training curricula; c. select and train VlPD officer trainers; d. develop, implement, approve, and 
oversee all in-service training; e. in conjunction with the Chiefs, develop, implement, approve, and oversee a patrol division roll call protocol designed to 
effectively inform officers of relevant changes in policies and procedures; f. establish procedures for evaluating all training curricula and procedures; and g. 
conduct regular needs assessments to ensure that use of force training is responsive to the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the officers being trained. 

Activity History 

Instructor Development Course/Train the Trainer is scheduled for October 15-19, 2012 (STX), October 8-12, 2012 (STT) and will be completed by October 
19, 2012. 40hrs In-Service Training was completed in 2011. The Training Bureau will continue its 40hrs In-Service Training in both districts for supervisor and 
officers which will start on June 25, 2012 and end September 21, 2012. The Director of Training will develop and implement a tracking system to track 
training attendance, by November 30, 2012 and shall periodically test for proficiency on the policies. By June 30, 2013, VIPD will implement systems to 
ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. Competency-based training of officers and 
supervisors on remaining policies by Jan 31, 2013 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking 
system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call training. Incorporate competency-based training on 
policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff 
are complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

See below 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: 

Not Applicable 

Phase 2-Trainlng/Executlon: 

Not Satisfied 

Status Date: Phase 3.Consistent Application: Status Date: 

Not Satisfied 
............................•............................•..••.............................•.....................................•..•.•••............. 

a The Director of Training and/or his/her staff reviews all use of force policies. 
2. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff obtains legal review of all use of force training 
curricula. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

..............................................................•••.........................•..............................••........................... 
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b 

c 

d 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have developed and implemented use of force training 
curricula (including lesson plans). 
2. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have developed a process for the review of 
documentation of all uses of force by sworn personnel to identify patterns and trends that will 
influence training needs. 
3. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have conducted monthly reviews of use of force 
incident reports to evaluate training needs. 

The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have developed a process to continually select and 
evaluate VIPD officer trainers. 
2. >95% of the training staff has received appropriate training and certification in the subject 
matter(s) that they are assigned to teach. 

The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have reviewed and provided written approval of all 
curricula, course schedules and lesson plans. 
2. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have created and maintained a training record 
system that captures attendance records, instructor and student evaluations, and test results. 

e The Training Director and/or his/her staff, in conjunction with the Chiefs and Deputy Chiefs, have 
created a process for the development, implementation and approval of all Roll Call training curricula. 
2. The Training Director and/or his/her staff, in conjunction with the Chiefs and Deputy Chiefs, 
have developed, implemented and approved all Roll Call training curricula. 
3. The Training Director and/or his/her staff have maintained written documentation of this 
process. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05123/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05123/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
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f 

g 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have created and maintained a training record system 
that captures attendance records, instructor and student evaluations, and test results. 
2. For ?90% of the conducted Consent Decree related training sessions, evaluation review 
forms were collected from class participants. 

The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have developed a process to review use of force 
incidents to identify patterns and trends that will influence training needs. 
2. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have conducted semi-annual reviews of use of 
force incidents to evaluate training needs. 
3. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff have developed, reviewed and implemented all 
use of force training curricula (including lesson plans). 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 
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Paragraph 

075 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD will continue to provide training consistent with VIPD policy, law, and proper police practices, and will ensure that only mandated objectives and 
approved lesson plans are taught by instructors. The VIPD will make best efforts to train each work shift as a team in their use of force training. 

Activity History 

On an ongoing basis, continue to consult with counsel to ensure compliance with Territorial law. Finalize Audit Protocol and submit to DOJ and the Monitors' 
subject mater experts by November 30, 2012. By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). 
Auditors to attend training re: conducting audits by April 30, 2013. Train staff regarding Audit Protocol by June 30, 2013. Refresher training on policies 
ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call training. Incorporate competency-based training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 
2013. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, VIPD will implement systems to ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of 
documented discipline and/or re-training. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has delivered training that is consistent with the content of approved lesson plans. The Director of Training and/or his/her staff has developed a 
plan to provide training for each work shift as a team on use of force and implements that plan. To the extent possible, the Director of Training and/or his/ 
her staff have provided training for each work team on use of force 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Trainlng/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a The VI PO has delivered training that is consistent with the content of approved lesson plans. 

b The Director of Training and/or his/her staff has developed a plan to provide training for each work 
shift as a team on use of force and implements that plan. To the extent possible, the Director of 
Training and/or his/her staff have provided training for each work team on use of force 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 05/23/2014 
Goal Date: _ 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
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Paragraph 

076 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD shall continue to keep adequate records of lesson plans and other training materials, such that the most current training documents are 
maintained in a central, commonly accessible file, and are clearly dated. 

Activity History 

By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). By November 30, 2012 and on ongoing basis, 
provide Monitors' subject matter experts with training curricula and schedules at least 15 days in advance of training, but preferably 30 days in advance. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VI PO has established a central, commonly accessible repository for lesson plans and training materials. =95% of training materials are clearly dated. 
Training records are maintained in a central, commonly accessible repository. =95% of lesson plans contain all of the required signatures of review and 
approval. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a The VIPD has established a central, commonly accessible repository for lesson plans and training 
materials. 
=95% of training materials are clearly dated. 
Training records are maintained in a central, commonly accessible repository. 
=95% of lesson plans contain all of the required signatures of review and approval. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

.....••...........................••••••••...................•..••••..•......................•.•••••..............................•••••••••........... 
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Paragraph 

077 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Data 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD shall continue to maintain training records regarding every VIPD officer that reliabily indicate the training each officer has received. The training 
records shall, at a minimum, include the course description and duration, curriculum, and instructor for each officer. 

Activity History 

By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The Director of Training and/or his/her staff has maintained current and substantially complete training records for =95% of VIPD Officers. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Data: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Execution: Status Data: Phase 3..Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
........•....................•...................•...................•••••••....................•..........................•.....•.••................. 

a The Director of Training and/or his/her staff has maintained current and substantially complete 
training records for =95% of VIPD Officers. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 
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078 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The Training Director, in consultation with the Attorney General's Office, will review all use of force training and use of force policies on a regular basis to 
ensure compliance with applicable laws and VIPD policy. 

Activity History 

By November 30, 2012, and on an ongoing basis, VIPD shall consult with VI AG to ensure that all use of force training and use of force policies are in 
compliance with applicable laws and VIPD policy. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The Training Director and/or his/her staff has reviewed 100% of all force-related policies and training curricula/lessons plans regularly [at least annually] to 
ensure compliance with applicable laws and VIPD policy and there is documentation of this review. 100% of force-related training curricula/lesson plans 
adequately incorporate critical thinking, decision-making instruction, applicable law(s) and VIPD policy. The VIPD has developed a process by which the 
Attorney General's Office reviews any additions, changes and/or modifications regarding use of force training or policies to ensure compliance with 
applicable laws. 1 00% of force-related policies and training curricula/lessons plans have received at least annual review by the Attorney General's Office and 
those reviews are documented in writing. 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Trainlng/Exocution: Status Date: Phase 3..Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a The Training Director and/or his/her staff has reviewed 1 00% of all force-related policies and training 
curricula/lessons plans regularly [at least annually] to ensure compliance with applicable laws and 
VIPD policy and there is documentation of this review. 
100% of force-related training curricula/lesson plans adequately incorporate critical thinking, 
decision-making instruction, applicable law(s) and VIPD policy. 
The VIPD has developed a process by which the Attorney General's Office reviews any additions, 
changes and/or modifications regarding use of force training or policies to ensure compliance with 
applicable laws. 
1 00% of force-related policies and training curricula/lessons plans have received at least annual 
review by the Attorney General's Office and those reviews are documented in writing. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I 

05/23/2014 
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Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 
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Paragraph 

079 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VI PO will continue to provide all recruits, officers, supervisors, and managers with annual training on use of force. Such training will include and 
address the following topics: a. the VIPD's use of force model, as described in this Agreement; b. proper use of force decision-making; c. the VI PO's use of 
force reporting requirements; d. the Fourth Amendment and other constitutional requirements; e. examples of scenarios faced by VIPD officers that illustrate 
proper use of force decision-making; f. interactive exercises that emphasize proper use of force decision-making; g. de-escalation techniques that encourage 
officers to make arrests without using force, and instruction that disengagement, area containment, surveillance, waiting out a subject, summoning 
reinforcements, calling in specialized units, or delaying arrest may be the appropriate response to a situation even when the use of force would be legally 
justified; h. threat assessment; i. appropriate training on conflict management. 

Activity History 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

At least annually, the Training Director and/or his/her staff develop a training schedule and curricula for 100% of all use of force related policies that 
incorporates and addresses all of the components identified in 79(a)-(i). At least annually, the Training Director and/or his/her staff implement that training 
schedule and curricula for 1 00% of all use of force related policies based on 79(a)-(i). =>95% of sworn personnel have (a) attended and successfully 
completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised use of force policy that includes and addresses the issues in paragraph 79(a)-(i) and 
demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel in each of the categories of recruits, officers, supervisors and managers 
have not successfully completed the required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a 
remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel have not successfully 
completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from curricula/lessons plan that: (a) follow a standard 
format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate that it has 
been reviewed by legal counsel. Where train-the-trainer or specific force tool certifications are required, =>95% of recruits, officers, supervisors and 
managers have those certifications. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Applicable Not Satisfied Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a =>95% of sworn personnel have (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training 
for each new or revised use of force policy that includes and addresses the issues in paragraph 
79(a)-(i) and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel in each 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
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b 

c 

d 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

of the categories of recruits, officers, supervisors and managers have not successfully completed the 
required training and passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and 
successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) 
and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel. 

At least annually, the Training Director and/or his/her staff develop a training schedule and curricula 
for 1 00% of all use of force related policies that incorporates and addresses all of the components 
identified in 79(a)-(i). 

At least annually, the Training Director and/or his/her staff implement that training schedule and 
curricula for 100% of all use of force related policies based on 79(a)-(i). 

All training comports with the requirements of the Consent Decree, and is taught from 
curricula/lessons plan that: (a) follow a standard format; (b) identify training objectives; (c) 
incorporate, to the extent possible, adult learning techniques (e.g., class exercises); and (d) indicate 
that it has been reviewed by legal counsel. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
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e 

Paragraph 

080 

Order Content 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Where train-the-trainer or specific force tool certifications are required, =>95% of recruits, officers, 
supervisors and managers have those certifications. 

Paragraph Status Substantial Compliance Date 

Substantial Compliance 08/01/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD will continue to provide training to all its officers on the VIPD citizen complaint process. The VIPD will develop a protocol for all its officers on 
appropriate conduct and responses in handling citizens' complaints and will train officers in the protocol. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of officers and supervisors on remaining policies by Jan 31, 2013 By November 30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff 
are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, periodic in-service and roll call training. 
Incorporate competency-based training on policies into Police Academy by Jan. 31, 2013. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with 
DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of 
documented discipline and/or re-training. 08/01/14- During the 2d Quarter 2014, efforts by team members as demonstrated by audit reports, indicated Phase 
3 level Implementation has been satisfied and thus this paragraph is now in Substantial Compliance. 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

The VIPD has developed policies or protocols related to the citizen complaint process, which address appropriate conduct and response in handling citizen 
complaints. =95% of sworn personnel have (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training for each new or revised complaint process 
related policy and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and 
passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the 
proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the sworn personnel. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 08/15/2014 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

a =95% of sworn personnel have (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service training 
for each new or revised complaint process related policy and demonstrated proficiency through a 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial Compliance I 
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2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

proficiency test(s); or (b) if sworn personnel have not successfully completed the required training and 
passed the proficiency test(s), the sworn personnel have entered and successfully completed a 
remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency 
test(s); or 
Where sworn personnel have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, 
the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against 
the sworn personnel 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
b The VIPD has developed policies or protocols related to the citizen complaint process, which address 

appropriate conduct and response in handling citizen complaints. 
Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 

05/23/2014 

.............••...........•••.............•••............••.................••••..................•••..................••••..................••••..... 
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Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

05/23/2014 

The VIPD will provide training on appropriate burdens of proof to all supervisors, as well as the factors to consider when evaluating complainant or witness 
credibility (to ensure that their recommendations regarding dispositions are unbiased, uniform, and legally appropriate). The VIPD will also continue to 
provide training to supervisors on leadership and command accountability, including techniques designed to promote proper police practices. This training 
will be provided to all officers promoted to supervisory rank within 90 days of assuming supervisory responsibilities, and will be made part of annual in
service training. 

Activity History 

Competency-based training of supervisors on remaining policies (i.e., Investigating Misconduct and Citizen Complaints Policy) by Jan 31, 2013 By November 
30, 2012, implement system to ensure all staff are trained on policies (i.e., a tracking system). Refresher training on policies ongoing, through documented, 
periodic in-service and roll call training. Yearly review of policies. By June 30, 2013, in consultation with DOJ, implement audit tools to ensure staff are 
complying with the policies. Also ensure that lapses in policy implementation are addressed by system of documented discipline and/or re-training 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

=>95% of supervisors have (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service annual training incorporating the requirements of 78-81 and 
demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if VIPD supervisors have not successfully completed the required training and passed the 
proficiency test(s), the sworn supervisor has entered and successfully completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) 
and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where supervisors have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated 
appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the supervisors. =>95% of newly promoted supervisors have attended and 
successfully completed the initial training within 90 days of assuming supervisory responsibility incorporating the requirements of 78-81 and demonstrated 
proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if newly promoted supervisors have not successfully completed the required training within 90 days of 
assuming supervisory responsibility and passed the proficiency test(s), the newly promoted supervisor has entered and successfully completed a remedial 
program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or Where newly promoted supervisors have not 
successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary 
action against the newly promoted supervisor. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Date: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Satisfied 10/13/2013 Satisfied 10/13/2013 Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a =>95% of supervisors have (a) attended and successfully completed the initial in-service annual 

training incorporating the requirements of 78-81 and demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency 
test(s); or (b) if VIPD supervisors have not successfully completed the required training and passed 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 
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the proficiency test(s). the sworn supervisor has entered and successfully completed a remedial 
program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the proficiency test(s); or 
Where supervisors have not successfully completed training and passed the proficiency tests. the 
VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and disciplinary action against the 
supervisors. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

........•.............••............•••.............•................•••..................••................•.•••....................•••.•............ 
b =>95% of newly promoted supervisors have attended and successfully completed the initial training 

within 90 days of assuming supervisory responsibility incorporating the requirements of 78-81 and 
demonstrated proficiency through a proficiency test(s); or (b) if newly promoted supervisors have not 
successfully completed the required training within 90 days of assuming supervisory responsibility 
and passed the proficiency test(s), the newly promoted supervisor has entered and successfully 
completed a remedial program designed to ensure passage of the proficiency test(s) and passed the 
proficiency test(s); or 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

••............••..........••............••...........•••.............••••..............•••..............••••................•••..............••••..... 
c Where newly promoted supervisors have not successfully completed training and passed the 

proficiency tests, the VIPD has initiated appropriate corrective action, including training, and 
disciplinary action against the newly promoted supervisor. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

05/23/2014 

........••••..........••••..........•••••.........••••.............••.............••••••..............••••..............••••.............•••••........ 
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Paragraph 

100 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Data 

Not in Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

The Territory of the Virgin Islands and the VIPD shall implement each and every provision of this Agreement as that term is defined in Paragraph 30 of this 
Agreement. 

Activity History 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Roqulromont 

In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, all involved officers are identified in the investigating supervisor's reports. In =>90% of reportable use of force 
incidents, all witnesses, to the extent practicable, are identified in the investigating supervisor's reports. In =>90% of reportable use of force incidents, the 
investigating supervisor ensured that efforts were made to identify and interview witnesses, and documented these efforts in writing. In =>90% of reportable 
use of force incidents that resulted in injuries, the investigating supervisor documented the extent of the injuries and any medical treatment rendered in a 
manner that comports with 36 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of the reportable use of force incidents that resulted in injuries, photographic evidence was 
collected and maintained in a manner that comports with 36 of the Consent Decree. In =>90% of all reportable use of force reviews, the investigating 
supervisor provided a finding on whether the use of force was justified under VIP D's use of force policies. 

Phase 1-Pollcy Status Status Data: Phase 2-Tralnlng/Executlon: Status Data: Phase 3-Conslstent Application: Status Date: 
Not Satisfied Not Satisfied Not Satisfied 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
a 

b 

All uses of force comply with VIPD policies and applicable law. 

As appropriate, Officers disengaged, contained the area, conducted surveillance, waited out the 
subject, and/or called in specialized units. 

When feasible, an individual is allowed to submit to arrest before force is used. 
Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Data: L.. _____ ___. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Data: 
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c 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
d In use of force incidents, the use of force review concludes that sufficient less lethal alternatives were 

used where appropriate based on the totality of circumstances. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
e 

f 

g 

Patrol and other applicable officers carry less lethal alternatives at all times. 

In use of force incidents, choke holds and similar carotid holds were not used, except where deadly 
force was authorized. 

In use of force incidents where the use of force review concluded that use of choke holds or similar 
carotid holds were not authorized, the VI PO took corrective and/or disciplinary action against the 
officer who used a choke hole or other carotid hold. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

....••................•.•...........••.............••..............••••................•••••...............•..................••..................•••. 
h Sworn personnel do not possess or use unauthorized firearms or ammunition. I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

......................................•..............•..............••................••.................•.................••...............•••....... 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

In cases where an officer is found to be in possession of unauthorized firearms or ammunition, there 
is evidence that an investigation was conducted and appropriate corrective action was taken. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

.......•..............•............•••.............••................•.•••.................•..................•••••••..................••••••......... 
Critical Firearm Discharges are documented in an RRR. I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

........•.............•..........................••..............••...............••..................•••••...................•....................... 
k In reported incidents involving off-duty officers taking police action, the off-duty officer-s conduct 

comports with policies regarding off-duty officers taking police action and 31 (a)- (g) of the Consent 
Decree. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
Off-duty officers notified on-duty sworn personnel or local law enforcement officers before taking 
police actions, except in exigent circumstances. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

.....••.........••••...........••...........•••...........••..............••...............•••................••.••..................•.............•.• 
m In incidents where an off-duty officer taking police action appeared to have consumed alcohol, the 

off-duty officer submitted to field sobriety, breathalyzer, and/or blood tests. 
I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...............•...........••...........................••...........•••..............•.••.............••..................••......................... 
n In reportable use of force incidents, the investigating supervisor had no involvement in the incident 

(i.e., he/she was not involved in the use of force incident, his/her conduct did not lead to an injury, 
and he/she did not authorize conduct leading to the use of force incident. 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Use of force investigations include documented findings of all of the considerations required by 52. 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: ...... _____ ____. 

........................................................................................................................................•............. 
p When administrative investigations are referred to the VIAG or other appropriate agency, the VIPD 

has documentation that it has completed, to the extent possible, its own administrative investigation. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

•...........••...........•............•••............•.•..............•••....................................••••...................•••............... 
q RMS reports are generated and distributed to appropriate sworn personnel (e.g., Chiefs, Deputy 

Chiefs, and supervisors) on a monthly basis. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

.......••..........•.••..........••.•.........•••...........••..•............•••••.................•.................•••••.................•••........ 
r The VIPD is utilizing the EIP. Underlying documentation should include documentation of EIP 

meetings, the Early Intervention Unit Action Plan and Early Intervention Unit Assessment, attendance 
records of VIPD personnel and all follow-up documentation for completed intervention. 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
s Deputy Chiefs, managers and supervisors have initiated EIP interventions based on activity and 

pattern assessment contained in the RMS. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
EIP interventions are based on all relevant and appropriate information, including the nature of the 
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

officer's assignment, crime trends and crime problems, and not solely the number or percentages of 
incidents in any category of information recorded in the risk management system. 

In instances when officers are transferred to a new section or unit, Deputy Chiefs, managers and 
supervisors for the relevant section or unit promptly review the RMS records of such officers. 

I Not In Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

...................................................................................................................................................... 
v The VIPD has established a protocol for evaluating whether Deputy Chiefs, managers and 

supervisors are able to use the RMS effectively. 
I Not in Substantial Compliance I 
Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

......•••.........••••...........••••.............•••..............••••................•••••..................•••••••...................•••••......... 
w Disciplinary penalty decisions are consistent with the penalties set forth in the Disciplinary Matrix. I Not in Substantial Compliance I 

Substantial 
Compliance I 
Goal Date: ...... _____ ____. 

..••...........•............................................•...................•.•..................•......................•..................•...... 
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Paragraph 

101 

Order Content 

Paragraph Status 

Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Substantial Compliance Date 

Not In Substantial Compliance 

Goal 

The VIPD shall implement immediately all provisions of this Agreement that involve the continuation of current VIPD policies, procedures, and practices. The 
remaining provisions shall be implemented either by the specified implementation date or, for those provisions that have no specified implementation date, 
as soon as is reasonably practicable and no later than 150 days after this Agreement's effective date. 

Activity History 

Paragraph Substantial Compliance Requirement 

Phase 1-Policy Status Status Date: Phase 2-Training/Execution: Status Data: Phase 3.Conslstent Application: Status Date: 

Not Satisfied Not Satisfied Not Satisfied 
...................................................................................................................................................... 

Ran On: 08/23/2014 

Substantial 
Compliance 
Goal Date: 

I 
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Appendix C 
Technology Transition 

Once the IMT took over responsibility for monitoring the VIPD Consent Order, it became evident to us that increased 
application of technology could improve our monitoring capabilities as well as further improvements in compliance by the 
VI PD. This would require implementation of several separate components that would complement each other. These 
components included development of a data management system (OMS) that included both data input and records 
management (RMS) functions. While this system remains under development, several component functions are currently 
running at our data center location and should be online for remote team member access by the end of August 2014. The 
configuration of this system would allow access to the RMS by the VIPD, DOJ, and the US District Court, nature of access 
to be determined. 

Data Management: This system will eventually have many components, including " live" status monitoring of the 
compliance by the VIPD to all elements of the Consent Decree. By that we mean that as any paragraph changes its 
compliance or phase compliance level, the system updates not only the data but also the charting and reports available 
within the system. This component will not only track compliance by paragraph, but also both audit group reporting and 
quarterly VIPD assessment reports, integrating data loads of the content of both documentation for purposes of analysis. 
The main screen for this component, referred to as the "Dashboard", which monitors paragraphs 31-81 as well as 100 and 
103, is pictured below in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 

~s:;.~, 

l .,.,..,._ -) 

On this screen, in the upper left, is a live-data chart depicting the current status of compliance with the action paragraphs 
of the Consent Decree (paragraphs 31-81, 100, and 103.) This chart is connected to data w ithin the system and 
compliance status changes in one of the reporting paragraphs will be updated to the chart without user interaction. The 
Consent Decree data, along with Court ordered amendments to it, are displayed along with the Court of Record 
information. In the main part of the screen, each paragraph, along with its content from t he actual order, is displayed, 
accompanied by selected information such a compliance status, IMT member assignments, etc. 
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As noted across the top of the screen are additional screens indicated by tabs, which delve further into the specifics of 
each paragraph, VIPD report, or other documentation. Once of these additional screens is shown at Figure 2, below. 

Corette. ~m. ex deSigMtedlrwesbQ8ting (~(fleers Otll'lts, v.11 r~. evU.Jate:Snd doa6neft each use arOice. and v.i1 compleie the nenaM deSCnpeoo secnon 
1d the usc ol fOfce report. Tho norralhoe dcSaJpOon v.i llnclJde a ptedsc desoipdon of the lads and orclfTISfances that etlhet p.JS~~fy 01 tail to ,.,st~fythe otriCCf's 
• ...,_ , ___ .. ~~- ·-··-----· --·-- ... -~ . .... :... • .: ......,; ........... -... •• .:.--~--· .... ....... 1 ... , .,. ....... _ ..... . ......................... . . . ... _... --·---"-
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Figure 2 

aous~j 

This is one of the working screens, where we are in the process of splitting compliance at the paragraph level down to 
sub-tasks within the paragraph too clarify some of the issues related to substantial compliance trigger performance levels. 
This sub-task procedures is shown in the bottom table where the substantial compliance is now being broken down to 
sub-task compliance. Check blocks to the right, in grey shading, control both the paragraph and sub-task level compliance 
and as the paragraph changes in compliance here, the live chart on the Dashboard will automatically adjust if the changes 
move the paragraph from "Not in Substantial Compliance" to "Substantial Compliance". 

In addition to the above, this screen also tracks the Compliance Phase levels in the three grayed Phase Levels Compliance 

boxes in the middle of the screen. The results of changes here also drive the overall paragraph compliance, with 

substantial compliance resulting from all three phases being shown as "Satisfied". There are several other tabs associated 

with the Consent Decree Data Management System (CDDMS) as shown on the remaining tabs, each one drilling down 

further into the compliance and reporting process. Data from this system forms the basis for the Appendix A in the 

Quarterly Reports and planned further monthly updates to the VIPD as part of our increased status communication 

process. An example of the data integration to the Quarterly Reporting system is the front page to this report's Appendix 

A, which provides the reader with a comprehensive snapshot of the current state of compliance. That front page is shown 

in Figure 3, below. 

- 2 -
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Appendix B 
2Q2014 Compliance Status 
By Paragraph and Sub-Task 

Consent Decree Compliance 
Status 

VIPD Compliance Snapshot 
2nd Quarter 2014 A 
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Page 1 of 136 

This is an example of the data being drilled down from the paragraph level to t he individual group's compliance status, to 
the breakdown of that data into the three component phases, all on one page for the reader to see. 

The Monthly Update report to the VIPD might look like the sample that follows in Figure 4. The same styled cover page, 
w ith the three tiered charting display of status, would appear, followed by paragraph focused st atus review and 
documentation of activity. 

- 3-
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31 

Independent Monltor1ng Thorn 
Consent D ecree Compliance St.,tus 

Monthly Upda te R eport 
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completed l r a inKlg and passed the Pf"Qficiency tests. tha VIPO has intl iated apt)fopriate conecti\'8 act ton, Including I ra ining. and disciplinary act ion avainst the 
awom personnel . All u se of forc e traimng comports wrth the requirements of 31(a)-(g) of the C on sent Decrae, •nd i s t•ught from c urricuhtl'lesaon pans I hilt: (a} 
f~low • standard form at, (b) Identify train ing objectrw•a; (c ) incorpo,.-at e . to t he extent possible. adult teaming lechnlquea ( e.g •• c i.A._. exercises); and (d ) 
indiu1e that Jt h ila been review.d by l eg&~ counaet 

Ren On; 0713012014 R~I'1N •ma ~n11"1yJPI_V~d Pft0o 2of 4 
15:.24:52 'UIW"-'on Mtr. 1..on514 

Figure 4 

The second page of inform ation would something like that shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 

Independent Monltor1ng Team 
Consent Decree Compliance Status 

Monthly Update Report 

1011312013 10113/2013 

Oe-tnJ cr'ls of 51 tlree te-nnt arec.cn:ntent wth he Conxnt Draot, 
a::plc:a~ ilw m 001tra!yi~JX)Ict $)t"lda:S. 

·~~~--~~~~MM~------------~~~5~~~----------------------~ 

ncofliOQte a uu ofilreemodllltrut 
leacnH dlsengagemen.t art's contanment, 
JUrveilenoo. wablg outa ·tu~er:'., 
.turnroon.i'lg reint>t"ctrneflts a- ce ling in 
~Ded~tzed unc:sts ayp-op1e:e rtspctlstt lo 
ltluiiJOn; 

relnbrcetfl•t fta useore.x.:esaiv•fcr-ce \\11 
.s.~~molftoers t~ 
4d0plne. ~·~e etlmtt• _pr01eartion, 
•nd.bfCJ'II•rany, 

eruure~twtlcientlen11:-:hsl attmstM:t 

am r."'lltlle loal 
pCrol cUccrs; • nd 

Ran On: 07/3012014 Rep>rt Ha""" rronltly_rpt_~d 

15:25:44 I.Wolcn Nbr: 1.jj72514 

Oe~ii!;W!Of'"t)ru"" GDn1XJrts~ 21 ;:dtleCGnMMOecraa. 

In o95 ofuu pf fat:e nclckr1ts, tlere l'documenlsd evtr;knoo tNt, •• 
a~rc:onue. Otlcenl daengeged. contti"led the trn, et:~nckided surveiiDnc:e, 
v-.ate4 wt :.tle -.,biect. • nO'orcaled k1 .spedal ze.dunl11. 

~~~~.~--------------------------~~~-5~-~~.-----. 
In n95% Oftl'lb UM at force i'l~ ttlll'el• dOCH'IUI'I,., ~MOl th&, Su~anhal Cotrc::IM~ea 
vtle."l tes~it, tln JMSMclJtiY.8Sactvbtd the he/she I& • !o\•.edto suomto 
arrest beble tlrce o ustd. 

Stb-Tulc.St.bWlte&~nce Sf.lb.luk S'-"a 

In -->9S%ofuse or btt'e tncdert~ ttlt' rae ofbttt revlcwoc:n~dtt""III-.,-------"'!SU~tl,lttUill Co~lenee 
a.tf'kler.tlouletf\11 dema:Ne&v4mt used Wlbtaa~letuedon the 
~ltyotcirCJmst.,ce.s.. 

2. ?95% cfPttrolaMc.llera~j:liable otlc:..-s c.-ryltss leti!S 
etemati\le.s • al tr.les vtllle en-duty. 

Da• Sow-cc #:'database devebpment\consentorders\mainsetSET PageJ of4 

Case Review & Analysis Templates. The system goes beyond th is series of screens just shown and includes components 
for Use of Force, Citizen Complaint, and Administrative Investigation review and analysis. These components are still 
under development, but as part of our revised approach t o case review, we are developing new interim case review 
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checklists, using Excel macro based worksheets. These worksheets will be loaded into t he system while we develop t he 
on-line data entry formats. Once on-line, the Police Practice Experts (PPE) will sign into the system and enter t heir case 
reviews directly into the system, by-passing the paper based review and shortening the time that it takes for data entry. 
Both the interim and final on-line systems will result in on-line live data and reporting that wi ll speed analysis and 
feedback to the VIPD to assist in their compliance efforts. The newly released paper based Use of Force checklist (OPNS 
Form 14-1) is shown at Figures 6, 7 and 8, below. 

4 lAB tl umber 

-~Form 1A Humber. 
6 Aneat Number: 

i o E ~ 
Use of Force/ Investigation 

IMT Review Checksheet 

G 

:::: :::.-: 1----;~~.R:.v~:::,: 

j 

7 Date of Occurr•nc.e: 
- ; "'Loc.o'iton of Incident: 

Y"'loo• ofOceurrenc.: 

.~ . 

f-------------_...JL_ _____ FI_I•_I_ncl_u_d_•_d __ ':_-_-_-_-_-_-.,-'-::R:I:::::~::;d: 
f--------------,r--------------~r~~~·~~=~~~;~,~~~=.~~·=~~"~M~'~_·_•' _______ L_____ __ _, 
·uomo Wat PON Asalunmunt 

11 htOfflnr U&Ing FCH"u 
-u n Initial Fot"co type: Race Ethnlclry 
J:F~ Secondary Fof"c• Type: 

·~ 
Wat POH 

1S 2d Officer Ualng Fmce 
16 lnlttal Fore. Type: 

f--------------i'---":S.;-:::x---';;-Ro:::eo::----;E;:Ih:::n:;-k=lfy-'~;';:, C~;::= Use Of Force PoUcy? 

17 S.Condary Fot-ce Type: ... wot POll AN.Ignmen·t 

19 f3rd Offlr;er U•lll9 Fon:e 
20 , Initial FtWce Typo: Sox Rac e Elhnlcily 

-~-~~:::e~7a~:~Typo: LN_o_m-.-------------'---.L,,-m-•"'11--'----LP,_hon-e--'~: ~h~:;:~.g=m~o;n= 
]}'j 
2-4..~ Contact lntonnadon: W£1 SeK Race Elhnlclry 

25 , 
26 Dote Repon Completed C. lander Caae File lnclud .. : 
27 ~lnveaOgotoriAMignmonl Dora Incident Report; Should lnveatlgatlon S. Reop.ned 
2& Zone R.vlew er. EloPMd Officer Statement IMT Flogged toe Revl...,-: 
~ Date of R-lew: Q Supervi.scr Slatement AddltJotul Rr.-1.-w.r: 
301

eomma nd Revtew.r. AI Require Recordings I----" OUtet Revfewe.t. Who? 
3 1 OoM ol Review: M Rti:uil'ed Photos Additional Rcviewef Condu.t.kMu.: 

32 ' ChlefJDepmy Revlewet lAB R f!porl 1----.,.=Add=IU~"'e!'"=' """:!v,;lew=••,_,<:•:::m~m:!!en=""-' -------j 
Jl Date of Revlow: 0 IVt otb<tf ~~Is 
34 Tot.al calenct.r o~ ro-

Waa Thelnve attgatlon Completed Whhln The Tlmellne Required Under~rt:able U••l 
C:l:';'"; !, ,.,========================io':<ftFi:':....,_:=-/:P~o;:l:;<t::;:Y?~1l~I :::;;;::;-:::;;;11MTR~Iewet Commenh 
37 (1) Tho Ropo.la~l• Use of Polley roquhas thai tho nvut.llgatlfl9 a:upeniaor ~rt •nd dalo en fnYitl'.tlg ation tepott and 
3i fot'WOtded me completed use tile to the Commonderwkhln 10 eo,.ndot day. from the dote Of the lndM-n~ lhe 
3'9"" Commander muA aubmll llndlno- end c;onc;hnk)Ot to lhe O.puty Chlef!Chlof within S WOrking dap alter recefvlng 
- ~ che ea.a. ftle: and the Deputy Ch.Jef!Chlat haa 5 wonting doyt co .ubmh • copy of hla or her ftnd lnva ~d • copy of 
40 tbe caso fll• to tAB. Tho ln'lfltlgadon should bo comp.le~todwithfn JO days.. 

41 

Figure 6 
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Content of OHicer's Report and Supervisor's lnvestlc atlon 
Auth Requirement Compllanc.IMT Comments 

32 W as a Response to Resistance Repon {RRR) P r.pared 0 
NJA Was an lneldent report (1-A.) Included In the File 0 
N/ A Was an Arrest R eport Included In the File 0 
32 Otncer's narrative describes the type or fore• u sed? 
32 Was each and every type of use of fore.• used descrfbed? 
31 Were choke holds uaed? tf used waa deadty f orce authorlz.ed ? 

O ld tha omcers engage In a force model that ua•d dl••ngagement. ar•• 
31 containme nt, aurvelllanc., waiting out th• s ubJect, s ummoning reinforcements, or 

calling ou t specialized unh.a? K~Sf? SWAT? 

32 Otflcer"a n .,.r attve Includes a description of the events leading up to t.he use of 
force? 

34 The n arTatlve Includes a dea.erlpdon of the aubjeet'a acdona that provide the tnsls 
for th• fOf"'Ced used? 

31 Wher. possible dfd the otflcen: give the s ubje1:t a ehance to submtt to arrest beforw 
fore.• W"a.a used? 

33 Was a statement ta:ken from the subject? 
33 Was the at.atem•nt audio and/Of' video uped? 
33 The subJect re.c:elved tJm•ty m•dlal attendon? 
33 Supervisor was notified In a tlmety manner? 
33 Supervisor reaponded.!o scene and conducted an ~nvestJgatlon? 
33 Supervisor arrlved on ac:ene In a timely manner? 
47 lnveatl"atlng supervisor was not d ir ectly Involved In the lncldent? 

34 
Supervisor doeumentttd the Investigation In the rta.r"Rtfve or the RRR (and/or on a 
sup plemenQI form) and the narntfve Incl udes? 

A description of the events ~ceding the u s e of force? 
An eW!IIuadon of th• ap proprbte n ess of e ach type o f (Of"'e usltd? 

A. precise desulption of the facts that either justify o r tall to justify the fon;e? 
An assessment of whether reasonable suspicion/probable cauae was present for: 

For Ute Stop? 
.. For the Seat"Ch? 

• An assessment of whether the eon duct of the olftcer was J 
"' An lndlcatJon of whether the supervisor observed the 
.s ubject(•) and the oNieer(s) _for Injuries? 
.. A description of Injuries to the officer( a) and/or subject(s)? 
'"'An assessment of 'Wheth e r th• foree w as within policy? 

All Involved omeen are ldentJfled In the RRR. Including all otfleara who u•ed force 
36 a nd all ome•rs who wttnessed the Incident or were o n the scene at the time of the 

Incident? 
38 Were all shots .,red aec:ounted for? 

VIPD 3.2 All offtc• r wttnesses prep.ared a n RRR? 
Old a.ll RRRs renect origln~l wrhlng as opposed to .. cut & paste .. ? .. ... .. . 

Figure 7 

36~ Were all witness statement:l uken? 

3S.. Were all wltness statemems audio or video taped? 
32 Audio taped statements t1ken from all officers? 
35 If fo rmal stotements were uken. were leodlng questions ovolded? 
39 Were oil p~rtles statement given eq.ul review for cntdlblllty? 
54 Wos oil relevont evlden .. lncludlng clrcumstondol, direct ond physical evlden .. , 

etnlu.ated? 
54 Did the Investigation ottempt to ntsolve oll lneonslstrtneles: 
36 Were .a ll officers on the sceneldentffled? 
36 Hosplul reports wer. obalned? 
36 Photos of Injuries were uken? 
36 Were medico I reports obalned? Did they support Injuries described In the report? 
37 The completed supervisor's investigative report was .-.viewed by • Zone or Line 

CO? 
37 The Zone Commander or unlt CO reviewer concurred wh:h the Investigating officer! 

The CO's review Identified some or all of the deficiencies with the supervisor's 
37 Investigation? 

37 The completed superviJior'slnvestfgatlve report 3nd supporting documents were 
reviewed by • Chief/Deputy Chien 

37 The review Identified deficiencies with the supervisor's investigation, and required 
the deflclencles be corrected? 
There is evidence that corrective action was taken for fa:llure to conduct a timely 

37 and through re:vlew, recommended appropriate corrective action, or property 
Implemented opproprtote corrective oetlon? 

68 Did the complet.d lnvesdgodon Identify underlying problems ond trolnlng needs? 
68 If so, were they communlcoted to the appropriate VIPD entity (.e.g., Trolnlng 
68 There ls evldenc.e thn COf'Tective action wu Q.ken as Indicated below: 

Counseling? 
Remedlol tnlnlng? 

Equipment modlfleodon? 
Polley revision? 

Other? · 

::Submk61on lnstrudfon&: 

1. save your1Wf1tusln& SA~AScommand and glvolt • me nome osfol~ 
UOf..,.....(wrlttenas14).__.,.dote(wnttenii010Wifor07/01/J4)-Revlew«(lnltalo] 

HER£ ISA SAMPU .a:c "UOF--14-00000t-CAG• 

~the pock•&• you reeefved from the VIPO a> •OO.e, but add 
•PICG at the end of the file ume 

HER£ IS A SAMPI.f-o> "UOf'J4.000001-cAG·PKG" 
.Se(lil boCh file> to Palme<forflUrndend OIUG!IINALO!EO(IJS)"· P(G<On be PDF 
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Figure 8 

The Citizen Complaints and Administrative Investigations will have similar formats. One advantage of standardizing the 
forms is the ability to control the data entered into each field by use of drop down selection boxes. These boxes are 
somewhat limited on the Excel sheets, but will be more robust in the on-line version, thus further improving data integrity 
and facilitating analysis and sorting based on accurate field wording. This is a major benefit to data management systems 
over paper documents. The on-line system will also shorten the time frame between data entry and data availability for 
analysis. 

The RMS. Another feature of the new technology is access for all team members to files located at our data center under 
a Records Management System (RMS). A separate drive has been setup and access granted to all team members so they 
can browse aiiiMT files within the system, which currently occupy about 11GB of data grouped into several main 
categories, CAG Administrative, IMT Monitoring, and VIPD Submitted Files and some other, mainly reference or historical 
documents focused. Included within the system are all previous Fried frank documents that were available within their 
SharePoint© system. Team members conducting case review can submit their final check sheets, along with the original 
case file documents submitted by the VIPD for logging and filing to that system. Access is user name and password 
protected and is accessed from anywhere, including a SmartPhone, via the Web through a screen looking like that in 
Figure 9, below. 

Figure 9 

File system access is displayed in Figure 10, below. 
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CAG 

Create folder 

-

Figure 10 

Action • Tools -

Nan1e 

~-osdata_ 

";:" tJ recycle 

!:J Allrnlnistration 

e=:J Fried Frank Files 

e:::J Reference Materials 

File S t ation 

settings 

~ VlPD Consent Decree ,..1onitorino 

Size File Type 

Folder 

Folder 

Foldc;r 

Folder 

Folder 

Folder 

• .1.. p 
? 

P- Filler 

Nodlfled Date 

7/20/2014 7:47:56 PM 

6/30/2014 12: 59:59 Pl'-1 

7/25/201•1 7:37:00 PM 

6/ 19/201<1 10: 59:'19 At~ 

7/22/2014 1:28:59 AM 

7/27/201"1 11:13:37 A~1 

Files coming into the data center are logged and then filed in the above system, using another component of the Consent 
Decree Data Management System (CDDMS), the Administrative screen. This screen provides date stamping of receipt as 
well as file location documentation and suspense actions associated with the file. The example of this screen shown at 
Figure 11, below, displays a recent Use of Force Case review that was received from one of the PPEs and was logged and 
filed within the syst em. The RED boxes show the file name and where it was filed. Since bringing the system up, over 200 
documents have been logged and filed as indicated in the counter on the bottom right of the screen. 

e'l>oalmeftt Ales \ IO'Co<respoodeooe \ !.Suspense system \ r. ltl~ca-'.;l~end,.c;:.ar'::;\::::::,:-::-;-=-<=,.,-~'=''"'"=...-:;:.==:=-===::----
JUS v TM Terrttory of tn. Vlrgtn lal4nda & VIrgin Ialande Pollee Department 

Filing System - Logged Flies 

k.m. Diucuu~on Con-.:>lied case rev.&w; ,~ PPE revsew and ooglnal case nM 

Fot6w' cag\VJPO Coosenc Oecteft MonltoringiJJOF Monltoring\201-'\202014 

Figure 11 

efue T•otn lnt l).aion R..por'IAmolio MGrshcll Commend 
0721<41 

DISS AC'TJ)H FU 

.,_SoMoo TrolN"' Schoduloo &Thorn~- 201 < ·--~- 7 

I RQ< .. u.o.« ~~Jl7=-1 I 

l,:i;;iD.l 

S...eflitcon,lt ) 

CIOM ScrMn J 
(,I.QC: ... l*t ) 

In the case of the Use of Force case reviews, the PPE's completed checklist (currently in Excel forma t) and the VIPD case 
file (in PDF format ), are combined into one fi le, annotated with a "Complet ed and Logged" overprint and then fi led. An 
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example of the case package (first sheet only) shown in the screens hot above, is shown in Figure 12, below (in redacted 
format for this report). 

U$<: of Forcc/lr •vcstlgatlon 
IMT Re-view Chc.c:ka,eet 

Complete and Logged >o" 

Figure 12 

The Web-Based Calendar. As shown in the screenshot, there are several other tabs associated with the Administrative 
component, all directed at management of data and actions of the IMT team. The last tab of this component accesses the 
web-based team calendar that currently limits access to team member, but in the future will have a public component 
that will be part of our Website for public view. This private calendar covers team operations and staff availability, while 
the future public one will include notices of when the monitors will be on site, court dates, quarterly reporting periods 
and report release dates, etc. The current private version is shown at Figure 13, below. 

13 Document f lies \ &!'Correspondence \ t.. Suspense System \ ts!9'J!!~~~ 

-~~-:-~~ ~------ ·-- ----~~~-.. 

,..!fr - c · :.) • · ,..,.__ .....,.. l.--v- ~t:. t;l;...' --~~ 

~-- " ~ ! _ .. , __ , __ _ ! 

t::c::.::: "' r- ,..:;_~-

!,.,.. .. """"'"_"" . =~~:;:::: [, 
Jrs..,a _ _._., ..,·! 
• <~!! ) 

~r.~son-r.,J)Qff~I.LLCV..t.lt7V« 

Figure 13 
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The Website. One area where we intend to be more active is public engagement. To further this effort we have obtained 
a new website domain and are in the process of developing the website to be informative to the public as to the mission 
of both the Consent Decree and the work of the monitors. We will be providing copies of all our public documents 
including quarterly reports, and important links to the VIPD and other sites of interest. Included within the site is a contact 
form for inquiries, but we intend to insure that the public understand that we do not invest igate complaints and that they 
need to contact the VIPD for such assistance. We will, however, insure, if they desire contact, that we follow-up and 
insure they understand how to file a complaint and/or, hopefully, compliments as to VIPD performance. While the site is 
currently under construction, we hope to have it fully functional by mid-September. A screenshot of the current home 
page is shown in Figure 14, below. 

0-.:tt.~· ... ~------
1' ~c- · ~-
~ . • . ::: - . .... . u ..,.. ,_ . •· ., c 1!!1 

- ·l_t__ 

IMT-VIPD Police Monitor Web Site 

Figure 14 

Reod lhe Cons"'l Dotree Here 
MEUO§M 

............ -"--.. "'* .. ...._ 

Welcome To IMT-VIPD Police Monitor Web Site 
91ft.r ·Jf'D r.-.~.w.su. .. ,.sJ~tt~~~f:IIA#;.....-. 
'*:--.a.~tac!lllhlc::I'IUI!tu..t~tloltl~b«'ttt-tr...a.O!' 
~w..·~'bl)..hn.-s''ll"1ll.T!ot"*'~""-H•o.lAJ..;urJM._ 
tn.da~~-~~C't ...... "'C'dt""""t•r~~ .. 
ro.t .~....,..~,,_~\"'-ll 

-~ 

Cl 

As the reader can see, we have been very busy and focused on bringing our technology on line to support increased 
monitoring activity and hopefully support improved progress by the VIPD towa rd full compliance with the Consent 
Decree. In doing so we believe we have made some great strides forward toward improved monitoring and reporting 
capabilities that will pay dividends beginning in the next quarter. 
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL POUCING INDEX 

MEASURING AND ASSESSING IMPACT AND OUTCOMES OF THE VIRGIN 
ISLANDS POLICE DEPARTMENT CONSENT DECREE 

Recently crafted consent decrees and settlement agreements feature a requirement for Outcome 
Assessment, a process and recommended measure to determine whether implementation of 
prescribed/mandated remedies and actions (the paragraphs) result I are likely to result in 
constitutional policing and/or remediate the patterns, practices, and conditions that caused 
government intervention in the first place. The New Orleans, Puerto Rico, Seattle consent 
decrees and settlement agreements are examples. The Virgin Islands Police Department consent 
decree, negotiated and fmalized earlier (March 2009) did not I does not explicitly demand 
outcome assessment. The need for impact measurement and interpretation is now commonly 
recognized by the parties. Inactivity with regard to measurement is unfortunate. Opportunity to 
collect and manufacture at least quantitative baseline information appears to have been 
unexploited for most of the now five-year life of the Virgin Islands Police Department Consent 
Decree compliance program. {The IMT does has not examined the comprehensive reliability of 
the Virgin Islands Police Department's IT and analytics capacity, which bears directly potential
past and current.) Building/guiding development of a Virgin Islands Police Department CD
metrics capacity is an immediate priority to the IMf. 

CONSTITUTIONAL POLICING: OUR GOVERNING DESIGN PRINCIPLE 

The IMT metrics program is being designed to reveal, first and foremost, whether and to what 
degree the Virgin Islands Police Department is achieving the commitment to constitutional 
policy that is the basis of the CD: 

This consent decree (Agreement) is the result of a cooperative effort that 
evinces a commitment to constitutional policing on the part of the 
Department of Justice; the Territory of the Virgin Islands, and the Virgin 
Islands Police Department .... , 

{p. 1, Consent Decree, March 2009). 

The Consent Decree sets forth a provision that serves to define constitutional policing: 

(p. 1) 

The parties share a mutual interesting in promoting effective and 
respectful policing. They join together in entering this Agreement to 
promote police integrity and prevent conduct that deprives persons of 
rights, privileges or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution 
of the laws of the United States. 
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Finally, and of great utility for modeling a metric program, is: 

(p. 2) 

In its complaint, the United States alleges that the Territory of the Virgin 
Islands and the Virgin Islands Police Department (collectively, "the 
Defendants") are violating 42 U.S. C. §1414, by engaging in a pattern or 
practice of excessive force (emphasis added) by others of the Virgin 
Islands Police Department and by the failure to adequately train, 
supervise, investigate and discipline officers, and the failure to establish 
consistent policies, procedures, and practices that appropriately guide 
and monitor the action of VIP D officers and the VIP D's response to 
those actions." 

For modeling and actual measurement, excessive use of force primarily, and force generally, 
should be ''the" governing metrics. 

Definition and construction of the concept of constitutional policing does not seem to be entirely 
clear. It does, however, seem to be framed by legal protections- and more so, violation of- the 
rights, privileges and immunities guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States and 
important law derived therefrom. Accordingly, it makes sense to us to model a metric system 
that provides measurements of police behaviors that go beyond excessive use of force, measures 
of bias, for example. 

GETTING STARTED 

Designing and building the Virgin Islands Police Department Consent Decree metrics package 
will be a long-term, interactive, evolutionary endeavor. Our plan is to build/help build it 
incrementally. Rather than attempt to conceive and fmalize the "grand design," our 
recommendation is to (1) take on "manageable chunks," concentrating ftrst on limited sets of 
core measures; and (2) accord weight to current and reasonably achievable (upgraded) Virgin 
Islands Police Department information production capacity- a blend of data base content and 
condition, technology, and IT research/analytic skill sets. (The state of these conditions and skill 
sets is not known to us at this juncture.) 

Table 1 displays a range of options for the metrics package start-up. Labeled for now the 
Constitutional policing Index. The metrics program can be built from several clusters, 
distinguished by object/type of measurement/measure and date source. 

Outcomes. This cluster would reveal the "constitutionality" of Virgin Islands Police Department 
activity and behavior with regard to core rights, privileges, and immunities guaranteed to 
citizens. It includes the primary CD impact outcome measurement- excessive use of force. 
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EIP Measures. This cluster would include several components of the outcome cluster, but would 
supplement and broaden the picture of constitutional policing. It would present a total picture of 
citizen allegation and Virgin Islands Police Department disposition. 

Trends or Patterns. Each and all of the foregoing metrics must be applied and tracked (repeat 
measurement) continually to achieve critical mass-meaning. For a variety of reasons, to identify 
need for intervention that should produce ever-increasing constitutional behavior by Virgin 
Islands Police Department personne~ the metrics must be analyzed for significance. Almost all 
metrics reveal consequential and explanations, implications, insights and potentials when 
diagnosed by subject matter experts. 

Process Measurement. Evaluation standards require that outcome measurement be paralleled by 
process measurement. The valid conclusion with regard to impact of intervention on outcomes, 
position and negative, demand understanding of the implementation of intervention. The 
"interventions" in the present situation are the actions and remedies stipulated/prescribed in the 
Consent Decree, augmented by DOJ and IMT recommendations and expectations. Most of the 
required process measures are already available. There are the compliance thresholds currently 
in play. 

THE IAPro DATABASE 

What follows is a very simple representation of the configuration of the VIPD IAPro database, 
plus information content categories. 

Citizen Complaints 

• Citizen Complaints Incidents Received: Class & Sub-class 
• Citizen Complaints Incidents: by unit, officer ratio 
• Citizen Complaint Dispositions: with Actions Taken 
• Citizen Complaints Demographic: by gender, involved officer (race/ethnicity), involved 

office (age), involved officer (assignment/operations, territorial comparisons 

Administrative Unvestigationsl 

• Allegations 
• Investigations: by allegation, by class (ofDepartment Violations) 
• Investigation: by unit and officer ratio 
• Disposition and Action Taken 
• Involved Officer Demographics: by race/ethnicity, gender, age 

Use of Force 

• Incidents/Number: by Status and Funding 
• Incidents/Number: by Month Received 
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• Incidents/Number: by Type Used 
• Incidents/Number: By Unit, Office Ratio 
• Type of Force Tall- Type 
• Citizen Resistance Tally: Reason 
• Citizen Condition Tally: Injuries 
• Charges Against Involved Citizens 
• Citizen Arrest: Yes, No, Counts 
• Citizen Injuries: Number, percent, taken to hospital 
• Officer Injuries Tally: Number, percent, taken to hospital 
• Reason for Use of Force 
• Type of Setvice Being Rendered 
• Force by Unit and Officer Ratio 
• K-9 Bite Ratios: by officer name 
• Incidents: By Disposition 
• Two Year Trend: by Reason (effecting arrest, battery on officer, etc.); by Service Being 

Rendered; by Citizen Injury 
• Taken to Hospital; Officer Injury; by Operations (Unit); 
• Firearms Discharge: by Number, by Office 

Vehicle Accidents 

• Incidents I Number 
• Findings: Officer at Fault 
• Cause of Accident 
• Time of Accident 
• Officer Injuries: Yes/No 
• Non-employee Injuries 
• Amount ofDamages 
• Three-Year Trend: Employee Responsibility (Fault); Time of Accident; Weather 

Conditions; Injuries 
• Dispositions 

Vehicles & Pursuits 

• Incidents/Number 
• Reason Initiated 
• Time 
• Initial Violation 
• Weather 
• Pursuit Distance 
• Type ofVehicle Pursued 
• Beginning/Ending Location 
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• Event that Concluded Pursuit 
• Citizen Complaints & Quarterly Activity by Unit (Patrol Zone, CID, Special Detai~ etc.) 
• Quarterly Pattern & Trending Data 
• Citizen Complaint 
• DUI Factors 
• In-car Camera Availability & Use 
• Pursuit Aborted 
• Arrest of Driver Pursued for DUI 
• Helicopter Assistance 
• Stop Device Used 
• DUI Arrest 
• Liability Claim Filed 
• Pursuit Justified I Within Policy 
• Citizen Condition I Injury Tally 
• Disposition 
• Three Year Trend 
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TABLE I 

CONSTITUTIONAL POLICING INDEX 

A. OUTCOME MEASURES - SUPER (MACRO) 

D Use of Force 

1. Overall: 

a. Nwnber and Rate of Complaints (citizen, command generated) 

b. Nwnber and Rate of Excessive Force complaints 

c. Arrest Related - Number and Rate (citizen command generated) 

[By force type. Can/should detail by geographic areas, race, gender, ethnicity) 

2. Rates of Sustained Complaints: Overall and arrest-related. 

3. All of the above. 

D Sto_p. Search, Seizure 

1. Overal~ Number and Rate of Citizen and Command Complaints (by type 
of complaint, geographic area, demographic breakdown, department 
dimensions- shifts, units, officers, supervisors) 

2. Number and Rates Sustained 
Preponderance of evidence/lack thereof subset) 

D Eqyal Protection (Bias Free) 

1. Number and Rate of Stops -traffic and other (by purpose, demographics, 
department dimensions 

2. Outcome by Number and Rate (arrests, citations, confiscations) 

3. Response- Time and Quality of Service Measures (emphasis on sexual 
assault, domestic violence, hate crimes, rate, gender and LGTB 
populations) 

B. EIP MEASURES 

D Number and Rate of Complaints/Charges (citizen. command) 

1. Abuse of Power 
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2. Abuse of Process 

3. Harassment/Information 

4. Citizen Contest 

5. Civil Rights 

6. Failure to Perform - Constitutional Issue 

7. Failure to Take Citizen Complaint 

8. Firearms Discharge 

9. False Arrest 

10. Pointing Firearm 

11. Prejudicial Conduct 

12. Threats 

13. Unlawful Search 

14. Unnecessary/Excessive Use of Force 

15. Wrongful Detection 

16. Other Violation of Citizen Rights 

D Number and Rate of Sustained Complaints/Charges 
(Complaints/Charges from 2013 EIP Annual Rq:mrt) 

C. Trends and Patterns 

Longitudinal comparison and analysis of all of the foregoing data sets. 

D. Process Measurer 

E. The compliance thresholds already established for CD paragraphs and sub-paragraphs. 
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